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A. Project Development Objective

1. Project development objective: (see Annex 1)

The objective of the proposed project is to build an efficient land administration system with the purpose
of contributing to the development of efficient real property markets. This will be achieved by addressing
aspects of the supporting infrastructure, especially the real property registration system in the municipal
courts, the cadastre system that is operated by the State Geodetic Administration (SGA) at the regional
and branch office levels and by the Zagreb City Cadastre Office, supported by the academic institutions
and the private-sector support professionals. The project will (i) accelerate registration in both the
cadastre and real property registration systems; (ii) streamline both systems and the associated
transaction processes; (iii) harmonize data between the two systems and ensure that they match with
reality by undertaking cadastre re-survey where necessary, and land book registration correction and
renewal in a systematic manner in selected areas of the country; (iv) improve customer relations and
service provision, as well as organize awareness campaigns among stakeholders, aimed at supporting
professionals, financial institutions, and real property holders; and (v) address impediments to the
operation of an efficient mortgage system.

The Government program for the implementation of integrated cadastre and registration systems to cover
the whole country will have to be phased over a period of fifteen years. The proposed project will cover
the first five years of this comprehensive program, and will be focused on selected urban and rural areas.
The resulting selection of the priority areas in this first five year project was mainly driven by the
demand of municipalities through the mayors, with the help of a beneficiary assessment.

The proposed project will support the improvements of the linkages between the cadastre and property
registration system that will then be replicated to the rest of the country by supporting approaches that
would include: (i) sporadic registration (based on on-going transactions) especially in urban areas, and
(ii) systematic property registration (i.e., total registration of geographic areas of land, village by village,
municipality by municipality) in both urban and rural areas. At the end of the project, the information in
the cadastre and real property registration systems will have been renewed and systems linked in about 5
percent of the country. The total area proposed to be addressed by the project for renewal, correction, and
harmonization is approximately 250,000 hectares, involving about 1.05 million parcels, and would
benefit about 360,000 persons including about 110,000 land holders. Once this project will have put in
place improved mechanisms, including the necessary human resources, the continuation of systematic
registration in the rest of the country will be much less expensive and will be achieved with funds made
available by the Government, the EU and other donors. To ensure a rapid achievement of the above
mentioned objectives, the Borrower requested and the Bank agreed that payments for eligible
expenditures incurred after February 1, 2002 will be reimbursed from the Loan proceeds (see Annex 6).

2. Key performance indicators: (see Annex 1)

The success of the project in achieving the above-mentioned objective will be measured in terms of:

* offices in 5 percent of the country will be integrated and operational using the best available
practice and technology and fully in compliance with the long term aspirations embodied in the
land registration and cadastre laws;

* raising the level of consistency between the data held in the cadastre and those held in the related
land books in the areas included in the project to 80 percent over the period of the project; (at
present it is 73 percent nation-wide and 39 percent in Zagreb);

* a decreased volume of backlogs: in the municipalities targeted by the project, cases that are at
least three years old should be resolved by December 31, 2003; cases that are at least two years
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old should be resolved by December 31, 2004; cases that are at least one year old should be
resolved by December 31, 2005;

* a reduced cost of cadastre and real property transactions;
* increased number of apartments registration in the land books;
* a reduced transaction turn around time in the project areas according to the following parameters:

o the municipal land registry offices would achieve less than the following maximum worKing
processing times for the registration of sales and mortgages in cases of undisputed transfer of
ownership: by December 31, 2003: 40 days; by December 31, 2004: 20 days; by December 31,
2005: 10 days; by December 31, 2006: 5 days;

o the municipal land registry offices would achieve rapid delivery times for the supply of title
reports/abstracts and other information from the registration system: by December 31, 2003: 20
days; by December 31, 2004: 10 days; by December 31, 2005: 5 days; by December 31, 2006, 2
days;

o the branch cadastre offices would supply cadastre maps and other information (for set fees) to
customers in a period equal to or less than: by December 31, 2003: 10 days; by December 31,
2004: 5 days; by December 31, 2005: 2 days; December 31, 2006: 1 day;

o improved legal framework for land markets, particularly in relation to the apartment registration
systems in the cadastre and land registry offices;

* increased participation of new social actors (NGOs, private businesses) in the land registration
and titling process measured through their participation in the Advisory Committee, and in the
regional consultative groups.

B. Strategic Context

1. Sector-related Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) goal supported, by the project: (see Annex t)
Document number: R2001-0161/1; Date of latest CAS discussion: 09/18/2001

The Bank's Country Assistance Strategy Progress Report of September 28, 2001 (Report No.22633-HR)
delineates seven main areas of intervention, of which two are directly addressed by the proposed project:
(i) improving governance, and (ii) creating the conditions for competitive real property sector
development.

The proposed project will contribute to the improvement of governance, i.e. the building of an
accountable and effective public administration and the improvement of the legal framework (paragraph
34), by facilitating protection of property rights and contracts in courts, and thus complementing the
work initiated under the Court and Bankruptcy Administration Project (IBRD, 2001). As a result of the
project, the property transaction case backlogs in the court land registry offices will be reduced.

The project would further contribute to the governance objective by improving the functioning of public
institutions dealing with cadastre and property registration, and thus ensuring that they deliver
transparent and predictable services at prescribed and limited fees.

By fostering certainty in property rights, the project will also support the development of the private
sector by reducing administrative barriers and impediments to foreign direct investments. The project
will help develop the efficiency of land registries, and through the more rapid and secure registration of
mortgages will better support the development of functioning property markets and of efficient financial
intermediation based on meaningful collateral. In fact, if supported by viable financial institutions, the
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use of real property for collateral purposes will increase as a result of the project.

2. Main sector issues and Government strategy:

Legal Framework. Croatia belongs to the Austrian-Hungarian tradition of property registration systems,
and has had a parcel based registration system and the associated cadastre system since the 1880s. The
key laws governing land registration in Croatia are: the Land Registration Act (NN91/96), the State
Survey and Real Estate Cadastre Act (NN 128/99), and the Property and Other Material Rights Act.
Cadastral records are located at the municipal cadastre offices (deconcentrated regional and branch
offices of the State Geodetic Administration, in total 116 offices), while the land registry function is
handled by 104 Land Registry Offices of the Municipal Courts. Property registration laws and
regulations are equivalent to those still in use in some other European countries, but implementation
needs to be refined to match the current Croatian conditions, and to allow for the complete up-dating of
all records for an area and the better use of new technologies. In certain instances, changes to the law
may be beneficial, a matter that will be addressed in the course of the project.

Issues. As in many other countries of Central and Eastern Europe, property registration and cadastre
systems were poorly maintained in Croatia up until 1996. There is now a great need to address
improvements to avoid the problems caused by unreliable real property registration and cadastre systems.
There are several issues related to real property. Croatia needs to stimulate foreign direct investments to
address its development needs, and streamline administrative and legal procedures to be in line with
European Union standards. In Croatia, the process of ascertaining ownership of property rights, acquiring
land and registering it is particularly difficult for foreign investors, and it compares poorly to other
countries. It takes 5 to 25 weeks to register land in Argentina, 6 to 36 weeks in Bulgaria, and between 2
to 120 weeks or longer in Croatia depending on which municipal court handles the transaction and the
type of transaction.

Mismatch of Cadastre and Land-Books Data. Many of the problems in land and real estate markets and
in efficient implementation of the property laws can be traced to the condition of the registries. These
conditions derive from the unprecedented increase in numbers of transactions since privatization started
in 1992, and the related failure to maintain the link between the land book and the cadastre systems
during the communist time, which has resulted in significant discrepancies between the official records
and the actual state of title on the ground. Most land is now privately owned, but problems related to the
outdated land registration and cadastre systems make ownership rights unclear. At present, data defining
property in the court registries typically differ in as many as 50 percent of the cases from those in the
cadastre offices (range 10 to 90 percent). When the property privatization and restitution processes
started in 1992, the Land Registries and the cadastral records revealed their inconsistencies in terms of
plot delineation, description and ownership. Many real properties in Croatia are not on the cadastre, and
many houses do not have building permits. The information in the real property registry is often
out-of-date by decades. In some cases, parcel maps date back to 1905, and few have been updated since
the nationalization in 1945. Even in areas where the cadastre registers and maps are more current than
those in the legal registers, they are inaccurate in 30 percent of cases. These unreliable systems increase
the time and uncertainty of transactions when property is sold or used as collateral in secured lending,
and hinder the expansion of real estate markets.

The ownership of land becomes even more unclear in some areas because of the practice of transferring
land without registering the transaction in order to avoid transfer taxes (5 percent of the property value)
and, in earlier times, substantial inheritance taxes. Further complicating the process of determining
ownership, two registers of property exist: one for the land and related free standing buildings, and the
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other for apartments (the "Book of Deposited Contracts" or "BDC").

The situation of the current cadastre and property registration systems is quite different across the
country. Istria cadastre surveys are twenty years old and land registration maps are even older,
maintained with Italian influence and practice. Rijeka, Zadar, and Dalmatia have cadastre with new
surveys five to ten years old, though the land registration information in the courts is based on pre-1940
and earlier maps.

Court Backlogs. Currently there are more than 300,000 unresolved land registry cases, and other
property-related disputes comprise a significant portion of the large (more than 1,000,000) case backlog
in the courts. The efficiency of the land registration system varies across the nation according to
management, available resources, and the degree of use of new technologies. In municipal courts,
registration backlogs range from one month in the smaller cities to three to four years in the two major
cities of Zagreb and Split. These backlogs increase the uncertainty of property rights by increasing the
likelihood that the information from the registry may be in error, encourage the use of informal
transactions, and make the possibility of petty corruption more likely. In Zagreb, because of the number
of pending cases, the land registration process can take up to several years (3 to 4 years). However, once
a case comes to the head of the queue, the actual registration can be done in a few days, suggesting that
clearance of the backlogs, and elimination of the causes of the backlogs, will be a major step forward.
Zagreb started a "rush" system to allow those with urgent cases to by-pass the backlog, but unfortunately
this "rush" process has now a back-log of two or three months itself. One of the causes of the backlogs is
the time required to resolve the mismatches between the data in the land-book and the data in the cadastre
registers and maps. Discrepancies in existing records and the actual state of title on the ground may be
addressed through the process of systematically renewing the cadastre and the land registration book,
which is proposed to be a major focus of the proposed project and will include the city of Zagreb.
Various subcomponents of the project are designed to help address the backlogs in the municipal court
registry offices.

Due to the large backlog of cases in the land registries it has been necessary to establish registration
priorities for certain types of transactions, which in the most troubled registries has resulted in creation of
yet another backlog, though of shorter duration. In addition, there are frequent suggestions that informal
payments may be made, and are indeed sometimes necessary, to obtain accelerated registration services.
Proposals to institutionalize the accelerated registration option on a fee-for-service basis has been raised
in the context of the USAID project in the Zagreb cadastre and registration offices, but rejected.
Experience elsewhere suggests that an accelerated registration option for appropriate fees can have
several positive benefits, including elimination of the potential for petty corruption, and increasing
registry revenues so that additional staff may be retained to deal not only with accelerated cases, but all
other cases as well. Ultimately, elimination of the backlogs through the project will have the most
beneficial effects for eliminating the inducements for corruption, but in the short run the issue of
establishing an accelerated service option for reasonable fees will be revisited during the project in the
context of reviewing the entire fee schedule for registration and cadastre services.

With regard to the general court backlog of land and property-related cases, it is expected that systematic
resolution of title issues in the course of the project may facilitate more efficient resolution of those cases
in the future, thereby preventing aggravation of the current backlog and accumulation of new backlogs.

Obstacles to an Efficient Land and Mortgage Market. Legal problems include the lengthy and complex
procedure for obtaining building permits and the difficulty of enforcing creditors' rights under real estate
mortgages due to lengthy procedures. The problems with the building permit procedures are well
described in the Report on Administrative Barriers to Foreign Investment in Croatia prepared by the
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Foreign Investment Advisory Service of the World Bank (FIAS, January, 2000). The FIAS report also
describes the systemic problems between the cadastre and the land book offices, the data mismatches, the
backlogs, and the delays.

With respect to enforcement of mortgage security, the problems appear to be related mostly to substantial
case backlogs in the courts, lengthy appeals procedures and a possible lack of judicial concern for timely
enforcement of creditors' rights. Elimination of case backlogs is a complex issue that is under
consideration by other projects, including modernization of case management systems and
encouragement of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. A recent law may reduce the threat of
lengthy appeals by allowing execution to proceed despite an appeal having been lodged. Ultimately,
delays in execution are in the control of the court, and there is a pronounced bias in favor of allowing
debtors ample time to resolve their affairs before invoking the remedy of foreclosure, which in the
society and courts is considered to be a radical remedy (fewer than one percent of problem cases
presently proceed to foreclosure). Eliminating or restricting judicial discretion in mortgage execution is
not a realistic goal as it is a standard feature of most modern legal systems. Rather, this issue would be
better addressed by education ofjudges and other legal professionals to the societal costs of increasing
risks to creditors, which is proposed as an element of the training and education component of the
project. In any case, the main impediment to mortgage lending is the uncertainty of titles and the long
delays in registering ownership rights, an issue which is the main focus of the project.

Slow Restitution and Privatization of Land and Properties. Several other concerns affecting land and
property markets do not arise directly from defects in the laws or the registration system, but from other
factors such as the complex transition from state to private ownership and the recent wars. These include
settlement of restitution claims and displaced persons, the claims of persons of Serbian ethnicity who fled
Croatia during the war and are now returning, and claims on some state owned agricultural land. These
processes tend to remove land and real estate from circulation until claims can be resolved and limit
development of private markets. The restitution process started in 1992, and it is progressing steadily.
Efforts to resolve restitution claims and the plight of displaced persons and refugees are ongoing. While
these issues cannot be traced directly to flaws in the registration system, and do not in themselves
significantly add to the insecurity of property rights as claims have been identified and the statute of
limitations for further claims expired, it should be noted that restitution issues and the rights of displaced
persons might be resolved more quickly if the registries were in better condition at this time.

The recent Agricultural Land Law may accelerate the resolution of allocation of state-owned agricultural
land, which comprises approximately one-third of the agricultural land in the country, and delineation
and registration of some state-owned agricultural land as a precursor to further privatization under the
Agricultural Land Law is a priority outcome of the project. Remaining state-owned agricultural land is to
be allocated by sale, lease and concession pursuant to agricultural land management plans to be prepared
by local governments and approved by the Ministry of Agriculture, preparation of which should
commence in the near term. Delineation of those lands and resolution of any title issues that may arise
would benefit preparation and monitoring of those plans.

Several other issues arise from the particular history of Croatia over the last 60 years: (i) the ambiguous
situation of summer properties along the Dalmatia Coast, lands in the Istria peninsula in north-west
Croatia, some areas in Krajina and Knin near the Bosnia-Herzegovina border, which are not only
unregistered, but unpermitted; (ii) extra-legal settlement in and around the major cities; and (iii) the usual
former socialist country situation of privately owned apartments located in buildings and on land still
registered in the legal ownership of local governments or a former state enterprise.

Government Strategy for Improvement. The Government's strategy is presented in the five-year plans
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prepared by the Ministry of Justice and the SGA. It involves harmonization of the cadastre and land
registration information, ensuring that there are no backlogs in the land book system, and improving civil
society's access to land registry and cadastre information. This may mean limited, strategic changes to
laws and regulations, and will require training of both public sector staff and the private sector,
re-surveying and determination of rights in badly out-dated areas, technology changes, more financial
resources, and improved information access.

The SGA five-year plan was approved by Parliament in June 2001. The plan was originally presented to
300 major users at a seminar in December 2000. After the seminar it was sent to 70 government agencies
and NGOs and received reviews from 22 of them. The plan has 4 sub-programs and priorities, 25
sub-projects focusing on the most active and valuable real property markets, regional centers, islands,
and coastal areas. Some other priorities are de-mining areas, agricultural areas in north-east Croatia, EU
accession requirements, and renewal of base cadastre information using orthophoto maps and digital
cadastre overlays. The plan is now under execution.

The MOJ five-year plan was launched in draft in March 2001 and it is now under further development. It
focuses on electronic data processing (EDP), training, regulation completion, and allows cadastre
information to play a greater role in the determination of legal rights than in the past. Amendments of the
internal organization of MOJ containing arrangements for the creation of a Land Registration
Management Unit (LRMU), establishment of which was agreed in August 2001, have been adopted by
the Government and staffing is underway. MOJ has obtained a commitment from the Netherlands to
support training of the LRMU staff.

The Croatian Government has also been very active in cooperating with donors in this sector. Under an
agreement with the Dutch Government a pilot project was completed in March 2002 in the municipality
of Babina Greda in the Slavonian area, and it was financed by the Social Transition Program for Central
and Eastern Europe (MATRA) of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The project is based on a
systematic cadastre and land book titling pilot, the lessons from which will directly be applied in this
proposed project. Another pilot project in Labin, Istria, is financed by BMZ Germany and implemented
by GTZ. It will be completed in 2003, and will contribute lessons to the proposed project.

3. Sector issues to be addressed by the project and strategic choices:

Dual Agency System. The existence of two laws dealing respectively with cadastre (1999) and property
registration (1996), both confirming and using the dual agency system (as do Austria, Germany, and
many other countries), has put aside any notion that a single agency responsible for real property
registration and cadastre can be introduced under the project. As this dual system can obviously be made
to work effectively, the Bank's operations in nearby countries such as Slovenia, Romania, and Bulgaria
have accepted and built on this fundamental national choice, and will do so here.

Commercialization of Real Property Information. The Government has agreed that during
implementation the "commercialization of real property information" will be studied and pursued in year
four and five of the project, which would involve outsourcing the sale of information and allowing a
company to add value to real property information held in the land book and cadastre systems. A
sub-component "Service Commercialization and Marketing" would include the "one stop shop" approach
being considered in a Croatian context. Under Component B, the project contains a sub-component
entitled "Multipurpose Spatial Information System (MSIS)" which has also been designed to create the
foundation for the commercialization and marketing of cadastral and other spatial information.
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Out-Sourcing to Continue. The State Geodetic Administration already out-sources data acquisition for
the cadastre including cadastre survey and mapping, information technology system establishment and
maintenance, software development, implementation/maintenance, geodetic network development, and
staff training while the land book system in the courts has out-sourced IT system building in some courts
and recently MOJ decided to out-source data conversion and acquisition through the private sector.

Property Rights. The project appraisal has determined that there are no fundamental issues of property
rights that could be adversely affected by the proposed project, and indeed that the opposite is true. Some
issues concerning property rights will be closelymonitored by the Advisory Committee to the Project
Steering Committee during project implementation, including (i) allocation of state land created as a
result of the conversion of socially owned land in the early 1 990s, which includes primarily forest and
agricultural land; (ii) remaining property rights uncertainties, if any, arising from WWII and the
mid-I 990s war in Croatia; (iii) the ambiguous situation of summer properties along the Dalmatia Coast;
(iv) the implications for the project of the returnee situation and land rights in some areas in Krajina and
Knin near the Bosnia-Herzegovina border (see section 6.1); (iv) extra-legal settlement in and around the
major cities; and (v) progress with respect to the situation of apartment blocks in which common property
is still registered in the ownership of local governments and enterprises (see the study on the "Legal
Framework for Apartments (Managing Buildings)", legal researcher, January 2002, in the project files).

Registration of Apartments. In most of the court registries the registration of apartments is undertaken in
a separate system, the Book of Deposited Contracts. This separate system for registration of apartment
rights does not provide a mechanism for registering the common property rights and obligations of the
apartment owners, which in the absence of a general law on condominium leads to situations of
confusion and lack of maintenance of such common property, and it becomes a potential source of
conflict and insecurity of property rights. Moreover, there is some evidence that creditors have less trust
in the Book of Deposited Contracts than in the land registry, which may prevent expansion of mortgage
lending. Registration of apartments in the land registry is a complex and expensive procedure which
apartment owners have been reluctant to undertake on their own initiative, entailing land and building
surveys as well as common ownership agreements adopted by unanimous consent of all owners. The
project counterparts in the MOJ and SGA have committed to joint action to resolve the apartment
registration problem through a combination of steps, including in the short term limiting requirements for
registration of apartment rights in the land registry to simple common ownership agreements adopted by
less than unanimous consent; eliminating unnecessary technical surveys and devising a more appropriate
system of cadastral identifiers for land and buildings of apartment blocks; and accelerating conversion of
registration data from the Book of Deposited Contracts to the land book. Equivalent steps have been
taken in other countries facing similar issues, notably including Slovenia. A solution to this problem is
considered to be a project priority and includes actions to be supported by a joint working group of the
MOJ, SGA and the Zagreb municipal court and cadastre agency, where most of the apartment registration
issues have arisen.

Working with other Donors. In 2001 there were at least six donors - SIDA, GTZ, USAID, IBRD, Austria,
and Norway - supporting land administration activities in Croatia working with either SGA or MOJ. The
GOC has stated that the strategy for the proposed project is to work in coordination with other donors to
achieve project objectives. The task team agreed with other donors on the principles that will guide
external support for cadastral renewal and property registration on the occasion of the Second Donors'
Coordination Meeting held in March 2002. The meeting was intended as a follow-up to an earlier
meeting held in March 2001, and it was attended by over 40 people from nine donors and the two
project's agencies. As a result, it was agreed that donors' coordination meetings will be held twice a year
and coincide, whenever possible, with the supervision missions of the proposed project. Also that donors
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would share, information with each other, and that the project institutions would continue to coordinate
donors' activities. Under the project a trust fund agreement will be signed by the Bank and the European
Commission for the use of EU CARDS funds towards the co-financing of the project (see C4,
implementation and institutional arrangements), the Netherlands will finance in parallel the training of
the LRMU staff. Sweden will finance the training of the PIU before project effectiveness, and Norway
will fund project related digital mapping until 2004.

Type of Loan Instrument to be Used. LIL and APL were rejected by the client, who decided on a SIL. A
LIL was dismissed by the MOJ and SGA as pilot projects have been underway since 1997 and the project
implementation plan is now ready. An APL approach is not suitable for Croatia, since this country might
graduate soon and the EU involvement is likely to become more and more relevant.

C. Project Description Summary

1. Project components (see Annex 2 for a detailed description and Annex 3 for a detailed cost
breakdown):

The project would involve the following four components: Component A - Real Property Registration
System Development; Component B - Cadastre System Development; Component C - Inter-institutional
Operations and Information Technology; Component D - Project Management, Training and Monitoring.
The project would be implemented in a five-year timeframe. A description of the proposed components
follows:

Component A - Real Property Registration System Development. This component would focus on
improving the land book registration system that operates in the municipal courts under the Land
Registration Act, 1996, thus increasing the security of property rights over real property and transactions
conducted under this system. The component would support the organization and training of the Land
Registration Management Unit that has been established in the Ministry of Justice to have oversight of
the property registration function, with the goal that operations be run along business lines, including the
monitoring and evaluation of property registration. The component would address the present registration
backlogs, and focus on improving and streamlining demand-driven transaction processing, both
systematic and sporadic first-time registration, and apartment registration. It would address
computerization of registration in the registry offices of the four major cities and about 20 other offices.
It would also pilot in project years 2 through 5 a program to provide legal advice to low income owners
on property registration related issues.

Component B - Cadastre System Development. This component would focus on the improvement and
streamlining of the new integrated cadastre system (under the Law of State Survey and Real Estate
Cadastre, 1999), and ensure that the system is maintained up-to-date in the regional and branch offices,
operated by the State Geodetic Administration (SGA) and in the Zagreb city cadastre office. The
component would focus on developing affordable technical standards and regulations, building a cadastre
based on business/corporate plan principles, training staff and the private sector, upgrading equipment
and offices, implementing quality control mechanisms, and developing and implementing an information
system, and a multi-spatial information system. Operations to update the cadastre in about 5 percent of
the country would be undertaken where possible under component C.

Component C - Inter-institutional Operations and Information Technologv. This component would
develop and implement joint field operations for the cadastre and land book registration systems,
particularly a program to achieve harmonization of data between the municipal cadastre offices and court
registry offices. It would do this using joint systematic registration and cadastre methods with the two
institutioris working together, and data verification and conversion. It would design and implement joint
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information and communications technology and management systems in the two institutions and
associated offices.

Component D - Project Management. Training and Monitoring. This component will support: (i) Project
management by the PIU and the institutional teams in MOJ and SGA; (ii) The improvement of the legal
framework for real property matters; (iii) The design and implementation of a common information and
communications technology/information management (ICT/IM) strategy for SGA and MOJ and
associated offices; (iv) The provision of training for SGA, MOJ, LRMU and the land registries, and the
Zagreb City Cadastre Office; (v) A public awareness campaign and consensus building strategies; (vi) a
Service Commercialization and Marketing sub-component including the development and testing of
One-Stop-Shop approaches for registration and cadastre; (vii) Pilot activities for simplifying the existing
procedures for registering apartments; and (viii) Project monitoring, evaluation, reporting, including the
social aspects, and customer surveys in the cadastre offices and land book offices.

Limiting Disputes. One focus of the project will be expanding opportunities for resolving land related
disputes arising in the course of the systematic registration process in targeted areas through the use of
cadastral experts and legal professionals in informal proceedings, including through field work and
delegation of authority to conduct land book renewal hearings to legal professionals appointed by the
court, as permitted under the registration law. The legal authority to use court appointed hearing officers
to hear land book cases has been rarely, if ever, used to this time, but the MOJ has acknowledged its
potential utility in the project and as committed to expanding its use. Similarly, MOJ has committed to
expanding the scope and use of a little used provision of the law which permits individual land book
correction hearings, and which can be useful in resolving land cases without litigation. And, as noted
earlier, it is proposed to pilot the provision of legal advisory services to low income persons in target
registration areas at the earliest possible opportunity to eliminate confusion, improve the quality of
applications, facilitate and expedite the land book renewal hearings, and, in appropriate cases, offer
advice on resolution of disputes outside of the judicial process. These approaches to informal dispute
resolution are considered to be most appropriate to a titling project. Other forms of informal dispute
resolution, which may be of more or less use to land registration procedures, are under consideration by
other projects dealing with court management and commercial law.

* - ~~~~~~ *l~~~~~j- Indicatlie - ~ Bank- - -% of>
.5 - -- - . - CoSt8~: ~L%of.:c.o finaening Ba k-

-- = ;, --. ; -@.i< - .Z - ( SM- -.- - -Totali- - (US$M) financing
Component A: Real Property Registration System 9.20 24.7 7.10 27.6
Development
Component B: Cadastre System Development 8.64 23.2 4.40 17.1
Component C: Inter-agency Operations and Information 12.60 33.9 10.20 39.7
Technology
Component D: Project Management, Training and 6.50 17.5 3.74 14.6
Monitoring I I_I

Total Project Costs 36.94 99.3 25.44 99.0

Front-end fee 0.26 0.7 0.26 1.0
Total Financing Required 37.20 100.0 25.70 100.0

SGA has committed to raise contributions from municipalities once the project is launched and a
framework for their participation in modernizing the local cadastre offices has been tested. This possible
additional source of financing could be used to replace the Loan in the financing of certain activities or to
increase the existing allocation under the project. Such increments to financing available will allow the
overall national programs supported by this project to be accelerated.
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2. Key policy and institutional reforms supported by the project:

The project will support the organization and training of a seven member Land Registration Management
Unit (LRMU) which has been established in the Ministry of Justice to have oversight over the land book
registration function in the courts. The LRMU will be responsible with the PIU for the implementation of
Component A, and the review and approval of activities under Components C and D. The LRMU will
also help coordinate the activities of the land book and cadastre systems, and work to ensure that their
data match and are current as a result of the project. Along with the PIU the LRMU will conduct
monitoring and evaluation, including monitoring issues arising under the current laws and regulations
and developing proposals for legislative and regulatory change in the registration system. Under the
Project a study and action plan will be commissioned to improve the linkages between the institutions
(MOJ, the courts, and SGA) and the concepts of the one-stop-shop and commercialization of land
information between the systems, put to use to better serve customers.

3. Benefits and target population:

By providing security to real property rights and establishing an easy and safe mechanism for real
property transactions, the project will assist Croatia in the development of a real property market. First,
security of tenure should help intensify investments in and use of land for agricultural, residential,
industrial and commercial development and construction. Second, it is expected to foster economic
growth by encouraging a more intensive use of real property to access cheaper credit via mortgages.

The project would also provide reliable information for formulating and administering land policies and
land use regulations, environmental protection and sustainable development. It would indirectly facilitate
the introduction of a land and immovable property tax system, and introduce less expensive procedures
for resolving real estate disputes. This will be achieved by creating synergies with the on-going Judicial
Reform Project.

The target population would include owners of real estate, farmers, lenders, investors, owner-occupiers,
tenants, financial institutions, businesses, industries and land owning government departments. There
would be additional benefits for individuals, private companies and government agencies with other
interests such as making more secure rights of access, easements, and water and mineral exploitation.

4. Institutional and implementation arrangements:

The institutional set up for the project will be organized on three levels: (i) a Project Steering Committee
will provide direction and guidance to the project; (ii) a Project Implementation Unit (PIU) that will
coordinate and implement most of the project's activities, along with being responsible for procuring and
supervising them, and (iii) agency teams in the MOJ and SGA responsible for ensuring quality under the
project, preparing TORs for activities to be procured under the project and supervising the PIU.
Following is a description of the responsibilities of each of these three levels of implementation.

Project Steering Committee. A project preparation steering committee (PSC) was established in late July
2001. This PSC has provided guidance to SGA and MOJ in the preparation of the project, its duties
included: taking major decisions as presented to it by the PIU and the agency teams in MOJ and SGA,
reviewing the mid-term and final reports for the project scope, the priority area focus, and the planned
budgets, coordinating donors' interventions, and guiding the project through Government and Parliament.
This steering committee will form the basis for the project implementation steering committee. The
steering committee will be a "program steering committee" not only for the World Bank-EU CARDS
supported program but also for other land administration projects, possibly supported by other donors. At
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present the PSC is made up of representatives of the Ministry of Justice (MOJ), the Ministry of-
Environmental Protection and Physical Planning (MEPPP), SGA, the Supreme Court, and the Office for
Legislation of the GOC. For project implementation, membership of the PSC will be extended to include
representatives of MOF, the land book offices, and the head of the PIU as secretary. This new PSC-
should be in place by negotiations. The new PSC should be co-chaired by a representative of the Ministry
of Justice and a representative of the State Geodetic Administration, to ensure balance in the split of
functions between MOJ and SGA, and continuity in the workings of the PSC. Between its sessions, the
two chairpersons will act on behalf of the PSC on the basis of common decisions with the PSC informed
at the next meeting.

An Advisory Committee will support the PSC on project related matters and, depending on the topics to
be discussed, will include representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, the Ministry of
European Integration, the Association of Cities, NGOs concemed with real property, real property
owners associations, donor agency experts, expert university faculty staff from geodesy as well as from
law schools, and other members as appropriate. This Committee will address tasks given to it by the PSC,
and tasks that the Committee believes should be brought to the attention of the steering committee. It will
meet at the request of the PSC. The composition and functions of the PSC have been specified in the
Implementation Agreement signed by the Ministry of Justice, Administration and Local Self Govemment
(MOJ) and the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Physical Planning (MEPPP) prior to
negotiations.
Proiect Implementation Unit (PIU). The project will have one PIU, that will be staffed with contracted
consultants, and directly subordinated to the PSC, for the reason that there are two major equal partners
in the project and the coordination of their respective activities is essential for the success of the project.
The PIU will be responsible for project implementation, and serve as a secretariat to the PSC, and ensure
the coordination of the activities related to the improvement of the property registration and cadastre
systems implemented respectively by the MOJ and SGA. It will be located in suitable rented premises to
be agreed between SGA and MOJ. This model has been successfully implemented in similar operations
in neighboring countries.

The PIU will consist of a Project Director, a Property Registration Specialist, a Cadastre Specialist, two
Procurement Specialists, a Financial Clerk, an Accountant/Disbursement Specialist, a Monitoring and
Evaluation Specialist, a Training and Education Specialist, a Lawyer to monitor the need for
legal/regulatory changes, an IT Specialist, a Translator and an Assistant. For the first year of the project,
the financial management system will be conducted in the MOF with arrangements similar to those
adopted under the Court and Bankruptcy Administration Project. A clerk will be hired for inputting the
project's financial information into the financial management system in the MOF, under the supervision
of the Accountant/Disbursement Specialist of the PIU. The Project Director will report to the nominated
person in MOJ and the nominated person from SGA on a biweekly basis. The establishment of the PIU
will be supported by Loan proceeds to ensure an adequate salary level for the important function of
project management and coordination between SGA and MOJ. Prior to negotiations, three key staff
members of the PIU were appointed, namely the Cadastre Specialist, the Property Registration Specialist,
and the Financial Officer, and the establishment of the PIU, in a manner satisfactory to the Bank was
officially sanctioned by ministerial decisions of MEPPP and MOJ, with the signing of the
Implementation Agreement.

The PIU will maintain the project accounts in accordance with International Accounting Standards
covering all transactions and costs related to project activities, and will prepare annual statements of
receipts and expenditures based on these accounts. The Bank missions will assess the financial
management, internal controls and accounting system of the project agencies to ensure they are capable
of managing the Bank project. Project accounts and the Special Account will be audited in accordance
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with the Intemational Standards on Auditing and World Bank guidelines.

The PIU will be responsible for project monitoring and evaluation on the basis of agreed performance
objectives and monitoring indicators. Project progress will be monitored through Bank supervision
missions and semi-annual reports prepared by the PIU. During the project the MOJ and SGA will build
the capacity, with PIU support, to undertake monitoring and evaluation for the registration and cadastre
function as a whole. After project year three, these functions will be transferred to the teams in the MOJ
and SGA, though still with the support of the PIU.

As a condition of effectiveness, a decision defining the status, functions, decision-making process and
reporting arrangements for the PSC and the PIU will be submitted to the Bank.

Institutional Teams. Staff of MOJ (LRMU) and SGA will be appointed to guide, monitor and supervise
the work of the PIU in the execution of components A - Real Property Registration System Development
- and B - Cadastre System Development - respectively, and support the PIU in the execution of
components C - Inter-agency Operations and Information Technology - and D - Project Management,
Legal and Policy Development. A Land Registration Management Unit within MOJ has been established
to have oversight of real property registration in the 1 12 municipal courts in Croatia. As part of the
project this unit will manage the renewal and modemization program in the court real property registry
offices, coordinate with SGA, support the registry managers in the municipal courts, undertake planning
and set priorities for and ensure that the courts have the resources to do the project tasks, monitor
outcomes and implementation, development of the annual work plan and budget for the project, and
review the laws and regulations on an on-going basis. This unit will take over the management of the
implementation of the project on the MOJ side. In SGA, a cadastre department is responsible for the
activities proposed under the project, and will have oversight of the reform of the cadastre in the 116
regional and branch offices.

While the PIU will have responsibility for all implementation, the institutionai teams within MOJ and
SGA will be responsible for preparing, reviewing and approving technical specifications, terms of
reference, and monitor the quality of work for the activities financed under component A and B
respectively. During the first two years of the project, the two institutional teams will build enough
capacity to support the implementation of integrated cadastre and property registration systems. Prior to
negotiations, the institutional teams within MOJ and SGA were established and staffed.

EU Co-financing of Proiect's Activities. Modemization of cadastre and property registration is included
in the support envisaged by the EU Commission for enabling the investment climate in Croatia. In the EU
Multi-annual Indicative Program for Croatia for 2002-2004, a substantial allocation of approximately
EUR 9 million has been foreseen for the setting up of a multi-purpose spatial information system (EUR
5.5 million), and the delivery of TA and training under the proposed project (EUR 3.5 million). Because
of the intemal EU budgetary process, this indicative amount has been divided between EU CARDS 2002,
2003 and 2004. Only the funds allocated for EU CARDS 2002 have been included in the project (EUR
3.0 million for the multi-purpose spatial information system, EUR 1.7 million for TA and training, and
EURO 0.3 million for the public awareness campaign). Since the remaining funds are tied to achieving
agreed targets, the PIU will have to separately apply for those in year 2003 and 2004.

The initial EUR 5.0 allocated under EU CARDS will be the subject of a trust fund agreement to be
signed by the World Bank and the EU Commission, and their disbursement will follow World Bank rules
in terms of procurement and financial arrangements. Should the funds planned to be available in the first
quarter of 2003 from the EU CARDS 2002 not be activated and available to the project institutions
before June 30, 2003, then the Government of Croatia will have to provide altemative sources of
financing as required for the successful implementation of this proposed project. The subsequent CARDS
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in 2003 and 2004 would also need similar conditions. The TF Agreement defines the necessary reporting
and supervision requirements. Joint EU and World Bank supervision missions will be held whenever
possible and at least twice a year.

Financial Management

A review of the Financial Management arrangements for the project was undertaken in March 2002 to
determine whether the financial management arrangements within the PIU are acceptable to the Bank. It
is concluded that the Project Implementation Unit (PIU) satisfies the Bank's minimum financial
management requirements.

Financial Reporting. The PIU will ensure the preparation and distribution of consolidated periodic
progress reports to the relevant government institutions, including the World Bank and the EU, to reflect:
(i) sources and uses of funds, by component and activity; (ii) project progress; and (iii) procurement
activities. In this context, the PIU will prepare quarterly Financial Monitoring Reports (FMRs), which
would be submitted to the Bank within 45 days of the end of each quarter. The first FMRs will be
submitted for the first quarter after effectiveness.

Audit Arrangements.The PIU, would be responsible for ensuring that the Project financial statement,
Special Accounts (SA), and Statement of Expenditures (SOEs) are audited by an independent auditor,
acceptable to the Bank, in accordance with International Auditing Standards (IAS). The PIU will
maintain responsibility for the management of project funds and the Special Account, and monitor and
keep track of the use of funds. The audit will cover all funds related to the project, including counterpart
funds, for all project components. The annual audit will be carried out in accordance with the Guidelines
for Financial Reporting and Auditing of Projects Financed by the Bank. The audited financial statements,
the special accounts, and SOEs of the preceding fiscal year will be sent to the Bank within six months of
the end of the fiscal year. Auditors will be selected before December 31, 2002.

Disbursements. Disbursements from the Loan will be made based on traditional disbursement methods
(i.e., from the Special Account with reimbursements made based on Statements of Expenditures (SOEs)
and full documentation, and direct payments from the Loan Account). To facilitate timely project
implementation, the PIU will establish, maintain and operate a special account under terms and
conditions acceptable to the Bank.

D. Project Rationale

1. Project alternatives considered and reasons for rejection:

Dual Agency Model. The option of establishing one agency responsible for all the activities related to
cadastre and property registration was considered and rejected. This alternative would have ensured the
integration of the cadastre and the property registry, but it would have been extremely difficult to
introduce in an already established environment where these functions are dealt with separately by
existing institutions. The Land Registration Act, 1996 and the State Survey and Real Estate Cadastre Act,
1999 have confirmed the two-agency model as used in Croatia for the last hundred years, as well as by
Germany, Austria, and others. It was also judged by the project institutions that if the one agency model
was introduced, it would take at least three years to achieve the legal, technical and financial
re-organization required, at a time when decisive actions would be needed to address the troubled
infrastructure of the real property market.

LIL and APL Rejected. Both the LIL and APL options were considered and rejected by SGA and MOJ
during the preparation period as well as by the Bank PCD decision meeting in September 2001. An APL
was considered unsuitable as Croatia may graduate from the Bank in that timeframe and EU funding will
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become increasing important to Croatia.

No Project Option. The no project objection was considered but this would mean that the backlogs in the
municipal courts would not be cleared, the apartment system would not be improved, the mortgage
system would not be improved, and the mismatch between the data in the cadastre offices and land
registry offices would not be resolved and up-dated in a timely manner. To obtain these benefits,
particularly when more than one agency is concemed, actions have to be organized in a specific project
context typically reproducible in everyday operations.

2. Major related projects financed by the Bank and/or other development agencies (completed,
ongoing and planned).

. Latest Supervision
Sector Issue Project (PSR) Ratings

| _________________________________ .___.___.__.___.__.___.___. (Bank-financed projects only)
Implementation Development

Bank-financed Progress (IP) Objective (DO)

Modemizing selected commercial Court and Bankruptcy S S
courts and strengthening bankruptcy Administration Project (Ln
trustees 461 3-HR)(LIL)
Private sector development Technical Assistance Project S S

for Institutional and Regulatory
Reform for Private Sector
Development

Other development agencies
* Dutch financed pilot project in
Babina Greda (Slavonia) support for
SGA, the municipality and court,
through SGA.
* BMZ/ GTZ financed pilot project in
Labin (Istria) for the municipality and
court, through SGA.
* USAID technical assistance to the Commercial Law Project
MOJ, courts, and the cadastre focused
on Zagreb. Technical assistance
especially process re-engineering, case
management and clearance of case
backlogs.
* Austrian support for information
technology in real property matters in
the courts - technical assistance
through MOJ.
* Norwegian support for digital
cadastre mapping, including a training
facility and regional office mapping
set-ups.

IP/DO Ratings: HS (Highly Satisfactory), S (Satisfactory), U (Unsatisfactory), HU (Highly Unsatisfactory)
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Donor Support. Both MOJ and SGA have several donors working with them already. They include:

* The UK DFID is supporting the proposed project preparation. Its involvement commenced in
May 2001 and is due for completion in September 2002.

* The Dutch Government has completed an operational trial working with SGA, a branch cadastre
office, a contractor, the municipality, and the land book office in Babina Greda, in east Croatia. It
is in a rural area that has been the subject of two land consolidation schemes in the past, one in
the early 1930s and the other in the 1970s, with only the 1930s scheme reflected in the land
book. The cadastre and land book records are out of date, and do not reflect the parcel reality in
the field in more than 90 percent of the cases. The Bank team visited this trial project and learned
several lessons. The cadastre and land book have been re-structured. The area of the trial started
with 12,800 cadastre parcels, 16,000 land registers, and 5,000 owners, and at the end of the pilot
had resulted in 6,300 parcels in 3,200 titles. Only one title out of the 3,000 was disputed by the
landholders. This operational trial was completed in March 2002. GTZ/BMZ is also supporting
an operational trial working with the SGA, a branch cadastre office, the land book office, the
municipal government and a contractor in the town of Labin, Istria. The cost of the pilot project
is DM 1.75 million and the trial is due for completion in 2002. The March 2001 Bank mission
visited this trial.

* EU CARDS has now approved funding for both the SGA and MOJ in association with this
project for about EUR 3.0 million for technical services, EUR 1.7 million for TA and training,
and EUR 0.3 million for the public awareness campaign. Under the TF arrangement to be signed
by the Bank and the EU Commission, these funds will be available from the commencement of
the project and will have to be spent over a 36 month period. This has been considered in the
project design.

* USAID is currently supporting related project tasks, studies, and trials in the commercial courts
regarding caseload management, plus improving business processes in the Zagreb municipal land
book registry, and in the Zagreb City cadastre office. This task also includes exploring the
possible use of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. These consulting tasks are planned to
continue until November 2003. The preparation team for this project held frequent meetings with
the USAID consultants and both were members of a joint project-working group.

* The World Bank is supporting a "Technical Assistance Project for Institutional and Regulatory
Reform for Private Sector Development" loan, under which SGA has successfully completed
studies to develop new regulations for the cadastre function and an assessment of the
requirements of the European Union for the cadastre offices. In late 2001 SGA received
additional support under this loan with which it will build a management information system and
undertake more training. These tasks are due to be completed in late 2002.

* Norway development assistance and SGA have agreed to support SGA in terms of hardware and
technical assistance starting in late 2002. This support will be focused on establishing a training
center for the digitization of existing cadastre mapping necessary for the proposed project, and
would include work-stations and a large format scanner. Under the proposed project regional
offices are being considered for support, building on the Norway support.

* Austria, Sweden, and Denmark are also known to be interested in supporting the programs of the
MOJ and SGA.
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Second Proiect Donor Coordination workshop. All project agencies and about ten donors attended a
second project donor coordination meeting during the appraisal mission and agreed on the principles to
be applied to coordination of their future activities in the sector, including donor coordination meetings
every six months, information sharing including through the use of a web site, and donor coordination by
the two project institutions through the PSC.

3. Lessons learned and reflected in the project design:

Previous experience of land registration in other East European countries indicates that such projects
must be highly focused on attainable objectives and targets. The necessary commitment from the
Government, including legislation and a simple institutional set up, are critical for the success of the
project.

In the ECA region in 2002, there are currently 16 projects in as many countries with land administration
components, with 8 of them classified as stand-alone projects. This experience indicates that there is a
need for such projects to have a strong focus on land administration, to have solid government support
and simple institutional frameworks. Often the ministries of justice in several projects have needed to
strengthen their focus on real property registration by measures that have included establishing a land
registration division or department to manage and to have oversight over the registry function as operated
in the courts. Moreover, the management issues in land administration projects have been recognised as
being more important than technical issues.

Previous experience in related projects in Slovenia, Romania and lately in Bulgaria has shown the need
for a single strong PrU that would work in cooperation with teams in the two partner agencies, which for
Croatia means the State Geodetic Administration and the Ministry of Justice.

4. Indications of borrower commitment and ownership:

The MOF, MOJ, MEPPP, and SGA all recognize the need for external assistance to design and
strengthen the system of real property.registration. They are actively cooperating with the DFID team
(financed by a UK grant) mobilized for the preparation of the project, and representatives from the main
ministries participated in the donors' seminar organized by the Bank in March, 2001. In June 2001 the
project partners formed a preparation Project Steering Committee through a decision of the Ministry of
Justice. In June 2000 the Government passed an order agreeing that the project should go ahead, and in
July 2001, Parliament approved the SGA five-year program. Lately the Parliament made an amendment
to the Land Registration Act, 1996 extending the time-limit on registration requirements to 2006. Also in
January 2002, the Government adopted a decision establishing the Land Registration Management Unit
in the MOJ.

5. Value added of Bank support in this project:

By supporting this project, the Bank will contribute to speeding up the transition to a market economy in
a crucial domain in which public involvement and positive externalities are an important element. The
Bank brings to the task experience gained from operational involvement in this field in Bulgaria,
Slovenia, Albania, Romania, Russia, Moldova, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and many other countries. The
Bank is able to involve other donors in ways the Borrower and other donors alone cannot.
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E. Summary Project Analysis (Detailed assessments are in the project file, see Annex 8)

1. Economic (see Annex 4):
Cost benefit NPV=US$ million; ERR = % (see Annex 4)
Cost effectiveness

* Other (specify)

As in other land administration projects, there are obvious difficulties associated with performing a
sound cost/benefit analysis. This is due to the lack of data to measure registration and cadastre impacts,
which are typically of a diffuse, public goods nature and which do not lend themselves to straightforward
quantification. However, the expected economic returns have been examined based on data and
observations collected on land markets in Croatia, while also making use of relevant experiences from
similar countries. It is further proposed that during project implementation necessary data be collected to
enable an ex-post estimation of the broader economic returns from the project.

Project Benefits. There is a diversity of direct and indirect project benefits that may result from the
implementation of improved cadastre and land registry systems. The principal direct project benefits
would comprise: (a) EU accession support; (b) development of real property markets; (c) improved
access to credit; (d) reduction in cases of fraud; and (e) improvement of the registration service. These
benefits would manifest themselves, inter alia, in the form of appreciated property values; increased
turnover rates; increased agricultural production; improved cost recovery; increased security of tenure
and transactions; reduced costs of transactions; and increased availability of real estate financing. In
further testimony, preparatory work in social investigations reveal that in general Croatian population
sees the following merits in registering their property: (a) compliance with the law and secure legal
property rights, (b) facilitated transfer of ownership of real property to heirs, (c) facilitated sale of real
property, (d) possible use of real property as collateral to acquire a loan, and (e) facilitated access to
building permit to undertake construction.

As a result of securing property rights, at a more macro perspective, the project will also help promote
social stability, contribute to poverty reduction by providing poor owners with a title to their property,
and stimulate economic growth. By improving the land registration and cadastre system, the project will
spur further development of land and real property markets whose very existence will facilitate the
allocation of scarce land resources to their best economic use. By helping develop new and enhance
existing capacity for land management, the project will also contribute to improved environmental
management and urban planning. The entire population in Croatia will benefit from these general
improvements. An estimated 360,000 beneficiaries will be issued with a new transcript of the register and
related cadastre records, and at selected sites, waiting and processing times at courts will be minimized as
a result of the infrastructure and related support to be furnished under the project. Also, the project would
provide substantial assistance for clearing the land-related backlog cases in Croatian land registries
courts that have been awaiting a decision.

Currently, one of the most important market constraints is the long waiting periods required for
registrations (3 to 4 years in Zagreb and Split) and unreliable property "information" which in turn
implies poor access to mortgages by the majority of the population. In addition to the delays in the
required registration services, about a third of buildings in the country are still awaiting registration,
which prevents registration of apartments as present procedures require survey and registration of both
the land plot and building as a condition of registering an apartment. The deficient quality of the
cadastral mapping system makes registration transactions difficult to check and prone to recording errors.
This inefficient system results in higher real borrowing rates for mortgages that are above the rates for
other countries where these constraints have been alleviated. Implementing a more efficient and secure
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system, together with benefits to the housing finance system provided by more accurate property records
and elimination of registration delays will reduce these spreads. A further benefit of an improved
mortgaging market would be that it would allow the owner occupiers (80% of the housing market is
controlled by owner-occupiers) to be geographically mobile and purchase accommodation in locations of
better employment opportunities.

Apart from the above stated benefits, there would also be a number of indirect benefits that are likely to
result from the project. For instance, reduced mortgage rates will result in increased housing
construction, and land consolidation in farming areas. It would also result in the social benefits of more
affordable housing. Increased security of tenure would provide one of the necessary conditions for
increased direct foreign investment and an expansion of rental markets for real estate. It would also
reduce the risk faced by the overall banking system of inadequately secured housing finance. Improved
information systems will result in increased quality of information and increased information access by
land holders/users, land professionals, and government. The magnitude of these indirect benefits is very
likely to become substantially higher than the direct benefits described above.

The Target Population. The target population comprises actual and potential real estate owners, private
investors in agriculture, housing and industry, commercial banks, public bodies such as municipalities
and other users of land information. In this connection, the above described project benefits would
potentially be enjoyed by all land holders and owners, but are expected to have an even larger impact on
those in marginalized and disadvantaged lower income brackets, who currently are unable to engage in
economic activity or rehabilitate their premises, which have fallen in disrepair as a result of civil strife
and inadequate access to financial markets. Apartment owners are expected to receive direct benefits
from the project as a result of the program specifically targeted at registration of apartrrents. Farmers
contemplating consolidation of highly fragmented farmland would also benefit from a more efficient
registration system, and it is expected that delineating and registering the agricultural land that remains in
state ownership, estimated at one-third of agricultural land, will facilitate further land privatization under
the Agricultural Land Law. Other beneficiaries would be the users of real estate data and cadastral maps,
which as a result of the project, would be available rapidly and in digital format.

The ability to dispose of assets or derive income from them will be particularly beneficial to pensioners
and city dwellers with agricultural parcels. Furthermore, the project will help in the protection of the
environment through improved data on current land use. Secure property rights, which the project would
support, are expected to foster prudent use of land and natural resources. The project would also support
effective urban and rural planning, utilities, communications and transportation providers, which require
information on land use and ownership.

Finally the project would help Croatian authorities aiming at land restitution and other ways of disposing
of state owned land which have been brought under state control during the socialist era, by providing
them with the necessary data and information in an efficient manner.

Market Size and Fiscal Returns. The most plausible proxy for estimating the real estate market size is
the data from the Ministry of Finance. Based on the transaction (excluding other transfers such as gifts,
inheritance, etc.) tax records, preliminary findings indicate that the real estate market in Croatia already
commands a rather encouraging size of US$ 1 billion to 1.5 billion per year, which could be significantly
improved if freed from insecure property titles resulting from lack of properly performed and disjoint
cadastre and registration systems. The market size (in terms of amount turnover) is already about of
US$ 1.5 billion (see annex 4), while the value of the total stock of real estate maybe thirty times larger.
These estimates maybe compared with the Croatian GNP, which is in the order of some US$25 billion.
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Another useful order of magnitude for reference would be the state budget, which is about US$5 billion.
Improvements to the systems that support this market planned under this proposed project therefore seem
to be within a warranted scope.

2. Financial (see Annex 4 and Annex 5):
NPV=US$ million; FRR = % (see Annex 4)
Under certain assumptions, an attempt was made to estimate the value to the users of clearing the
land-related backlog at Croatian courts which have been awaiting decisions. It turns out that this item
alone generates a benefit stream large enough to justify the project. The NPV of clearing half of backlog
cases attains some US$81 million.

Fiscal Impact:

The financial status of the two land administration functions were analyzed during preparation, and
transaction fee and cost recovery strategies formulated. Based on anecdotal or partial evidence, the land
book system in the courts recovers its costs (though it has no access to any of the revenues), however the
cadastre function in its new deconcentrated structure recovers less than 20 percent of its expenditures.
These are in accord with international norms where most land book systems recover costs and the best
cadastre systems recover between 40 to 75 percent of costs. Under the project, the strategy followed will
be to implement a corporate/business plan approach for the two functions that considers customer
services, performance standards and guaranteed delivery times, cost recovery, human resource
development, monitoring and evaluation. Discussions will also be held with Government on the retention
of a portion of the revenues to develop better services.

Due to absence of a land and property tax structure in Croatia which would allow the Government to
spread and enhance its tax collections, the unadjusted total of fiscal returns (RETT tax plus other fees
and collections by agencies) directly attributable to the project attain about Kuna 53 million per annum.
Given the public nature of the investment, this should be deemed normal.

3. Technical:
One of the goals of the project is to support the modernization of both the cadastre and land book systems
and much of this will depend on the use of information technology and systems, in all stages of data
acquisition and conversion, database processing, and presentation. Both SGA and MOJ have in the past
five years made a good start by building skills and employing the private sector IT industry to support
them.

The size of the tasks demands the use of modern IT equipment and systems to handle millions of records.
Croatia has the necessary capacity thanks to the many geodetic surveyors and computer specialists.

The base mapping for cadastre surveying will be undertaken using digital orthophoto methods by private
sector companies. Within Croatia there are at least two professional companies offering aerial mapping
services, and five companies with high capacity and capability in undertaking digital photogrammetric
mapping. Bidding for the base mapping will be by both NCB and ICB procurement methods as
appropriate.

Government policy supports linked information technology systems for the cadastre and the property
registration systems, and both institutions have developed IT initiatives. During preparation these plans
were assessed and joint plans agreed that will be further developed and implemented under the project in
an integrated confract. Common standards and strategies between the institutions will be further
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developed and used under the project.

Quantities and cost estimates were based on current projects and contracts underway in the SGA, and
these were reviewed and found suitable during appraisal.

4. Institutional:
Since land registration in Croatia is based on a dual-agency system, the project will be implemented by
two main institutions: the Ministry of Justice and the State Geodetic Administration (SGA), that will
cooperate under the project through a Project Implementation Unit (PIU). A description of the capacity
of these institutions follows.

4.1 Executing agencies:

Ministry of Justice and the Municipal Courts. The MOJ has oversight over the 112 municipal courts with
land book offices in 104 of them. At present, the effectiveness of the work of the Land Registry Offices
(LRO) suffers from decentralized control. Local offices have almost complete autonomy for the
management of the registration process. This inevitably has led to wide variations in both efficiency and
the adoption of practices and procedures to underpin the registration process. The establishment in 2001
by Government Decision of a unit within MOJ responsible for the property registration function is
expected to change these arrangements. The Land Registration Management Unit (LRMU) in MOJ will
manage and provide methodological guidance to the land registers in the courts. The unit's scope of
responsibilities include producing proposals for amendments to laws and sub-legal acts governing the
arrangement of land registry books; monitoring, evaluation and consultation on the internal organization
of land registries, maintenance of land books and land registration procedures; participation in the
realization of the program for conversion of the land books to EDP; providing expert support and
supervising the work of land registration departments in courts; participating in the design of programs of
training of land registration professionals; and other activities regarding the land registry. Staffing of the
LRMU is underway and should be completed by June 2002, and the MOJ has a commitment from the
Dutch Government to provide start-up training for the LRMU. The municipal courts are responsible for
registration of the legal rights and interests in real property, but they do not get the financial resources
from the budget to properly carry out their land registry responsibilities according to the legislated
procedures. Also their functions have been increased with no increase in staffing levels.

MOJ has taken several steps to improve its technical capacity over the past couple of years but has not
been able to develop its human resources due to government restrictions on hiring in the state
administration. Revenues generated in the district offices go into general revenues of the State. To
address these issues the MOJ through the project proposes to supply equipment, training and funds to
contract teams for data conversion to better conduct registration using electronic data processing (EDP)
methods. There are strong separate Bar and notary associations and law faculties which were all
consulted during project preparation.

State Geodetic Administration. SGA, with its deconcentrated organization of 21 regional offices and 95
branch offices, is one of three "administrations" in Croatia independent of ministries. It nominally reports
to the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Physical Planning. SGA has already assigned staff
within its Cadastre Department to serve as the implementation team for the project.

SGA is responsible for the implementation and maintenance of the cadastre. SGA assumed this
responsibility, which has traditionally been under the control of the municipal administrations, in late
1999, to foster national and integrated systems, human resource development and promote improvements
in services. There is a strong central administration that provides direction and support for the regional
and branch cadastral offices. On the other hand, the City of Zagreb Bureau for Cadastre and Survey
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Activities remains with the city administration, and has requested support from the project. During
appraisal, the scope of support required for the City of Zagreb cadastre office and arrangements for its
implementation were determined. It was agreed that the City of Zagreb will receive support for IT,
cadastre survey and data conversion. A joint working group was established to provide guidance in the
implementation of these actions.

Capacity to Undertake the Project. The private sector, public sector and the academic institutions have
the necessary technical and human resources capacity to undertake the proposed project. While Croatia
has the appropriate public, private, and academic institutions to perform the tasks necessary to prepare,
operate, and maintain the cadastre for the Republic of Croatia, the MOJ acknowledges that it needs to
improve its human resources and organizational structure to undertake the proposed project.

Croatia has a private sector that is fully capable of providing the technical support to the Government to
undertake the proposed cadastral program. There are over 400 companies that are licensed to provide
services to the SGA. Five relatively large companies that have branches in the major cities contract for
most of the cadastral work within the Republic. These companies frequently subcontract smaller
companies that are located nearest to the sites where any cadastral work is taking place. This is done to
save travel and acconunodation costs and to take advantage of local cadastral knowledge of surveyors
familiar with their local areas. Private companies that were interviewed also expressed a willingness to
partner with foreign/international companies to fill any gaps missing in their organizations. There are
also at least two professional companies offering aerial mapping services, and five companies with high
capacity in undertaking digital photogrammetric mapping.

During preparation the Croatian Charter of Engineers and the related Surveyors association were
consulted, and they attended the stakeholders workshop in November 2001. They will also be invited to
join the advisory committee to the PSC.

4.2 Project management:

With two equal project partners, thus two executing institutions, it was decided to have one PIU which
will respond directly to SGA and MOJ. This model is being implemented quite successfully in Bulgaria.
Under the Bulgarian Registration and Cadastre project, with agencies and ministries similar to Croatia,
the PIU became a structural unit within the Cadastre Agency with representatives or appointees from the
Ministry of Justice.

Under present leadership, SGA is judged to be able to implement very professionally a five-year project
for both SGA and MOJ. It is executing part of the IBRD supported TA Loan No. 2, with good results,
and supporting the preparation of the proposed project on time and with its own resources. SGA has
enough capacity to implement its share of the project, carry-out O&M tasks for its offices, and has
already implemented cost sharing arrangements with several local governments.

The MOJ understands that it needs to build capacity to undertake the proposed project, and it could not
implement this project without the support of a full-contracted PIU. It is currently executing the IBRD
supported "Court and Bankruptcy Administration Project" of June 2001, and has a fully contracted PIU
for this, with its financial management system based in the Ministry of Finance.

Cost recovery has been reviewed in both agencies, and it was agreed that during the project the
institutions would prepare and adopt activity plans to include cost recovery, human resources
development, service delivery standards, financial planning, monitoring and evaluation, thus addressing
cost recovery and related issues from a wider perspective. This was confirmed at negotiations.
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4.3 Procurement issues:

An update of the Country Procurement Assessment Report has been undertaken during preparation. In
regard to the project institutions, both the SGA and the Ministry of Justice have previous experience with
Bank procurement though they appreciate they need more training and experienced staff. Under the
project, a two stage bidding process for the joint information system implementation for the cadastre and
property registration systems is necessary, in the same manner as Romania and Bulgaria cadastre
projects. Particular attention has been paid during preparation to the packaging of the cadastre survey
contracts.

Considering the extent of procurement necessary under the project, the project procurement will be
undertaken by the PIU though supported with TORs and supervision from the project institutions. In
order to ensure satisfactory procurement during implementation the following actions are proposed:
* A qualified procurement officer for the PIU will be recruited before negotiations to start the

process of bidding document preparation, and will attend training in procurement management
within the first six-months of project start-up;

* To include a procurement session in the project launch workshop;
* At least two PIU staff, apart from the two procurement officers, will have training in

procurement;
* Monitoring of project procurement activities will be undertaken by the Bank every six months

during the first two years of project implementation, and once every year thereafter; and
* Periodic ex-post review by the Bank of I in 10 contracts.

4.4 Financial management issues:

A Country Financial Accounting Assessment for Croatia was carried out in 1999. The reforms carried
out to date in the area of financial management put Croatia ahead of many other CEE countries. Croatia
has, in fact, set up a modem legal and regulatory framework, compatible with the needs of a
market-driven economy, completely discarded the old socialist accounting system and opted to introduce
a comprehensive new framework based on international guidelines. In order to enhance public sector
financial management and achieve a higher level of accountability, the issues related to the integrity and
universal coverage of the budget process need to be addressed in greater depth. Bank rehabilitation is
under way but additional efforts are needed to strengthen banking supervision and improve credit
institutions risk-management. Financial markets and their regulatory institutions need further
development; this would also make the privatization process more effective. Market competition and
corporate governance are main areas to be reformed to achieve greater transparency and financial
accountability for the private sector. A self-regulating and standard-setting national body, ensuring the
application of high standards of ethics and progressively taking on the functions currently performed by
the govemment, should define the organization of the accounting and auditing profession. To improve
the overall public sector accountability, the reform of the institutions (namely, the ZAP and the relevant
Departments of the MOF) currently involved in the accounting, reporting and intemal control functions
needs to be addressed. In conclusion, the establishment of an adequate financial management framework
for the public sector requires the modernization of accounting systems, the harmonization of reporting
formats as well as the introduction of effective intemal controls and auditing functions.

From a financial management perspective, the project will be ring-fenced (will have its own financial
management system and will carry out all procurement functions in line with Bank's procurement
guidelines), and meets the Bank's minimum requirements. As a result, the risk is considered moderate.

5. Environmental: Environmental Category: C (Not Required)
5.1 Summarize the steps undertaken for environmental assessment and EMP preparation (including
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consultation and disclosure) and the significant issues and their treatment emerging from this analysis.

Environmental Regulation. Croatia has adopted an extensive body of environmental law and regulation,
and is a signatory to most significant international treaties on environment. Croatia was among the first
countries in Europe to adopt the system of Environmental Impact Assessment in the mid 1 990s,
following the US legislation of the time. Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is governed by the
Law on Environmental Protection (OG 82/94, 128/99) and the By-Law on Environmental Impact
Assessment (OG 59/00). The EIA procedure is managed directly by the Ministry of Environmental
Protection and Physical Planning and is project-centered. Review is mandatory if a proposed project is of
a certain character known to have adverse environmental impacts, exceeds a defined size threshold, or is
located in an area designated as environmentally sensitive. Review is required for government and
private sector projects.

The proposed project will not be the subject of an EIA by the Government of Croatia since it is not
expected to have any direct negative environmental effects. Indeed the environmental impact of the
project is expected to be positive. Private land ownership supported by the proposed project is expected
to foster more prudent use of land and natural resources. These positive benefits are expected to be much
more significant than the potential for environmental degradation and pressure for development,
especially in tourist and urban areas, that secure titles will bring.

Forestry. The project in restructuring the cadastre and land books will include some forest lands. In
Croatia an estimated 43 percent of the land is covered by forests. At present 22 percent of forest land is
privately owned and 78 percent is state-owned. According to a 2001 World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and
World Bank study, in the next twenty years, the current ownership structure is expected to change once
the restitution process will have been completed, and it is expected to adjust to around 35 percent
privately owned and 65 percent publicly owned. There are no presently effective legal forms of
communal or customary rights to forest land or exploitation of forest land, and exploitation of all forest
lands, even privately owned land, is subject to regulation and permit under the forestry laws. Even
though the Law on Restitution contemplates the restitution of forestry lands, privatization of forest land
has not yet started. Much of the forest land needs to be resurveyed, as many of the plots are undivided
and have multiple ownership. During the first six months of implementation, the project will not target
forest areas. Thereafter, the project will facilitate the process of ascertaining ownership of forest areas by
providing resources for surveying, mapping and proprietary information collection. To help support the
long-term sustainable protection of forests, the project will require that guidelines for project operations
in forests be drawn up, in accordance with the Republic of Croatia and the Bank's guidelines. Such
guidelines will provide instructions to the cadastre offices, the surveyors, and the registry offices on how
to deal with forest land for project purposes. They will contain information collection sources,
mechanisms for institutional consultation at the municipal level, community participation requirements,
tenure considerations, methods for delimiting public and private lands, possible public inspection,
notification time, appeals, and approvals. A dated covenant requiring that these guidelines are to be
prepared by March 31, 2003 has been inserted in the Loan Agreement. These guidelines will also apply
to environmentally sensitive land (wetlands, river banks, steep land, critical habitats, etc.). Once
privatized, forest lands will be subject to the requirements set forth in forestry management plans, that
apply both to public and private forest lands.

5.2 What are the main features of the EMP and are they adequate?

N/A

5.3 For Category A and B projects, timeline and status of EA:
Date of receipt of final draft: N/A
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5.4 How have stakeholders been consulted at the stage of (a) environmental screening and (b) draft EA
report on the environmental impacts and proposed environment management plan? Describe
mechanisms of consultation that were used and which groups were consulted?

N/A

5.5 What mechanisms have been established to monitor and evaluate the impact of the project on the
environment? Do the indicators reflect the objectives and results of the EMP?

N/A

6. Social:
6.1 Summarize key social issues relevant to the project objectives, and specify the project's social
development outcomes.

During project preparation, a social assessment (SA) was conducted under the supervision of the DFID
preparation team to provide reliable data on project stakeholders and the social and institutional context
in which project activities are being prepared and will be implemented. The survey was run in five
different locations: Zagreb, Pula, Rijeka, Knin and Beli Manastir in Baranja. The SA TORs and
questionnaires were prepared by the preparation team in close consultation with the Ministry of Justice
and the Croatian social survey company. The survey addresses a wide range of groups and issues, such as
former owners whose property was nationalized after 1941, tenants/occupiers of property for which a
restitution claim has been made, owners of property who experienced problems in repossessing their
property, and displaced persons and refugees.

The SA confirmed that key stakeholders perceive the land registration process as being too long,
expensive, and complicated. Property owners stated that the main reason to register their properties was
to ensure that their children would have a better chance to inherit the property in the future. Some stated
that they saw little incentive to register their property transactions, and if they do, it is because the law
requires registration. They also stated that they have little knowledge of the laws, procedures and fees.

There are also a number of issues, raised both in the SA and the project team field work, associated with
the restitution of land and other real property to former owners. They relate to the lack of ownership
records, difficulties in identifying boundaries, the obligation to respect the rights of current occupiers,
etc. Based on activism of well organized former owners, some civil society groups, and the intemational
community, the Croatian government has raised the possibility of amendments to the existing restitution
law to address the concerns of stakeholders, including extending restitution to property taken prior to
WWII; extending rights of restitution to second and third generations of descendants of the original
property owners; expanding the list of persons and institutions eligible for restitution; and further
limiting government discretion to deny rights of restitution. While expansion of rights of restitution at
this late date may throw into question some titles created in recent years, neither the present status of
restitution issues or the proposed amendments to the law are considered to be significant impediments to
the success of the project. It is not intended to target areas in which issues of restitution and returnees and
displaced persons predominate, but it is considered inevitable that such issues will be encountered in the
normal course of the project and can be dealt with effectively and without incident; restitution is dealt
with by local commissions and not by either of the project institutions. As project experience is gained
and the procedures are refined it may be desirable to specifically address cadastre and registration issues
in problem areas to the extent that they remain unresolved by the intensive Government effort underway
at this time.

Situation of returnees. The situation of returnees has been considered in the project design and will
continue to be considered under implementation. In the case of the Knin region, approximately 200,000
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ethnic Serbs were forced to leave when the Croatian Army re-occupied it in the summer of 1995.
Thousands of Bosnian Croat refugees have occupied local Serbian houses and apartments abandoned
after 1995, and when the Serbian returnees started coming back and claiming their property in 1998 and
after, they were unable to obtain possession of their occupied housing because under Croatian law the
returning Bosnian Croats were entitled to retain possession until provided with altemative housing by the
Govemment. Recently, however, the return of the Serbian minority has been accelerated, and some
discriminatory practices have been removed. The restitution of property rights, which is guaranteed by
law but as a practical matter was limited or even denied to many Serbian returnees, has been visibly
improved. UNHCR advises that only 9,000 cases of occupied Serbian property, or half of the original
number, remain, and the Govenmment has committed to resolve these cases by the end of 2002. The issue
of housing still creates serious tensions between the Serbian and Bosnian communities in Knin, because
two ethnic groups now compete for the same or similar stock of houses and apartments in a city where
the population has almost doubled since 1991.

In addition, between 1991 and 1995, approximately 50,000 apartments in state-owned social housing
were given to non-Serbs when a considerable number of Serbs left Croatia in and after 1991. In
November 2001, the Supreme Court ruled this practice unconstitutional, and the GOC decided soon after
that the apartments will be returned to the original holders by the end of 2002, with those displaced to be
offered altemative accommodation. This outcome will be monitored by the project, as the majority of
Serbians have been waiting for several years to have their apartments retumed to them.

Finally, a large number of houses owned by Serbians and Croats were heavily damaged during and after
the war, but the previous govemment was very selective in supporting mainly the Croatian ethnic
community in reconstructing and rebuilding homes. This practice was changed in 2000 partially as a
result of pressure from and financial support of the donor community. At this time the Government has
committed to provide reconstruction grants on a non-discriminatory basis to any person who actually
resumes residence in Croatia and remains in residence for a period of 5 years, which the UNHCR roughly
estimates may entail 25,000 cases of the more than 35,000 cases which have been identified. The
Govemment has further resolved to address this issue by the close of 2003, though actual reconstruction
work will likely take longer.

Social Development Outcomes. The project design will have both direct and indirect social development
outcomes in four broad ways:

First, the project will involve and rely on the participation of most social groups (present and former
owners, and possessors) as the real property registration process is systematic and relies on consultations
with most if not all land holders about the property and associated rights of each property using
on-the-spot interviews. Prior notice of the consultation and interviews is given by newspapers and other
media, village and town meetings, local council notification, forums, advisory groups, door-step
meetings, and workshops. Second, it will indirectly support the re-building of trust in Government
institutions by developing clear and transparent rules, procedures and standards for property registration.
The project will also support the participation of NGOs, private businesses, apartment associations, and
encourage the participation of lawyers, real estate brokers, public notaries, and surveyors. This will be
achieved through the information/publicity campaign, legal assistance partially paid for by the project,
and the involvement of some stakeholders in the monitoring of the project at the local level.

Third, poor land-holders will participate in and benefit from the project. The project will achieve this
through: (i) the provision of legal assistance to the poor land-holders, who will receive advice from legal
practitioners paid for under the project; (ii) the project will support the systematic approach to property
registration, which is in itself poverty-biased, since it involves registration of all properties village by
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village, parcel by parcel at no cost to the beneficiaries. Registration done systematically more often
benefits poor land holders, who do not have other options to get their titles registered and secured, much
more than middle-income land holders who have other means available to speed up the registration of
their property by acting privately beforehand. Finally, security of tenure achieved through the project will
often increase the property value and salability of small and fragmented land plots, mostly owned by poor
rural people who usually cannot either cultivate them profitably or sell them.

6.2 Participatory Approach: How are key stakeholders participating in the project?

Based on the SA findings, field observations, and meetings with some professionals and civil society
groups, the following measures have been introduced in the project design:

* An information/publicity campaign regarding property rights and obligations including
registration requirements, targeted at real property owners, will be financed under the project.
While designed and presented by a professional media company, it will be regionally specific
and involve, where possible, the participation of community associations, local and long
established institutions, such as community boards and traditional village associations. Many
related activities have been successfully implemented in the past by these local institutions.
Additionally, small brochures and leaflets will be available to explain in simple terms concepts
such as: property rights, registration procedures, cadastre information, fees, the time periods
involved, and the processes. These materials-will also include selected forms required for
registration, such as standard contracts and application forms, and information on where help and
advice can be obtained.

* Key stakeholders will have the opportunity to present their views of the project to the
implementers. This process will include: (i) a stakeholders forum or council, which would assess
the implementation progress of the project on a half yearly basis based on a set of indicators
designed by the project team and contribute to the progress reports of the PIU as part of the
monitoring process. This will be built into the composition and functions of the proposed
Advisory Board that will provide assistance to the implementation PSC; and (ii) regional or local
advisory boards, which will be attached to mayors' offices and assist in developing and
monitoring project implementation at the local level. This is already happening in the context of
the pilot projects and will be formalized and applied to the proposed project.

* As the project will be implemented in the municipalities and because of the many local variations
in practice in conducting the cadastre/land book operations, feedback from these local forums or
councils will also be included in the project.

* The project team has recommended to MOJ and SGA consideration of using the participatory
local and traditional institutions in conflict resolution, such as community boards (mjesne
zajednice) and reconciliation councils (mirovna vijeca), to the extent they remain functional in
targeted project areas and are acceptable to target populations and responsible authorities as
dispute resolution mechanisms, to provide advice before formal court methods of dispute
resolution in the context of systematic renewal of the land registration books.

Two successful stakeholders' workshops were held in Zagreb during project preparation and each was
attended by over 40 representatives of civil society, NGOs, plus SGA and MOJ.

6.3 How does the project involve consultations or collaboration with NGOs or other civil society
organizations?

NGOs and specific organizations such as the Croatian Islands Community (CIC) will be invited to be
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involved in monitoring the project's implementation as adjunct members of the Advisory Team to the
PSC. In the case of CIC, its importance derives from tourism and national security issues, but also from
the large scale of land fragmentation and the advanced depopulation process in the coastal areas. As
mentioned above, the stakeholders councils, forums, and advisory boards will mainly consist of NGO
representatives and will be directly involved in monitoring the project activities. This will include
permanent consultations and cooperation with international partners involved with refugee or restitution
issues.

6.4 What institutional arrangements have been provided to ensure the project achieves its social
development outcomes?

NGOs will be invited to join the project advisory team and to be part of the regional teams. They will
also participate in round-tables and focus group discussions as a part of the monitoring process.

6.5 How will the project monitor performance in terms of social development outcomes?

The project will include customer surveys, rapid social assessments, stakeholders workshops as regular
part of implementation. Citizens councils, forum, and advisory boards will not only be regularly inforned
and consulted with regard to surveys and rapid social assessment, but they will be asked to review issues
arising during project development, especially at the local level. The project periodic and mid-term
reviews will be undertaken together with key stakeholders and shared with the general public and the
professional community.

7. Safeguard Policies:
7.1 Do any of the following safeguard policies apply to the project?

Cu*: -- _ Polity u --Apperc`ty ab 110-3_
Environmental Assessment (OP 4.01, BP 4.01, GP 4.01) w Yes ' No
Natural Habitats (OP 4.04, BP 4.04, GP 4.04) Yes * No
Forestry (OP 4.36, GP 4.36) B_ 4 Yes * No

Pest Management (OP 4.09) _'Yes *P No

Cultural Property (OPN 11.03) _'-'Yes *0 No
Indigenous Peoples (OD 4.20) _ Yes *P No

Involuntary Resettlement (OP/BP 4.12) -'iYes *0 No

Safety of Dams (OP 4.37, BP 4.37) iiYes *D No
Projects in International Waters (OP 7.50, BP 7.50, GP 7.50) Yes* No

Projects in Disputed Areas (OP 7.60, BP 7.60, GP 7.60)* Yes * No

7.2 Describe provisions made by the project to ensure compliance with applicable safeguard policies.

The project's compliance with Bank's safeguard policies has been reviewed to ensure that all potential
issues have been taken into account in the project's design, and it was concluded that no Bank's
safeguard policy is triggered by the proposed project, except for the environmental assessment OP that
applies even if no negative enviromnental impact is foreseen, and the project is rated C.

Involuntarv Resettlement. The project will not lead to resettlement. Despite the recent dispersion of
people in the Balkans, actions have been taken by the Government to facilitate Croatian citizens who
have properties in Bosnia-Herzegovina or Serbia to sell them without having to return there. The same
applies for other ethnic groups who have properties in Croatia and had to leave because of the war.
Private real estate agents are now facilitating sales of properties across the borders.
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The lack of building permits will not lead to resettlement since individuals are in most cases the owners
of the land on which such buildings were constructed.

Cultural Property. Satisfactory legislation exists and is enforced in Croatia for the protection of cultural
property. The relevant legislation comprises the Law on Cultural Heritage Protection, the Law on
Physical Planning, and the regulations applying to the drafting of the relevant sections of the
environmental impact studies. The Ministry of Culture is responsible for overseeing its protection, with
local building and architectural authorities mandated to issue permits for planning and construction
affecting objects and areas important for cultural heritage. There is an inventory system for cultural
property which undergoes periodic review and updating. The law addresses the protective procedures to
be followed in the event that culturally important objects are discovered in the course of land
development. Protection of cultural property in Croatia is affected by various issues such as lack of
funding and political compromise in favor of a development agenda, but there is no evidence that these
issues undermine the fundamental objectives or are different in degree from those experienced in more
developed economies.

The rules of protection of cultural property restrict and override the development rights arising from
private ownership, or indeed any form of property tenure. Accordingly, protection of cultural property
will not be affected by the project objectives of delineating land boundaries and clarifying and assuring
property rights. Rather, the opposite is true. The project will benefit the preservation of cultural goods by
clarifying their cadastre and ownership situation, therefore simplifying the task of urban planners
involved in setting the boundaries of protected areas. The project will help implement the new Law on
Cultural Heritage Protection that defines the duties of the owners, and will also help clarify the situation
in areas of the Dalmatia Coast where several estates have been left abandoned by the owners who
emigrated abroad, and where the State cannot intervene to ensure their preservation until a successor is
identified.

F. Sustainability and Risks

1. Sustainability:

The project will explore possibilities of partial/full cost recovery to cover the cost of maintenance of the
cadastre and real property registration system within the structure of corporate / business plans that will
be developed. Experience in other countries indicates that local real property registry offices mostly are
self-financing from fees for recording of transactions, registration and information supply, once the
investment in initial registration is made. Currently most of the cadastre offices recover about 20 percent
of their costs - best international practice is that at most 70 percent is possible though exceptional - while
the registry offices in the municipal courts substantially recover their costs though they are not entitled to
retain any of their fees. The MOF and SGA appreciate the importance of the development of a business
planning approach and consideration of the steps toward cost recovery.

2. Critical Risks (reflecting the failure of critical assumptions found in the fourth column of Annex 1):

Risk Risk Ratinrg Risk Mitigation Measure
From Outputs to Objective
- social and political issues related to the S - a social assessment was carried out during
presence of different ethnic groups in preparation and its results were fed into the
certain areas of Croatia (e.g. Dalmatia final design of the project; there will be an
and Slavonia) generate lack of extensive publicity campaign about the
confidence and awareness of the public purposes of the project, an involvement of all
in the integrated cadastre and registration groups of non-governmental stakeholders in
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system; continuing public consultation on project
design and implementation;

- agreement among the ministries M - cooperation between the two ministries is in
involved in the institutional set up for the Law, and the activities financed under
admninistering the project activities in component C will help set up an integrated
cadastre and land registration is not operations of the cadastre and property
reached. registration systems by implementing joint

information technology and management
systems. Also there will be an inter-ministry
joint Project Implementation Unit and Steering
Committee, also the signing of a Project
Implementation agreement will be a condition
of negotiations.

From Components to Outputs
- resistance to change and lack of M - the project will organize a public awareness
confidence and awareness in the campaign and training of stakeholders;
reliability of the newly established
integrated registry by the public and
financial intermediaries;
- inefficient administration of the land S - there is now a new Land Registration
registries in the municipal courts in terms Management Unit (LRMU) in the MOJ which
of lack of transparency and the resistance will introduce new methods and management;
of some to deal with the backlogs training of the staff of LRMU, the PIU, and
especially in the major cities; new targets will be developed and monitored;
- absence of appropriate financial M - the project-will develop a mechanism for
mechanisms to sustain adequate cost-recovery via the corporate / business plan
functioning and periodic upgrading of the approach;
integrated infrastructure;
- inter-agency cooperation between SGA, S - representative PSC and regional joint steering
MOJ, and courts; teamns will be formed;
- ineffective coordination among M - annual donors' meetings will be held on the
different donors. basis of a Memorandum of Understanding

drafted during the second coordination meeting
held in March 2002.

Overall Risk Rating S

Risk Rating - H (High Risk), S (Substantial Risk), M (Modest Risk), N(Negligible or Low Risk)

3. Possible Controversial Aspects:

The legal position of the Croatian Serbs who left the country during the war and are now returning
appears to have stabilized on a positive trend at present. In September 2001, a decision was passed by the
Government stating that all privately owned properties occupied by Bosnian-Croat refugees had to be
returned to their Serbian-Croat owners by the end of year 2002. It seems that the Government has started
to execute this decision even though it requires significant financial means and the public opinion is
mixed. A donors' workshop for supporting the implementation of the "Action Plan for the
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Implementation and Repossession of Property by the End of 2002" is now planned for late 2002 and the
Bank has been invited to participate.

The proposed project will work in cooperation with UNHCR to develop a strategy to address areas of the
country where absentee owners are present.

G. Main Loan Conditions

1. Effectiveness Condition

(i) The Borrower will submit to the Bank a decision of the two co-chairpersons of the PSC,
satisfactory to the Bank, defining the status, functions, decision-making process and reporting
arrangements for the PSC and the PIU;

2. Other [classify according to covenant types used in the Legal Agreements.]

Project Management:

(i) During project implementation, the Government will maintain at all times a Project
Implementation Unit with functions and responsibilities acceptable to the Bank and with a Project
Director and key staff with suitable qualifications, experience and terms of reference satisfactory to
the Bank;

(ii) During project implementation, the Government will maintain at all times a Project Steering
Committee co-chaired by appointed representatives of MOJ and SGA, with the Project Director as
the secretary but non-voting member, and with members and terms of reference satisfactory to the
Bank;

(iii) During project implementation, MOJ and SGA will maintain Institutional Teams which shall
provide guidance, monitor and supervise the work of the PIU;

(iv) The Ministry of Justice will maintain, and budget for, a Land Registration Management Unit to
have oversight of the real property registration activity as operated by the municipal court system,
and in association with the PIU, oversee the implementation of the MOJ related project functions;

(v) During project implementation, the Government will maintain satisfactory means of ensuring
coordination and joint actions, including working groups and task forces where necessary, between
the Zagreb city cadastre office and the Zagreb municipal land registry office in the court.

Implementation:

(vi) By March 31, 2003, SGA will send to the Bank guidelines for providing instructions to cadastre
offices, the surveyors and the registry offices on conducting surveys, mapping and proprietary
information collection in forest areas in a manner that supports long-term sustainable protection of
forests:

(vii) The responsible ministries will ensure that activity plans are developed and implemented under
the project in the SGA and in the municipal courts, on the basis of standardized formats prepared by
LRMU, for their cadastre and real property registration functions, respectively. These activity plans
would incorporate cost recovery concepts. Their implementation will start by January 3 f, 2005;
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(viii) Ordinances, satisfactory to the Bank, will be prepared to improve procedures for efficiently
registering apartments, buildings, adjacent land and common property, by January 31, 2004;

(ix) The responsible ministries will develop and implement an information and communications
technology/information management strategy, satisfactory to the Bank, for the institutions in the
Registration and Cadastre Project and for the users of the systems in those institutions. This would
involve SGA, MOJ and the municipal courts (in their registration function), the informatics unit in
GOC and the Zagreb city cadastre office. A strategy, satisfactory to the Bank, will be drafted by
December 31, 2003, and start to be implemented by February 28, 2004;

(x) The PIU will have prepared a mid-term review report by September 30, 2005 highlighting both
the progress and constraints in the implementation at that date. The mid-term report would be used as
the basis for a joint SGA, MOJ, World Bank mid-term review mission. During the mid-term review
of the Project, an assessment of the Five Year plans of SGA and MOJ will be included as part of an
action plan for further implementation. Thereafter the responsible ministries will take those measures
required to successfully achieve the objectives of the project;

(xi) The PIU would have the project accounts audited (including the special account and all
statements of expenditures) in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISA), by a firm
of independent auditors, acceptable to the World Bank. Audit reports would be submitted to the
World Bank within six months after the end of each fiscal year;

(xii) The PIU shall prepare by not later than November 30 of each year a draft annual working plan
(AWP) including the budget and procurement plan, satisfactory to the Bank and the Project Steering
Committee, which would have integrated the results of the monitoring and evaluation activities, and
be attached to the PIP;

(xiii) By the close of the project the PIU should have commissioned a draft ICR ready for a joint ICR
mission of IBRD, EU and GOC.

(xiv) Should the funds planned to be available in the first quarter of 2003 from the EU CARDS 2002
not be activated and available to the project institutions before June 30, 2003, then the Government
of Croatia will have to provide altemative sources of financing as required for the successful
implementation of this proposed project.

H. Readiness for Implementation

1. a) The engineering design documents for the first year's activities are complete and ready for the
start of project implementation.

L 1. b) Not applicable.

a 2. The procurement documents for the first year's activities are complete and ready for the start of
project implementation.

Li 3. The Project Implementation Plan has been appraised and found to be realistic and of satisfactory
quality.

UI 4. The following items are lacking and are discussed under loan conditions (Section G):
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1. Compliance with Bank Policies

t 1. This project complies with all applicable Bank policies.
C 2. The following exceptions to Bank policies are recommended for approval. The project complies

with all other applicable Bank policies.

Lynn C. Hoist in Joseph R. Goldberg ne Vorkink
Team Leader Sector Manager/Director Country Manager/Director
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Annex 1: Project Design Summary
CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project

., -- :, . -'-Key PerForrahce- ' ' Data Collection Strategy -y . -

H.irierchyof Objectiv,e, I ndicators Ptic-a .. A s t
Sector-related CAS Goal: Sector Indicators: Sector/ country reports: (from Goal to Bank Mission)
* Improve governance by - Efficiency of the real * Periodic Country * Security of property

facilitating the estate market, measured Economic memoranda rights enhances
enforcement of property in terms of timely and * Regular project reporting productivity and resources
rights in courts secure transactions, and management and

* Reduce corruption by increased domestic and investment
improving the functioning foreign direct investments 0 'New businesses will
of public institutions generate income and
dealing with cadastre and therefore reduce poverty
property registration * General improvement of

* Support the development economic conditions
of the private sector by * No new legal
developing the efficiency impediments to the
of land registries, and development of land
therefore assisting in the markets
development of * Survey and other tasks
functioning property continue to be
markets and of efficient out-sourced to the private
financial intermediation sector.
based on meaningful
collateral

Project Development Outcome I Impact Project reports: (from Objective to Goal)
Objective: Indicators:

* Build an efficient land a offices in 5% of the country * Quarterly court registry * Continued Government
administration system with will be integrated and reports attention to the cadastre
the purpose of contributing to operational using the best * Quarterly regional and registration functions;
the development of efficient available practice and cadastre office reports * No new legal obstacles
real property markets technology and fully in . MOF quarterly outputs on imposed to block the real

compliance with the long property sales and estate market
term aspirations embodied in taxation * Adequate budget for
the land registration and * M and E reports from the operation of institutions
cadastre laws; Project Implementation involved with project

* raising the level of Unit
consistency between the data * Bank supervision reports
held in the cadastre and those
held in the related land books
in the areas included in the
project to 80 percent over the
period of the project; (at
present it is 73% nation-wide
and 39 percent in Zagreb);

* a decreased volume of
backlogs: in the
municipalities targeted by the
project, cases that are at least
three years old should be
resolved by December 31,
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2003; cases that are at least
two years old should be
resolved by December 31,
2004; cases that are at least
one year old should be
resolved by December 31,
2005;

* a reduced cost of cadastre
and real property
transactions;

* a reduced cost of cadastre
and real property
transactions;

* increased number of
apartments registration in the
land books;

a a reduced transaction turn
around time in the project
areas according to the
following parameters:

-the municipal land registry
offices would achieve less than
the following maximum
working processing times for
the registration of sales and
mortgages in cases of
undisputed transfer of
ownership: by December 31,
2003: 40 days; by December
31, 2004: 20 days; by
December 31, 2005: 10 days;
by December 31, 2006: 5 days;
-the municipal land registry
offices would achieve rapid
delivery times for the supply
title reports/abstracts and other
information from the
registration system: by
December 31, 2003: 20 days;
by December 31, 2004: 10
days; by December 31, 2005: 5
days; by December 31, 2006, 2
days;
-the branch cadastre offices
would supply cadastre maps
and other information (for set
fees) to customers in a period
equal to or less than: by
December 31, 2003: 10 days;
by December 31, 2004: 5 days;
by December 31, 2005: 2 days;
December 31, 2006: 1 day;

improved legal framework
for land markets, particularly
in relation to the apartment
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registration systems in the
cadastre and land registry
offices;

* increased participation of
new social actors (NGOs,
private businesses) in the
land titling process measured
through their participation in
the Advisory Committee, and
in the regional consultative
groups.

Output from each Output Indicators: Project reports: (from Outputs to Objective)
Component:
Component A - Real * Functioning Land * Six monthly PIU reports * Continuing support of the
Property Registration Registration Management MOJ and the courts
Development Unit (LRMU) at MOJ * Monitoring and

* Upgraded registration * Operational EDP register evaluation reports
system in courts linked to cadastre -

* Institutional development harmonized and up to * Supervision missions
* Court registry backlogs date, installed and

cleared in the project's implemented in 5 towns * LRMU Reports
areas by December 2004, in 10

* Legal aid for low-income regional centers by * Municipal courts/land
people in the registration December 2005 registry quarterly reports
process * HRD strategy prepared by

end of 2003
* Management system in

place in all registry
departments of municipal
courts with monthly
reporting to the LRMU

* Prepare corporate
strategic plan by the end
of 2003

* Prepare and implement
annual business plans
starting January 2004

* Review and up-grade of
regulations for court
registries by March 2003

* Reduced processing time
for transactions according
to an agreed timeframe

* Number of low-income
earners assisted by legal
advisers enlisted or
supported by the project

Component B - Cadastre * Number of fully * Continuing support of the
Development operational cadastre SGA and deconcentrated
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offices regional and branch
* Up-graded cadastre offices

system in region and
branch offices

* Institutional development
* Cadastre information

maintained up-to-date in
the project's areas

Component C - Inter-agency * Data harmonization * Supervision reports * PIU is accepted as the
Operations and Information between courts and * Monitoring and institution responsible for
Technology cadastre undertaken in 15 evaluation reports implementing this

* Joint operations to re-title percent of the existing * Beneficiary surveys component
and register whole areas offices * LRMU Reports * Cost of operations are not
to harmonize registry data * Properties re-surveyed * SGA reports excessive
using cadastre data - and and registered in the * Municipal courts/land * Private sector contractors
issuance of new records cadastre registries and the registry quarterly reports are well trained and their
of registration legal registers * PIU reports returns are adequate

* New joint information * Common and linked * Commitment of MOJ to
systems in courts and Information systems amend legislation if
cadastre offices, established in the courts necessary to improve
accessible to users and cadastre registries registration of apartments

* Registration of * Procedure manuals for
Apartments and related systematic cadastre and
issues, e.g. common registration agreed and
property formulated by January

2003
* Automated linkage

between Ministry of
Justice and SGA IS by
June 2005

Component D - Project * Supervision reports * PIU has the support of
Management, Training and SGA and MOJ
Monitoring * Monitoring and

evaluation reports * Model for project
management is

* Beneficiary surveys satisfactory

* LRMU Reports

* Municipal courtsAand
registry quarterly reports

* PIU reports
* Project Management * Efficient and effective

project implementation
* Agency support units

provide manpower effort
or technical advice to PIU
when called for

* Project financial
administration is effective

* Contracts for goods and
services paid for in a
timely manner when
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approved for payment by
PIU

* Laws and regulations * Review and up-grade the
reviewed for gaps, regulations for cadastre
overlaps, relative to real and legal registries by
requirements March 2004

* Inter-MOJ, and SGA IT/ * IT/IM strategy developed
IM strategy development by January 2004,
and implementation implemented by

December 2004
* Training * MOJ/LRMU set up an

internal training unit
staffed by trainers (trained
under EU Cards program)
based on HRD strategy

* MOJ: Complete in-service
training program by end
2002. 200 staff to
undergo training by end
2003, 200 staff by end
2004, 200 staff by end
2005 and 200 by end
2006.

* SGA: Complete in-service
training program by end
2003. 200 staff to
undergo training by end
2004, 200 by end 2005
and 200 by end 2006

* Public awareness * Customer Service and * PIU reports
campaign Relations Units in MOJ * Annual customers surveys

and SGA
* Increased number of

registered transactions
* Increased degree of

customers satisfaction
throughout the project

* Development of
informational brochures
and other public relations
aids

* Development of
web-based information
system

* Number of newspaper and
periodical articles placed

* Service
Commercialization and
Marketing including
"'One stop-shop" options
developed including
"commercialization of
land information in the
land registries and
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cadastral offices" trailed,
in PY4 and PY5

* Project monitoring, * Project monitoring and
evaluation, reporting, evaluation set-up in the
customer surveys agencies fostered by the

PIU

Project Components Inputs: (budget for each Project reports: (from Components to
Sub-components: component) Outputs)
Component A - Real Property US$9.20 million * PIU progress reports * Sufficient counterpart
Registration Development * Monitoring and funding is available

evaluation reports of the * Efficient coordination and
PIU functioning of PIU and

* Supervision mission project partners
reports * Selection of appropriate

contractors
Component B - Cadastre US$8.64 million
Development

Component C - Inter-agency US$12.60 million * Satisfactory cooperation
Operations and Information between partners
Technology

Component D - Project US$6.50 million * Political consensus, and
Management, Training and inter-ministerial trust to
Monitoring further develop

regulations, laws and
policy
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Annex 2: Detailed Project Description
CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project

The project consists of the following four components: Component A - Real Property Registration
System Development; Component B - Cadastre System Development; Component C - Inter-institutional
Operations and Information Technology; Component D - Project Management, Training and Monitoring.
The project would be implemented in a five-year timeframe. A description of the proposed components
follows:

By Component:

Project Component I - US$9.20 million
Component A - Real Property Reeistration System Develonment

I. Objectives

The objective of this component is to build capacity in the Ministry of Justice (MOJ) and the 104 land
registries in the municipal courts for implementing an efficient real property registration system
characterized by predictable transaction processing times and lower transaction costs. The ultimate goal
is to reduce to a minimum the land registry backlogs through improved management, work-flow
improvements, and the use of information technology, and build oversight of the system in the MOJ
through the new LRMU.

II. Background

Property Rights. Basic property rights in Croatia are defined and protected by the Law. In general, the
main issues are not with the legal content of property rights or the protection provided to them under the
law, but in the practical problems created by a seriously deteriorated title registration system and a court
system that is experiencing substantial case backlogs. In some of the larger cities it can take years to
actually register a transaction. The same applies to mortgages, since most issues arise at the practical
level of enforcement and not in the laws themselves. It is difficult to obtain possession of an occupied
property following a mortgage default, and according to local experts the process can take as long as 3-5
years.

Main Aspects of Registration. The Land Registration Act, 1996, (LRA) is modeled on the laws of Austria
and Germany. It establishes a court-based and judge-centered system in which all operations with the
land book are characterized as legal cases under the supervision of a judge. All entries into the land book
must be made by formal written order of the land court judge. The main problems with the registration
system are discrepancies between the land books and the current state of title on the ground, and delays
in registration. The discrepancies are the result of failure to adequately maintain the system during much
of the communist period. In particular, the outcomes of large scale nationalization and subsequent land
consolidations and boundary adjustments were not reflected in the land books, though they may have
been reflected in the state cadastre, though again not always. Finally, there are the recent problems of
destruction and removal of the records during the civil war. The discrepancies undermine the
fundamental purpose of the registration system and resolution of this issue is a primary objective of the
proposed project.

Other Administrative Issues. Some of the inefficiencies of the current system can be attributed to the
paper book system. That system entails several types of separate books, and multiple entries for each case
are required in the books. It is a painstaking process done by hand, at rates per clerk ranging from 10-20
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cases per month in some courts, to 100-110 cases per month, in others. To put this in context, in Zagreb
there is an estimated backlog of 150,000 cases. Conversion to electronic data processing (EDP) at the
earliest possible time could result in significant improvements. The LRA anticipates that the Ministry of
Justice will convert the registration system to EDP, and the Ministry has developed and is coordinating
with the State Cadastre a registration software system. Some land courts have already begun to convert
their registration districts to EDP on a piecemeal basis. The land court in Sisak has fully converted 18 of
more than 50 cadastral districts to EDP, but none of these has yet been converted legally to an electronic
registration system. Consequently, both systems are maintained for these districts today, and the
electronic system, particularly its indexes, is little more that a mere convenience. EDP is not all that is
required. In the Pula LRO (Istria), a new appointed judge revised target setting, paid overtime, and
recruited additional registration clerks to address backlogs in 1996. Salary payments for overtime work
was based on the output of work as opposed to time worked. The LRO office was refurbished, making
the environment more pleasant, task focused and customer friendly. All of these factors contributed to the
successful operational reform of the Pula LRO with the result that the backlog of cases. was eradicated in
less than 2 years.

III. Description of the Component

This component would focus on improving the land book registration system that operates in the 112
municipal courts under the LRA, thus increasing the security of property rights and transactions
conducted under this system.

Establishment of a Land Registration Management Unit within MOJ. The project would help organize
and train the Land Registration Management Unit (LRMU) that has been established in the Ministry of
Justice to have oversight of the land registration function, with the goal that operations be run along
business lines, including monitoring and evaluation of the real property registration function. The unit
will be equipped, and staff will be trained. The project will also provide financial and technical support
to the unit for developing:

* a strategy for managing paper records and reducing the volume of paper records collected;

* regulations for the implementation of the Land Registration Act;

* registration office procedure streamlining, including service standards and processing times, and
risk management techniques to minimize the number of checks carried out on each transaction
and streamline work-flow processes;

* an activity plan including: (i) a strategy for managing land registration along business lines,
tracking revenues of the land registries, including transaction fees and the 5 percent transfer tax,
and expenditures, including staff and judges' salaries, and operation costs; (ii) the sources of
land registry budget and the consistency of the budget process, leading to considering what cost
recovery would mean to the operation; (iii) consideration of the client base and consultation
mechanisms, in view of understanding customer product demand, the reasons why people do not
register, and the associated staff time; and (iv) an associated strategy for human resource
development, recognizing how the IT focus would impact on staff and customers. The human
resource strategy would be planned in accordance with the training activities to be offered under
the project (component D), and would include detailed job descriptions, training programs in
subjects related to the operations of property registration and office management, and a system of
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performance standards and incentives to be applied in the day-to-day activities;

Improvement of the Demand-Driven and Systematic Registration. Another focus would be on improving
both demand-driven and systematic first-time registration, and the transaction system. All 104 municipal
courts would be equipped with the necessary systems to undertake the transfer of data from manually
kept land registries to computerized registries (EDP). Municipal court offices will also receive office
up-grading where necessary, office equipment supply, human resource system development, training of
staff, improvements in paper records management with new archiving systems, quality control
mechanisms, and information technology development. At the end of the project the work-flow of
transactions in the municipal offices will have been streamlined, and linkages with the cadastre system
improved with the result that on-going property transactions would be simplified and transaction costs
lowered, thereby helping to ensure that all transactions are registered.

Information Technology. A contract will be awarded to an IT Company to manage and administer the
information system as developed and implemented under component C, including the provision of
"help-desk" facilities.

Addressing Registration Backlogs. Given the current rate of new applications in municipal courts like
Zagreb and Split, backlogs will not be eliminated without some form of crisis intervention. Alternatives
to the usual procedures will be implemented, including: (i) increased use of temporary staff and
overtime; (ii) simplification of the entry procedure for apartments, which comprise the major portion of
the backlogs, on an emergency basis; (iii) development of standardized forms to impose discipline on the
registration process and limit submission and acceptance of incomplete applications, coupled with a
related information campaign; (iv) retaining additional staff on a contract basis; and (v) dissemination of
the best practice of successful land registries by enlisting the assistance of experienced and innovative
judges and registrars in training programs.

Legal assistance for the most disadvantaged citizens would be piloted in the context of the systematic
cadastre and registration project. It has been estimated that up to 33 percent of all court cases refer to
property disputes. This is expensive in terms of court time and for the individuals involved in the cases,
and adds to the already overwhelming backlog of cases in the courts. It also takes large amounts of real
estate out of the land market while the cases are resolved. The systematic registration project is designed
to help deal with these issues and to provide information to citizens who want to register their property,
prevent disputes from going to court and prevent them from occurring in the future. However, it is
important that customers have a mechanism in which they can gain advice if they have problems or do
not understand their legal rights and duties. This is particularly important in rural areas where the public
are less aware of their rights and do not have access to the legal remedies in towns because of cost or
accessibility. The systematic cadastre and registration process will attempt to address these issues by
including a legal component that would try to resolve potential disputes in the field, assisting with the
identification of rights and documentary evidence and anticipating and resolving potential disputes prior
to completion of the systematic land book renewal process. Principles on which agreement have been
reach include (1) legal aid can be an important component of the project in many areas and with respect
to certain socially vulnerable groups, and can facilitate the registration process; (2) efforts should be
made to identify, enlist and make the target populations aware of existing sources of legal aid, including
bar associations (whose members are obligated under their own rules to provide certain amounts of pro
bono legal assistance) and municipal offices of legal assistance, where such exist; (3) where necessary,
project funds can be used to provide legal aid, including by tendering and contractual arrangements with
legal professionals; and (4) LRMU, in cooperation with SGA and the PIU, will be responsible for
developing an ongoing program of legal aid in the context of the project.
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The component would be managed by the project implementation unit (PIU) with the support of the new
Land Registration Management Unit now established in the MOJ.
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Project Component 2 - US$8.64 million
Component B - Cadastre System Development

I. Objective

This component will help build the capacity of the State Geodetic Administration to design and conduct a
unified national cadastre system in both rural and urban areas. It would support the headquarters of the
SGA and its regional and branch offices. The City of Zagreb, although not under the SGA, will benefit
from the project through upgrading of information technology and support for enhanced cadastral
information management processes and procedures.

II. Background

The major problems related to the real estate cadastre in Croatia are: cadastral records (particularly
maps) are outdated and urgently need to be updated; offices are short-staffed and in need of modem
office and survey equipment; there are constant complaints from the citizens about delays in conducting
property transactions; and the cost of doing property transactions is too high.

Croatia has the appropriate public, private, and academic institutions, and is capable of creating the
institutional arrangements, to perform the tasks necessary to prepare, operate, and maintain a modem
cadastre. The SGA is responsible for the implementation and maintenance of the cadastre, and it assumed
this responsibility, which has traditionally been under the control of the municipal administrations, in late
1999. The SGA headquarters is located in Zagreb and it has 21 regional offices and 95 branch offices
throughout Croatia. Each office is responsible for the cadastre for a designated number of cadastral
zones. The SGA has a total of 1,117 employees.

The SGA procures the services of the private surveying and mapping industry to prepare and maintain
the cadastre. There are 400 private companies that are licensed to provide cadastral services to the SGA.
There are a total of 2,000 geodetic engineers of which approximately 1,600 are registered as members of
the professional association. Approximately 90 percent of the geodetic work is performed by 5 major
companies that have around 350 employees.

The cadastral data is in the form of graphics (maps) and text. Most of the mapping for the country is very
old and outdated. The old maps are at a scale of 1:2880 and date back more than 80 years. Some new
cadastral mapping exists at scales of 1:1000, 1:2000, and 1:5000. It is estimated that, overall for the
whole country, less than 70 percent of the cadastral data reflects the real situation on the ground, in
Vukovar 97 percent, and in Zagreb 52 percent. Also there is a 53 percent agreement between the owners
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in the land book and the possessors in the cadastre. There are several pilot project sites that have current
data concerning the cadastre. Almost 100 percent of the textual cadastral data have been converted to
digital format, though just 12 to 15 percent of the graphic data are in digital format and a further 10
percent are in various stages of conversion. Since the graphic data are so outdated, the SGA is mostly
planning to prepare new digital data rather than convert the existing data.

SGA has established a policy to set priorities for renewing the cadastre for the Republic of Croatia. The
policy is based on criteria such as areas of high levels of property transactions, primary agricultural areas,
areas with most outdated cadastre data, and the major cities. The areas to be undertaken under the project
are listed in the cost tables, showing the actual cadastral districts including the percentages of the area of.
each district to be renewed. These are indicative, and if necessary will subject to annual reviews. As the
project progresses, other districts may be willing to participate, and they would be included if they
commit to contribute according to the criteria for participation as established by SGA..

II. Description of the Component

This component would focus on the establishment of a new integrated cadastre system (under the Law of
State Survey and Real Estate Cadastre, 1999), and ensure that the system is maintained up-to-date.

Strengthening of the Cadastre Function. The project will provide technical assistance to develop
affordable technical standards and regulations, and build a cadastre based on business principles. The
component will support the SGA in developing:

* a strategy for managing paper records;

* office procedures in terms of service standards and processing times, and risk management
techniques for reducing the number of checks;

* a business plan including: (i) a strategy for managing cadastre along business lines, tracking
revenues of the cadastre offices including transaction fees, and expenditures including staff
salaries and operation costs; (ii) the sources of cadastre budget and the consistency of the budget
process; (iii) recommended improvements including cost recovery targets; (iv) consideration of
the client base and consultation mechanisms, in view of understanding the customer product
demand, the reasons why people do not register, the associated staff time; and (v) an associated
strategy for human resource development recognizing how Information Technology (IT) will
impact on staff requirements. The HR strategy will be developed in accordance with the training
activities to be offered under the project (component D), and would include detailed job
descriptions, training programs in subjects related to the operations of cadastre office
management, performance standards and incentives to be applied in the day-to-day activities.

Organizational Restructuring. The experience gained through managing and implementing the project
will provide SGA with valuable information about its current organizational structure, and will allow it to
determine any deficiencies that need to be corrected. For example, the current organizational structure of
21 regional and 95 branch offices may not be appropriate in terms of economics or functionality when
modem Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and management practices are applied. There
may be a need to restructure in order to create a more effective and efficient organization to meet the
objectives of a multipurpose spatial information system.

Information Technology. A contract will be awarded to an IT Company to manage and administer the
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information system as developed under component C, including the provision of "help-desk" facilities.

Multipurpose Spatial Information System (MSIS). The project will support the development of a MSIS
through coordination and management of the subcomponent activities by the PIU. The MSIS will form
the foundation for a broader National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) for Croatia. The NSDI will be
implemented in compliance with EU information communication technology standards and will form part
of the global information infrastructure that is one of the criteria for Croatia's accession to EU. The
activities to be undertaken within the subcomponent include production of digital orthophotos,
conversion of cadastre maps from hardcopy to digital format, creation of geo-spatial databases,
development of web based applications to distribute spatial data, conduct a study of national spatial data
infrastructure requirements, purchase hardware and software, and provide training for local specialists.
These activities complement the activities of the registration and cadastre renewal activities and will
greatly assist in meeting the overall objectives of the project. Funding for the MSIS will be provided
under the EU-CARDS program. Funding of E3.0 million is secured to support the MSIS development
under the 2002 EU fiscal year and can be disbursed over the next thirty months. A further total amount e
2.5 million is potentially available to support the subcomponent from EU-CARDS but must be applied
for during the fiscal years 2003 and 2004 respectively.

Moreover the project would finance the purchase of equipment, and implementation of quality control
mechanisms. Operations to up-date the cadastre in about 5 percent of the country will be undertaken
where possible in component C and contracted out to the private sector.

The component would be managed by the PIU with the help of the State Geodetic Administration (which
reports to the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Physical Planning) and would involve the SGA
regional and branch offices, the Croatia Geodetic Institute (for quality control) and the City of Zagreb,
which has a separate cadastre administration.

Component B: Cadastre Siste6r DeveiQIUSDrnl.ilor;

Activity Bank Financing EU CARDS Counterpart Financing Total
Strengthening Cadastre Function 4.4 1.2 5.7
Multipurpose Spatial Information System 3.0 3.0
TOTAL 4.4 3.0 1.2 8.7

Project Component 3 - US$ 11.60 million
ComPonent C - Inter-institutional Operations and Information Technolosv

I. Objective

This component will support the undertaking of joint operations for the cadastre and property registration
systems, consisting of land book renewal, correction, and establishment and harmonization of data
between the land registries and cadastre offices in priority areas.

II. Background

The main problems with both systems are the discrepancies between them and the differences with
reality, and the resulting delays in registration. The cadastre and registration systems were not properly
maintained during much of the communist period. Even though the outcomes of large scale
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nationalization, subsequent land consolidations and boundary adjustments were mostly (but not always)
reflected in the state cadastre, in most cases they failed to be properly recorded in the land books. As a
result, data defining property in the court registries can differ by as much as 90 percent from those in the
cadastre offices (range 10 to 90 percent).

III. Description of the Component

This component would allow the conduct of joint operations between SGA and the land registries to
up-date and match data in both the cadastre and land book registration systems. Particularly it would
finance aerial mapping, cadastre surveys, existing data verification and conversion, to achieve the
harmonization of cadastre and land registry data, resulting in the production of new land books and
cadastre maps/registers that reflect the real situation in the field. To achieve this objective, the project
will provide support in terms of:

* staff, contractors and resources for the initial data entry and transformation into the new land
registration system based on electronic data processing (EDP) of reviewed and accepted data
contained in the land books. The method of work will be selected depending on currency of the
data and how they match cadastre data in the cadastre maps;

* cadastral survey and mapping. The strategy for survey and land holders property data collection
will be subject to operational trials or pilot operations in the first year of the project from which
lessons will be carefully evaluated and applied to the on-going operations. In general, the work
will be done in two parts, the first will be an assessment of the currency and quality of the
existing cadastral information to determine areas in need of up-dating and re-surveying compared
with those that are satisfactory. The work during this stage will include the digitization of the
existing cadastre plans. In the second part, under a separate contract, cadastre surveys will be
undertaken in the selected areas as determined in the first stage, to reflect the current physical
and legal situation of the parcels. The landholders would point out their boundaries and show
their documentation. The results of this process are to be made available to the public during a
public viewing period, during which landholders and others will be able to appeal the results for
particular parcels. The overall process will be supervised by separate quality control and
supervision contractors, under the management of the regional cadastre office, and SGA's
Geodetic Institute;

* information system design and implementation. The design and implementation of joint
information technology and management systems in both the cadastre and the property registry
offices will be contracted following the ICB method of procurement in a two stage process.
Management and Quality Control will be the responsibility of the SGA. This would include
design, piloting, design enhancement, roll-out, training and a first stage of operations. The
component would also finance ongoing software support and system administration that would
be contracted, to a local company, in the second half of the project. Once the computer system is
completed the manuals developed will need to be printed and distributed. This will form a part of
the main development contract. The PSC would appoint an expert group to have oversight of this
task, that would be executed by the PIU, with the support of the IT expert, under the guidance of
the LRMU and the cadastre department in SGA;

* project supervision functions and quality management in cadastre and land book offices
countrywide would be contracted under the control of the PIU.
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Component C: Inter-Agency Operations and
Informatlon Technology -. -0

Counterpart
Activity Bank Financing EU CARDS Financing Total
Initial Data Entry 0.9 0.2 1.1
New Cadastral Survey and Mapping 8.2 1.9 10.1
Joint Information System Design and
Implementation I 1.1 0.3 1.4
TOTAL 10.2 2.3 12.6

Project Component 4 - US$6.60 million
Component D - Proiect Management. Training and Monitoring

I. Objective

The objective of this component is to conduct project management, training, legal studies and actions as
necessary to achieve the sustainability of Components A, B, and C. This component will therefore
support studies, training and strategy development to overall combat obstacles to the development of an
efficient land registration and cadastre infrastructure, and therefore better support land markets.
Component D will be implemented by PIU under the guidance of MOJ and SGA.

II. Description of the Component

The component will support:

(i) Project management for the PIU and the teams in MOJ and SGA, that would be supported under

the project together with, if necessary, training in project planning, procurement, disbursement, project
financial management including the GOC budget process, reporting and project management.

(ii) Legalframework development, including analysis of the present system of apartment registration
and management; and the registration of non-permitted buildings and extra-legal settlements. There are,
for example, issues with regard to the efficiency of foreclosure proceedings, and the regulations and
procedures relating to the allocation and use of common land around apartment blocks. The Ministry of
Justice does not have sufficient staff to deal with these issues, in addition to their normal duties. Thus,
under the project, contracts will be awarded to report on and provide possible solutions to these issues.
These contracts will be awarded based on specific TOR prepared during the project and awarded to
individual consultants.

(iii) A common information technology/information management (IT/IM) strategy will be developed
and implemented between the MOJ and SGA covering data management, technical, legal, and financial
issues, but focusing on data quality, management and standards, technology and communications
protocols, and related costs and inter-institutional cost sharing and customer fees for usage. This will be
achieved on the basis of a consultant's reports and recommendations leading to a memorandum of
understanding on joint IT matters and regulations between MOJ and SGA, by January 31, 2004 as a loan

condition.

(iv) Training for MOJ and the land registries, which will include judges, attorneys, and registrars.
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Training is an essential component of the proposed project. MOJ intends to provide its training through
the MOJ Center for Training of Judges, and will use legal experts to take the lead, with a longer-term
objective of establishing the Center as an independent legal training facility. The training will also be
based on the use of regional training centers and web-based training courses. The training will be
executed by the Center in association with the PIU. A training needs assessment will be commissioned by
the LRMU. Trainers will be drawn from experienced practitioners in the land registries and the legal
community. At the start, training of trainers is recognized as a priority. MOJ plans to involve staff from
the faculties of law in Zagreb, Rijeka and Split to support its training. The education of future legal
professionals as consumers of registration services is an important aspect of legal training, and
consideration will be given under the project to assisting in the design and implementation of basic
professional course in land administration and registration law in the law and geodetic faculties. Such a
course is presently offered in the Zagreb law faculty and might be considered as a model. MOJ plans to
train 700 people for a total amount of USD 1.3 million. USD 0.2 million are envisaged for the support to
the existing of the MOJ Center for Training.

The training for SGA will include management and technical courses focused, as appropriate, on high
and middle level management staff, technical staff, and support staff. The training programs will be
mainly outsourced, and planned on the basis of the results of a Training Need Assessment (TNA) carried
out during preparation and to be up-dated early on in the project. The courses will be divided in five
modules: basic computer skills, cadastre, property registration, infornation technologies, and
management and marketing. Typically, each training course may have up to 15 trainees and an average
duration of 10 days or less. SGA plans to train 1,200 people for a total amount of USD 1.2 million.

(v) Public awareness campaign and consensus building strategies. A public awareness strategy will
be implemented to develop support of landholders and cooperation from the key professionals involved
in land market activity. The PIUJ will initially be responsible for managing these activities with the
support of professional media companies, with the aim at progressively delegating the functions of
publicity and promotion to Customer Service and Relations Units in MOJ and SGA. The Customer
Service and Relations Units will be created in the first half of the project within the infrastructure of
SGA and MOJ, and devoted to providing information to and raising service standards for the customers.
In the case of MOJ, these functions will initially be carried out by a member of the LRMU. The project
will assist in the training of staff of SGA and MOJ who will be appointed to form these departments, help
develop their overall organization and strategy through the development of a public relations and
communication manual, and finance their activities for the five years of the project.

The public awareness and information campaign will initially consist of distributing information
brochures, or leaflets about fees and the steps necessary for registering real estate. This activity will build
on the information leaflets already available on the registration process within the Zagreb land registry
and prepared under the USAID project. These leaflets will advise members of the public on the
documentation needed for a registration application, and so speed up the application process, reduce the
time customers spend waiting in line at the land registry offices, and help avoid errors. The creation of
information leaflets relating to the land registry and cadastre functions for the whole of Croatia will also
help clarify for the general public the difference between the Cadastre and Land Register, so the leaflets
can be used as a means of explaining the process and increasing the links between the organizations in
view of the future setting up of a "one-stop shop" for registration and information as detailed in the
following point (vi) Service Commercialization and Marketing.

The distribution of leaflets will not only target customers but also other stakeholders and professionals
involved with Cadastre and Land Registry activities, including notaries, real estate agents, banks and
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other lending agencies, surveyors, developers, land economists, et al. The aim will be to achieve
standardized services across the whole country, based on best practices.

During the process of systematic registration, the information campaign will primarily be conducted
through the branch cadastre office, the mayor's office, the land registry, and through the resources of the
cadastre survey contractor company. It will be based on extension activities, village meetings, doorstep
meetings, and letters addressed to the agencies, the NGOs, the municipal authorities and the property
owners in a particular region. This will be done by specifically targeting women to address disparity and
gender issues.

Through other media, including TV, radio and newspapers, a nationwide campaign will be launched to
attain a
wider education of the general public, and in particular of property owners and potential property
owners, about the importance of registering their property. Many people do not register their titles,
principally to avoid paying property tax. This campaign will highlight the reasons for and benefits of land
registration, in addition to the process and the avenues for addressing complaints.

More localized campaigns will take place thereafter, for example a targeted campaign to reach emigrated
diaspora will be conducted during the summer months in tourists areas along the Dalmatian coast. The
aim will be to inform people who migrated outside Croatia, and who tend to return here during the
summer, about their rights concerning property.

In addition and linked to the already existing website of the State Geodetic Administration, a Land
Registry website will be developed, containing contact details for all Land Registry courts in the country,
information about land registration procedures, registration fees, the legal background and importance of
land registration, and copies of land registration application forms and leaflets. This promotional tool
will eventually be developed as a means to market services, for example the possibility of ordering and
receiving information electronically.

(vi) Service Commercialization and Marketing. In project years 4 and 5, the development of a joint

strategy for improved information services for users and customers of both land registries and cadastre
offices will be tested. It will focus on improving the process of registering transactions, even in a joint
office. This will include developing means for improved co-operation between SGA and the land
registries in the municipal courts from a customer view-point by examining various options including
testing the "one stop shop" approach, and the commercialization of information in the land registries and
cadastre by a state enterprise or joint stock company, or by other means using information technology.
The concept will be tested in an area where there is complete harmonized digital data for both the
cadastre office and land registry.

(vii) Apartment Registration. There is agreement that unresolved apartment registrations constitute the
major part of the registration backlogs in some registries and that the present requirements for
registration of apartments is too demanding and prevents efficient resolution of the problem. MOJ and
SGA have put forward different but essentially complementary ideas for facilitating apartment
registration. It was agreed that further discussions will be undertaken between MOJ and SGA, and the
Zagreb municipal registry and cadastre offices, where the main part of the apartment registration problem
is found, to develop a unified approach to apartment registration in the context of the project. Such work

will proceed through a joint working group of the participating agencies. Apartment pilot projects will be
undertaken to test approaches in at least two locations. These will be conducted using the following
principles: (1) a joint approach by MOJ and SGA; (2) minimizing and testing new survey requirements
for land and buildings, including by development of appropriate alternative identifiers; (3) testing the
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usefulness of the "maintenance data-base" that has been established by a private sector company, and the
use of the "maintenance agreements" when available; (4) conversion of the existing data in the Book of
Deposited Contracts in the land registry; and (5) resolution of legal issues, if any, which prevent the
quick and low-cost registration of common ownership parts of buildings. The pilot would be conducted
over a period of nine months in the first year of the project with clear objectives, a mid-point and final
evaluation, action plan development, and development of appropriate regulations, instructions and
manuals.

(viii) Project monitoring, evaluation, reporting, and customer surveys. Monitoring and evaluation
under the project will focus on: (a) monitoring the efficiency of management of project implementation
by looking at indicators related to the successful delivery of project products and services to users, both
the Government and the landholders; (b) monitoring at regular intervals the social impacts of the project
through customer surveys; and (c) monitoring the impact of present legal and regulatory provisions on
the efficiency, and costs, of the registration process with a view at recommending appropriate changes.
The monitoring of project management would be done by the PIU and would include the establishment
of a project information system with regular data entry on progress made in meeting the indicators
included in annex 1. Quarterly progress reports prepared by the PIU and reviewed by the PSC will be
sent to the Bank and the EU Commission. The social monitoring will include user satisfaction surveys of
the services being provided under the project, and reports on the progress made in meeting the social
targets as specified in Annex 1. The surveys will take into account the impact of the project and land
market changes on the various sectors of society, including the poor, ethnic minorities, women, the
elderly and the disadvantaged. In areas where new cadastre survey and registration are undertaken,
sample surveys will be run of the desired social development outcomes and effectiveness of the different
components. These will be done at least every year during the project so that project activities can be
adjusted accordingly. This would include monitoring the extent of property disputes and dispute
resolution (parcel boundaries, tenure rights) or the identification of factors that prevent or discourage
people from registering property (transaction costs, backlogs, high informal costs).

With respect to legal and regulatory change, monitoring and evaluation of project results on an ongoing
basis is particularly important. The Croatian laws and regulations on registration are of relatively recent
vintage and modeled on some other long established European laws, and there is a noteworthy reluctance
to make changes without empirical evidence that elements of these laws and regulations are negatively
impacting the efficiency, costs and objectives of the project. Nevertheless, MOJ remains open to the
possibility of change to the legal and regulatory framework. Accordingly, an essential element of the
proposed project, to be implemented by the PIU in cooperation with LRMU, will be systematic
monitoring and evaluation of the results of the present pilot projects and the proposed project. Relying on
key project indicators, including for example time, cost and customer satisfaction, as well as the
recommendations ofjudges, registrars and cadastral officials, such monitoring and evaluation will draw
conclusions about lessons leamed, identify best practice (regardless of whether such practice strictly
complies with the present law), identify legal impediments encountered by the projects, if any, and
recommend proposals for addressing the impediments through legal and regulatory change, as necessary.

This sub-component will be managed by the PIU with the support of international and local consultants,
however the aim is to achieve its full sustainability by the end of the project, when the task of
undertaking market and customer assessment through regular customer surveys will have been fully
integrated in the functions of the Customer Service and Relations Departments in MOJ and SGA.
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ComponentD: Project Managernent, Training and- 
Monitoring . - .

Counterpart
Activity Bank Financing EU CARDS Financing Total
Project Implementation Unit 2.3 0.6 3.0
Legal Framework Completon 0.1 0.0 0.2
IT and IM Strategy Development 0.1 0.0 0.1
Training Programs 0.3 1.6 0.1 2.0
Public Awareness Campaign 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.3
Service Commercialization and Marketing 0.1 0.0 0.1
Apartment Registration Pilot Project 0.6 0.1 0.7
Project M&E and Reporting 0.1] 0.0 0.1
TOTAL 3. 2.0 0.9 6.6
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Annex 3: Estimated Project Costs
CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project

E- i.:.~it'l'-r~ ~-v- ' : -Local.-- - -Foreigr _. LilTotalI.
- -Pro6jtCodtB oi e t -` �:SC-eiIi r llion. US $mi llion

A. Real Property Registration System Development 5.96 2.32 -8.28
B. Cadastre System Development 4.32 3.44 7.76
C. Inter-Agency Operations and Information Technology 10.51 0.87 11.38
D. Project Management, Training and Monitoring 5.45 0.33 5.78
Total Baseline Cost 26.24 6.96 33.20

Physical Contingencies 1.72 0.36 2.08
Price Contingencies 1.34 0.32 1.66

Total Project Costs 29.30 7.64 36.94
Front-end fee 0.26 0.26

Total Financing Required 29.30 7.90 37.20

,.,,,- . *ro--ct >~. -- Local, -; Foreign Total
-.- :P- .iroject CositUByS $.mCategory illi- US$ millionr US

Works 0.40 0.10 0.50
Goods 3.37 4.91 8.28
Consultant Services and Training 2.19 1.05 3.24
Service Contracts 19.49 1.13 20.62
Operating Costs 3.85 0.45 4.30

Total Project Costs 29.30 7.64 36.94
Front-end fee 0.26 0.26

Total Financing Required 29.30 7.90 37.20

Identifiable taxes and duties are 0 (USSm) and the total project cost, net oftaxes, is 37.2 (US$m). Therefore, the project cost sharing ratio is 69.09%
of total projcct cost nct of taxes.
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Annex 4
Cost Benefit Analysis Summary

CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project

Introductory Comment: The below analysis does not intend to use an IRR calculation as the basis for
justifying the proposed project, mainly because of the powerful impact of various assumptions on the
outcome. Thus, under the current circumstances, any IRR estimate would be highly speculative. As such,
project efficiency parameters, particularly the ERR estimate provided below should be taken as
indicative as to the benefits that a registration and cadastre project can possibly bring. The principal
motive behind why an indicative ERR was attempted is to demonstrate how very little impact (or
improvement) on real estate values would actually be necessary to recover the costs of the project.

Attempts were made, however, to offer a descriptive or quantitative analysis pertaining to other aspects
of the project which would be somewhat less speculative, such as the case of court registration backlogs
and the anticipated impact on the mortgage market. In particular, the analysis of registration backlogs
(see below for details) has been instrumental in directing the design team's attention to the critical
importance of backlog elimination in the practical program developed for the project, and also to the
importance ofjudges' incentives in trying to accelerate and streamline titling of real estate.

Background: The World Bank is funding land administration projects in various parts of the world
because it has clearly been shown that secure tenure and trustworthy registration systems allowing
transactions are essential for economic prosperity. Sample projects around South America, the Caribbean
and SE Asia have demonstrated that secure title can add more than 20 percent to property value (several
hundred percent in some instances) and multiply several-fold the income generated through registration
fees, sales taxes and property taxes. In transition economies more recent projects in Kazakhstan,
Moldova, Kyrgyzstan and several countries of Central Europe and the Baltics have seen numbers of
transactions and the use of real estate as collateral for capital investment increase several-fold.

In Croatia a report prepared by the Foreign Investment Advisory Service (FIAS) of the World Bank and
EFC reported that:

* The most complicated parts of the investment process in Croatia are land acquisition, registration and
site development, exacerbated by problems of restitution, predatory land speculation, unnecessary
and time-consuming bureaucratic procedures, and discriminatory application of regulations.

* The difficulty of ascertaining the ownership of land and property, and purchasing (especially larger
plots of) land over which it is possible to establish legal title, is a growing cause of concern to many
investors.

* Even once land has been acquired and registered from either private or municipal owners, which may
take many years, a new investor is still faced with construction-related constraints, including the need
for unofficial payments.

There are a number of problems hindering further development of land markets in Croatia. The primary
ones include: (a) the slow and inefficient operations of registration offices; (b) the lack of conformity
between cadastre records, registry records and the actual physical situation(c) slow resolution of issues of
restitution, returnees and displaced persons, and remaining state-owned agricultural and forestry land; (d)
complex, expensive and time consuming requirements for registration of apartments(e) poor access to
information for potential investors; (f) long delays in mortgage foreclosure proceedings; (g) avoidance of
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the registration system because of the high 5 percent transaction tax and lack of public knowledge of the
benefits of registration; (h) informal transactions and abandoned transactions because the public are
unwilling to wait for official procedures to be completed; (i) lost time and investment opportunities while
disputes are resolved; and (j) illegal constructions that are expensive and difficult to regularise.

An effective cadastre and registration system can in effect increase the number of transactions -
currently constrained due to the above problems - from the current level of 32 transactions per 1000
households (3.2 percent) recorded in 2000 to about 7 percent of households. This is a conservative
estimate as figures in Western Europe range between 10 percent and 17 percent.

The project will also promote self-sustainability, marketing of goods and services and protection of
copyright. Automation should increase efficiency and reduce production costs. Thus there are many
additional economic benefits to:

SGA and the registration offices through new markets and reductions in operating costs;

* Income to banks, other lenders, real estate agents, valuers, lawyers, notaries, cadastral surveyors;
architects, builders, town planners, utilities, etc;

* Income tax and profit tax on (a) that portion of the capital investment mentioned above, that is used
to generate profit and (b) increased income to professional groups involved in land administration or
management;

* Many person-years of time taken up in courts dealing with land related disputes and municipalities
coping with inaccurate information;

* Increased foreign investment; and
* Further incremental benefits would be realized by facilitating mortgages and expanding coverage of

the formal registration system as elaborated below.

Mortgages: By fostering certainty in property rights, the project will support the development of the
private sector by reducing administrative barriers and impediments to both domestic and foreign
investments. This will be achieved by enhancing the efficiency of land registries, and through the more
rapid and secure registration of mortgages, which will better support the development of functioning
property markets and of efficient financial intermediation based on meaningful collateral. In fact, if
supported by viable financial institutions, the use of real property for collateral purposes will increase as
a result of the project.

Investigations during project appraisal reveal that the mortgage market is already active in Croatia. As
yet, this mortgage market has had modest penetration. Based on a sample of 200 registered homeowners,
the DFID Social Survey found that about 15 percent of respondents have used some form of mortgage.
The average loan size was about Kuna 160,000 (less than US$ 20,000). The rates and terms are
reasonable for the given conditions. Loans, which may go up to 30 years in maturity, are denominated in
foreign currency (Euros) but repayable in Kunas, whereby the borrower bears the entire foreign exchange
risk. However, the creditors would lend only against securely titled property, which would leave out
other potential beneficiaries with uncertain property rights. The current mortgage rate varies between 9 to
10 percent per annum and, in the absence of strong third party guarantees, loans are extended to cover
only a third to one half of the value of mortgaged property. Guaranteed loans can be made for much
larger amounts. This is most likely associated with the uncertainty in property markets - which has links
with the overall state of affairs in the registry system - as well as a general shortage of loanable funds.
Although providing added security for borrower, this partial coverage by mortgages negatively impacts
the borrowers by increasing the real cost of borrowing which could be reduced as a result of improving
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the efficiency of land registries and streamlining procedures - such as resolving the property related
court case backlogs.

The project will contribute to the improvement of governance and the case backlog in courts will be
reduced and quick and reliable titling of property rights guaranteed. Most of the existing backlog can be
traced to the condition of registries and they derive mainly from the unprecedented increase in numbers
of transactions since privatization started in 1992, as well as failure to maintain the link between the land
book and the cadastre systems in the past, resulting in significant discrepancies between the official
records and the actual state of title on the ground.

In principle, there is no legal barrier to the sale and purchase of property which have been awaiting
registration in the land book (or properties in the backlog or properties which are temporarily registered
in the Book of Deposited Contracts), but the process involves risks for the buyers and entails
responsibilities for the sellers, both of which impact property values negatively. A good number of the
owners awaiting resolution of a backlog case are small apartment owners who may benefit considerably
from integration in the financial markets by being able to use their property as collateral for bank loans.
Hence, the state of registries slows down and stifles the land market and requires many persons to simply
wait until the registry problems have been cleared.

Unregistered Property, Other Cases of Disputed Rights and the Premium on Securely Titled
Property: Unregistered property (in the Land Book) in Croatia generally consists of homes, buildings or
land which have never been registered and entered in the land book and for which there exist insufficient
or outdated cadastral information. For instance, in Zagreb a revised cadastre of 60 percent of the City
identified 22,000 properties that were not recorded. These had not paid water bills, VAT on building
works, registration fees and taxes in addition to failure to have obtained building permits. This situation
is common around the country. It is estimated that up to 30 percent of buildings may be unrecorded.

Although most land is now privately owned, problems related to the outdated land registration and
cadastre systems make ownership rights unclear. At present, data defining property in the court registries
differ as much as 50 percent of the cases from those in the cadastre offices (range 10 to 90 percent).
These unreliable systems increase the uncertainty of transactions when property is sold or used as
collateral in secured lending, and fundamentally undermines prospects for the expansion of real estate
markets.

Property rights can be secured only through an indisputable and efficient record keeping system. This
record keeping system has two sides - cadastre and land registry. Yet, many real properties in Croatia are
not on the cadastre, many houses do not have building permits, and there is a general mismatch between
the information held in the cadastre and the real property registers in the courts. The ownership of land
becomes even more unclear in some areas because of the practice to transfer land without registering the
transaction in order to avoid transfer taxes (5 percent of the property value). To make the process of
checking ownership even more complicated, two registers of property exist: one for the land and related
free standing buildings, and the other for apartments: the book of deposited contracts.

Clearly, there exists a market premium on the value of securely titled property as opposed to property
where property rights are not well established. The magnitude of such premium may be at least 20
percent according to experience drawn from other countries. There were no data that would allow the
appraisal team to directly estimate the values of comparable registered and unregistered property, as this
endeavor would require significant research, resources and appropriate tools. The experience from pilot
projects, such as Babina Greda and Neretva Valley have not yet provided data which would allow
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analysts to estimate value differences between titled and untitled property.

Real estate agents are generally unwilling to get involved in the transactions of unregistered property as
this entails a professional risk for them. As such, they are not too well informed of the differences
between the formal and informal markets. From a strictly legal standpoint, there is no impediment against
buying or selling unregistered property as long as the real estate transfer is well documented by securing
the services of a notary. Engaging in a transaction of unregistered property, however, does not exempt the
buyer from paying the Real Estate Transfer Tax of 5 percent, which must be paid regardless of the nature
of the transaction.

Approach to Economic Analysis: The indicative economic analysis is based on estimating the expected
impact on the overall land markets resulting from securing titles and offering more streamlined
registration and cadastre services by strengthening the Ministry of Justice and SGA. It should be noted
that in spite of the history, there is a land market in Croatia, active across the country and across all
sectors: residential, commercial/industrial and agricultural.

According to statistics produced by the Ministry of Finance, the total turnover in the market (please see
table) in 2000 was Kuna 12.83 billion (US$1.5 billion). The tumover has risen, with a pause in 1999,
from Kuna 9.78 billion (US$1.2 billion) in 1997. For the purposes of comparison with other indicators of
the size of the economy, in 2000 the GDP for Croatia was US$24.9 billion and govemment expenditures
were US$4.7 billion. Foreign Direct Investment in 2000 was US$1.1 billion.

Relative Size of Markets by Category in Year 2000
Market Category Number of Value Assessed in Average Value

Transactions Million Kuna of Transaction
and (proportions) and (proportions) (Kuna)

Agricultural Land 21,355 764 35,789
(23.9%) (6.0%)

Building Land 17,331 1,693 97,667
(19.4%) (13.2%)

Housing 46,713 7,665 164,079
(52.2%) (59.7%)

Business Premises 4,034 2,714 672,896
(4.5%) (21.1%)

Total 89,433 12,836

Source: Ministry of Finance September 2001

The numbers of transactions have grown from 54,000 in 1997 to 89,000 in 2000 representing over 50
percent of all transfers (including inheritance, gifts etc.) of real estate. The largest market is for housing
which represented 52 percent of the market by number of transactions and almost 60 percent by value in
2000. Transactions in agricultural land represent almost 24 per cent of all transactions but only 6 percent
of the value. All markets grew in 1998 except business premises. In 1999 activity was reduced in all
categories but recovered strongly in 2000. The highest growth in numbers of transactions and in value
has been in agricultural land, growing by over 60 percent in 1998 and 44 percent in 2000 relative to the
year prior.
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Year on Year Growth in Numbers of Transactions b Market Cate ory (percent of year rior)
Year Agricultural Land Building Land Housing Business Premises
1998 61.1 66.2 37.0 -8.7
1999 -12.8 -6.9 -7.2 -6.9

.2000 44.4 8.7 21.6 21.8

Source: Ministry of Finance September 2001

The Ministry of Finance's records reveal that despite the healthy upward trend of overall activity in the
market since 1996, market values are falling, with the average (all categories) transaction down from
Kuna 180,600 (US$21,800) in 1997 to Kuna 130,000 (US$15,750) in 2001. This rather low average
transaction value is partially explained by the volume of transactions of agricultural land which take
place at low values. This trend is supported by data and opinions gained from the Land Market Survey.
Prices of flats in Zagreb have fallen by 14 percent in the period 1997 to 2001 and by 5 percent in Rijeka
although they have remained relatively stable in other cities surveyed.

More respondents to the survey considered that the residential market was falling (39 percent) rather than
rising (14 percent) but this is against a background of a housing stock in poor condition, but where there
is good demand for higher quality property particularly in Zagreb. In Zagreb, average house prices (as
opposed to flats) rose by about 7 percent.

Factors driving market values down are a ready supply of properties on the market, the downturn in the
local and world economy and a fall in foreign direct investment and interest in Croatia. In Zagreb, some
professionals pointed to the fall in number of expatriates requiring to be resident in Croatia following the
end of the war. However, market prices are bound to rise and fall and such fluctuations are not
necessarily significant for longer-term growth in the market as a whole.

Summary of Benefits and Costs:

(a) Economic Rate of Return: Using the below-listed assumptions together with base project data
(please see Annex 8 for the full text of the economic analysis), the indicative ERR is estimated to be 27
percent for a total project investment of US$35 million by the Bank, Government and other donors over
the 5-year implementation period. Over a 20-year period - which comprises both implementation and
operational periods of the project - it is expected that some 1,925,000 market transactions would occur
under the "with project" scenario against a total number of transactions of about 1,834,000 under the
"without project" scenario. At an opportunity cost of capital of 12 percent, the net present value of
economic benefits directly attributable to the project attain some Kuna 590 million (or about US$71
million) which is significantly greater than the amount of funds invested in the entire activity.

(b) Financial Impact: In order to be able to compute an indicative financial return, the benefits
accruing to backlog clearing were estimated. The results show that the unadjusted value of clearing half
of the backlog burden of some 300,000, the project would generate a benefit of about Kuna 900 million
to the users. The NPV attributable to clearing the backlog is about Kuna 658 million (or some US$79
million), which far exceeds the project investment.
(c) Fiscal Impact: The NPV for incremental RETT due strictly to the project is estimated to be Kuna
35.41 million against an unadjusted RETT total of Kuna 144.3 million. The NPV of all the cost recovery
(fees for services and sales) plus RETT turns out to be Kuna 53.11 million against an unadjusted total of
Kuna 216.45 million.
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Main Assumptions:

Methodology: The methodology for analysis consists of using the available official statistics in
conjunction with a simple model based on projecting aggregate future market behavior under with and
without the project scenarios. To accomplish this objective the following hypothesis and assumptions
were adopted.

(a) Basic hypothesis: Improved title security and efficiency gained in market transactions are the
principal benefits from the project. These improvements would be reflected in future number of
transactions as well as average property prices, the product of which would determine the total market
value. In this context, the average property price is some kind of a weighted measure for a property pool
consisting of houses, building land, enterprises and agricultural land. Using "with project" and "without
project" comparisons, incremental market growth would be estimated within the context of a macro
model. This estimate would be adjusted for project coverage, and then subjected to further downward
adjustment to arrive at net incremental benefits due to the project from which an indicative ERR can be
estimated.

(b) Planning Horizon: 20 years.

(c) Number of Transactions: Both with and without project scenarios were allowed to start with a
baseline transactions figure of 78,500 corresponding to an average of the years 1998, 1999 and 2000.

(d) Average Price of the Property Transacted on the Market: Again using the average of the data
for 1998 through 2000, the starting property transaction value was assumed to be Kuna 153,000.

(e) Growth in Transactions: Consistent with current trends, without the project the number of
transactions would grow at a rate of 2.5 percent per annum, against a rate of 3 percent per annum under
the with project scenario. Incidentally, real GDP growth in Croatia is forecast at 3 percent for 2002 and
3.6 percent for 2003 (World Bank, Croatian News March 14, 2002, Country Risk Summary) under
declining inflation and stable exchange rates. Hence, the "with project" growth in transactions is assumed
to equal the GDP growth rate in 2002 only.

(f) Growth in Property Prices: Without the project, property prices would depreciate by 0.5
percent annually, while with the project, property prices would appreciate by the same percentage, i.e.,
0.5 percent per annum.

(g) Project Coverage: The project would directly impact some 15 percent of the country's territory,
and thus exert influence on the overall real estate markets by the same percentage.

(h) Conversion of Incremental Market Turnover into Project Benefits: It was assumed that over
a 20-year planning horizon, only about a third of the total number of transactions would actually result in
appreciation in property value, the rest would be plain transactions.

(i) Real Estate Transfer Tax (RETT): The data suggests that the RETT applies on only 40 percent
of the market value, and is levied at a fixed rate of 5 percent on the assessed value of transactions
involving transfers of the titles. This is the basis from which inferences were made on the fiscal aspect.

(j) Backlogs: The coverage of the project for resolving backlog cases would be about 50 percent,
and the average value of clearing a backlog case for the user is equal to about Kuna 6000 (Anecdotal
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evidence indicates that payments of more than 1 percent of the transaction price can achieve registration
in Zagreb in less than a day. Again anecdotally, the average payment in Zagreb is around DEM 3,000 but
the payment may take the forms other than cash. Using these figures: (a) 1 percent of average property
value in Croatia of Kuna 150,000 equals Kuna 1500, and (b) DEM 3,000 roughly equals about Kuna
10,500. Averaging these two figures (1500+10,500)/2 = Kuna 12,000/2 = Kuna 6000).

(k) Project Costs: Project costs used in the analysis were borrowed from Annex 5. Costs during the
operational period - mainly for recurrent costs - are assumed to be Kuna 5 million annually. Currency
exchange rates used were those applicable in March 2002.

Project Parameters Essential for Conducting Economic, Financial and Fiscal Assessments

1. Coverage: Project development objective states that at the end of the project, the information in
the cadastre and property registration systems will have been renewed and systems linked in about 5
percent of the country. About 360,000 beneficiaries will be issued with a new record of their rights.
There are more than 18 million cadastral plots in approximately 3,300 cadastral units in Croatia.

2. Number of Transactions and Market Turnover: Averages of the three years, 1997-2000, were
computed using Ministry of Finance data. The analysis was based on 78,500 real estate transactions per
annum generating a turnover or total market value of Kuna 12 billion per annum. The average property
price (or value per transaction) turns out to be Kuna 153,000, which corresponds to a reasonable median
comprising a range of apartments, houses and other property.

3. Market Composition: The largest market is for housing which represents 52percent of all
transactions and about 60 percent of market value. Croatia now enjoys over 80 percent of owner
occupation. According to the 2001 census there are a total of 1,474,300 households in Croatia and
1,674,600 housing units. Transactions in the agricultural market represent 24 percent of registered cases
but 6 percent of the market value. Overall, there are in excess of 2 million pieces of property that may be
transacted on the real estate market consisting of apartments, houses, building land and agricultural land.

4. Real Estate Transfer Taxes: The Government collects Real Estate Transfer Tax (RETT) at 5
percent on the assessed value of the transaction. The assessed values are very close to true market values.
However, not all transactions recorded constitute transfers. The Government collects RETT on about 40
percent of the transactions. There is no recurrent property tax in Croatia.

5. Cost of Real Property Registration: Fees and taxes pertaining to real property registration may
go as high as Kuna 680,000 with an average of Kuna 1,250 against an average household income of Kuna
4,300/month.

6. Mortgaging Property: Estimated at 15 percent for households with average loan size of Kuna
160,000. Mortgaging on land is 4 percent among land owners with average loan size of Kuna 70,000. For
enterprises, the opportunity to use real property as collateral is an important reason to register ownership
of premises. Some 33 percent of the sample use their premises as collateral with an average loan size of
Kuna 800,000.

7. Average Time Required to Register Property: Average of 12 months with a range of 10 days
to 7 years.
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8. Backlog in Registrations: About 300,000 pending court cases awaiting resolution. Land
registration cases account for more than one-third of all backlog cases in Croatian courts and one half in
municipal courts.

Sensitivity analysis I Switching values of critical items: Not attempted because only an indicative and
conservative ERR was computed.
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Annex 5: Financial Summary
CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Total Financing Required
Project Costs
Investment Costs 9.75 10.71 7.56 4.50 2.35

Recurrent Costs 0.38 0.47 0.47 0.51 0.53
Total Project Costs 10.12 11.19 8.03 5.02 2.87

Total Financing 10.12 11.19 8.03 5.02 2.87

Financing
IBRDIIDA 6.27 7.06 6.36 3.88 2.11
Govemrnment 1.25 1.26 1.55 1.24 0.91

Central 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Provincial 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Co-financiers (EU CARDS) 2.45 2.51 0.00 0.00 0.00
User Fees/Beneficiaries 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total Project Financing 9.97 10.83 7.91 5.12 3.02
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Annex 6: Procurement and Disbursement Arrangements
CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project

Procurement

Procurement of goods, technical services and works will be done in accordance with World Bank
Guidelines: Procurement under the IBRD Loans and IDA Credits (issued in January 1995, revised
January and August 1996, September 1997, and January 1999). Consulting Services, technical assistance
and training will be procured in accordance with the Guidelines - Selection and Employment of
Consultants by World Bank Borrowers, January 1997, revised September 1997, January 1999, and May
2002. The Bank's Standard Bidding Documents, Request for Proposals and Forms of Consultants'
Contract will be used. A General Procurement Notice (GPN) will be published in the Development
Business of the UN in May 2002.

Procurement Responsibilities

The Project Implementation Unit, which reports to the Project Steering Committee and indirectly to the
State Geodetic Agency (SGA) and the Ministry of Justice (MOJ), will manage procurement procedures
supported by at least one full-time procurement officer responsible for all procurement. The PSC has
decided to have a deputy procurement officer as well. The procurement officer will have the support of
the project teams in the SGA and MOJ and their technical staff. The procurement officer will be
appointed before negotiations. The technical and procurement capacity of the MOJ and SGA will be
strengthened by additional technical and procurement staff. Both institutions already have some qualified
and experienced procurement staff.

Procurement Methods (Table A)

The project includes procurement of civil works, goods, technical services, and consultant services. A
detailed procurement plan for these needs has been prepared and included in the Project Implementation
Plan (PIP). During project implementation, the procurement plan will be updated every year at least. The
Project procurement arrangements are shown in Table A below.

Thresholds for Procurement Methods for Works, Goods and Technical Services

The following thresholds are proposed in Table B (the aggregates are given in the footnotes to Table A):

(i) ICB for goods = US$100,000 or more per contract.

(ii) ICB for Technical Services = US$400,000 or more per contract.

(iii) NCB for Technical Services = contracts estimated to cost less than US$400,000 per contract.

(iv) International Shopping for goods = Less than US$100,000 per contract. (IS can be used to procure
equipment, materials or commodities which are off-the-shelf). The award shall be made on the basis
of obtaining and comparing price quotations from at least three suppliers from two countries);

(v) International Shopping for technical services = for contracts estimated to cost less than US$100,000
per contract selection will be based on the comparison of three quotations;

(vi) National Shopping for Goods = Less than US$50,000 per contract (based on obtaining minimum
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three quotations from domestic suppliers); National shopping for technical services = less than
US$50,000 per contract.

(vi) NCB for Works = Less than US$600,000 per contract; and

(vii) Minor Works = Less than US$100,000 per contract.

The above thresholds have been set taking into account that the project institutions especially SGA, have
been outsourcing technical services and other procurement for the past three years. The results
demonstrate that they are undertaking large contracts - in 16 contracts ranging from US$85,000 to
US$1.4 million they received offers ranging from 3 to 8 firms bidding either singularly or in joint
ventures. Also Croatia has a GPD/per capita of US$4,800 (see a description of the private sector capacity
in the main body of the PAD Section E, Summary Project Analysis, E 4, Capacity to Undertake the
Project).

NCB will be subject to the following conditions: a point system of evaluation will not be used; domestic
preference will not be applied; international bidders will not be excluded from bidding; and the first two
NCB bidding documents will be prepared and submitted to the Bank for review and no-objection before
any NCB tender is issued. No bids will be rejected at the bid opening. All bids submitted on or before the
deadline for submission of bids will be opened and read out at public bid opening; local bidders shall
demonstrate availability of obtaining securities and reasonable access to credit; bid evaluation criteria
shall be pre-disclosed to bidders; and technical specifications shall be clearly written. These conditions
shall be discussed at the negotiations and made part of the Loan Agreement.

Two stage bid for goods and technical services. A two-stage bidding procedure for information system
design, implementation, supply of customized software, data entry design, and goods, for both the
cadastre and new registration system will be used. For this purpose the Bank's "Procurement of
Information Systems, Equipment, Software and Services, Two-stage Bidding," SBD Trial Edition, March
1996, revised August 2000 or another agreed version may be used.

Direct Contracting

The project will involve direct contracting for software in Components A and B (about US$0.3 million).
This is necessary as both SGA and MOJ have been building their information systems for the last 5 years
and have made significant investments in application software and newly developed software for their
two systems.The institutions have standardized application software, and additional purchases of this
software will be made under the project from the original designers and suppliers.

Consulting Services

Consultants' Services will be selected in accordance with the Bank Guidelines issued in January 1997
and revised in 1997, 1999, and in May 2002, and for this project will include Quality and Cost Based
Selection (QCBS), Consultants Qualifications (CQ), Least Cost Selection (LCS), and individual
consultants (IC). QCBS selection over US$200,000 will be advertised in the Development Business and
in a national newspaper for expressions of interest, from which a short list will be drawn. For contracts
estimated to cost less than US$200,000, short lists may be based solely on national firms.

The contract for auditing and one for supervision will be procured following the LCS method. Contracts
estimated at less than US$100,000 each for legal advice, study tours, training courses, quality control,
and publicity campaigns will be procured following the CQ. Individual consultants will be selected in
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accordance with Part V of the Consultants Guidelines. All individual contracts will be advertised.

Training

A schedule for training activities will be prepared on an annual basis as part of the annual work plan
process and submitted to IBRD for no-objection.

Single-Source Selection

Services for further development of proprietary software may with the Bank's agreement undertake
single-source selection in accordance with paragraphs 3.8 through 3.11 of the Consultants Guidelines.

Bank's Prior Review Thresholds (see Table B)

Prior review thresholds are as follows:

(a) Goods: All ICB, first NCB, first IS and NS packages.

(b) Technical Services: All ICB packages, the first NCB package each year, the first NS and IS
packages.

(c) Works: First NCB and first MW

(d) Consulting Services: Bank prior review will be required for all terms of reference, irrespective of
the contract value.

(e) All consultant contracts with consulting firms estimated to cost US$200,000 or more per contract
(Full Review).

(f) All contracts with consulting firms estimated to cost between US$ 100,000 and US$200,000 per
contract (Partial Review).

(g) All consultant contracts with individuals estimated to cost US$50,000 or more full review.

(h) First contract then terms of reference only for contracts with individuals estimated to cost less than
US$50,000.

Under Service Delivery Contracts for component A, a large number of clerks, students, and others will be
hired for collection of data entry and verification, typing and clerical work in land registry offices on a
contractual basis. These contracts will be advertised locally. Terms and conditions of contracts and unit
rates will be agreed with the Bank before the selection process begins.

Incremental Operating Costs

The Loan will finance on a declining basis part of the incremental operations costs (IOC) including some
of the funds for the operation of the PIU, the Land Registration Management Unit and the court staff to
coordinate, administer, supervise, travel to other offices to help clear backlogs and undertake data entry
functions. These IOC will be incurred in accordance to an annual budget that the PIU will prepare and
submit to the Bank for its approval before any expenditures are incurred.
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Post Review

All contracts not subject to the Bank's prior review will be subject to ex-post review, on a selective basis.
One out of ten contracts for goods, works, technical services and consulting services will be subject to
ex-post review. Supervision missions will include a procurement specialist especially in the first two
years, whose main responsibility will be to conduct ex-post reviews of the procurement process and
documentation, and provide his or her findings.

EU Grant Funds

Under the general trust fund agreement between the Bank and the European Commission, dated
November 2001, EU Cards funds will be made available to the project in co-financing manner and
disbursed by IBRD to the borrower for technical assistance and training for both SGA and MOJ. In this
regard a "grant agreement" will be signed between the Bank and the Government of ROC. As per the
general agreement between the Bank and the European Commission, Bank procurement rules and
disbursement procedures will be used. The funds will be used to fund the public awareness campaigns in
Component D, a Multipurpose Information System sub-component for SGA only in Component B,
consisting of goods, international and national technical assistance, training, and recurrent costs of
equipment maintenance, and operational costs. A technical services contract for digital mapping will also
be funded by the EU in Component C for SGA. A separate agreement will be signed by Croatia and the
European Commission, specifying that taxes will not be levied on goods, civil works, technical services
and technical assistance procured using EU grant funds, and that EU funds will not be used for payment
of government employees.
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Procurement methods (Table A)

Table A: Project Costs by Procurement Arrangements
(US$ million equivalent)

~~~. Fi --.~-- 2 -: ¢-* - -_ ~~ ;r.~.. ~~ . -. . -- 'Prouerement- Method
;.Exn u -- IC - - -NCB !_-' Other - N.B.F. >.Total Cost

*lidlt -gI.y B" - er-

1. Works 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50
(0.00) (0.00) (0.41) (0.00) (0.41)

2. Goods 3.73 0.20 4.64 0.00 8.57
(2.69) (0.17) (3.74) (0.00) (6.60)

3. Services 0.00 0.00 7.69 0.00 7.69
Consultant Services, Training (0.00) (0.00) (4.56) (0.00) (4.56)
and Audit
4. Technical Services 2.43 10.80 3.54 0.00 16.77

(0.99) (8.02) (2.90) (0.00) (11.91)
5. Front-end fee 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.26

(0.00) (0.00) (0.26) (0.00) (0.26)
6. Services Contracts 0.00 0.00 1.05 0.00 1.05

(0.00) (0.00) (0.79) (0.00) (0.79)
7. Recurrent Costs 0.00 0.00 2.36 0.00 2.36

(0.00) (0.00) (1.17) (0.00) (1.17)

Total 6.16 11.00 20.04 0.00 37.20
(3.68) (8.19) (13.83) (0.00) (25.70)

Figures in parenthesis are the amounts to be financed by the Bank Loan. All costs include contingencies.

' A break-down of "other" is as follows:
1. Works: MW (US$ 0.50 million);
2. Goods: IS (US$1.04 million); NS (US$0.73 million); DC (US$2.87 million)
3. Technical Services: IS (US$0.48 rnillion), NS (US$3.06 minllion)
4. Consultants Services, Training and Audit: QCBS(US$0.76 million), LCS (US$0.39 million), CQ
(US$1.64 million), Individual Consultants (US$4.55 million), SS (US$0.21 I million)
5. Services Contracts: individual consultants (US$1.05 million)
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Table Al: Consultant Selection Arrangements (optional)
(US$ million equivalent)

-_ ; .-.- -,,Selectlon-:Methd d- :. -
bConsUltant Services- . -;i2,- t-

HEx iditure CategoryQ QCBS -. =LS - .- . _Other-.N.BF ... T C
A. Firms 0.76 0.00 0.00 0.39 1.79 0.21 0.00 3.15

(0.58) (0.00) (0.00) (0.24) (0.46) (0.16) (0.00) (1.44)
B. Individuals 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.55 0.00 4.55

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (3.13) (0.00) (3.13)
Total 0.76 0.00 0.00 0.39 1.79 4.76 0.00 7.70

_ (0.58) (0.00) (0.00) (0.24) (0.46) (3.29) (0.00) (4.57)

1\ Including contingencies

Note: QCBS = Quality- and Cost-Based Selection
QBS = Quality-based Selection
SFB = Selection under a Fixed Budget
LCS = Least-Cost Selection
CQ = Selection Based on Consultants' Qualifications
Other = Selection of individual consultants (per Section V of Consultants Guidelines), Commercial
Practices, etc.
N.B.F. = Not Bank-financed
Figures in parenthesis are the amounts to be financed by the Bank Loan.
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Prior review thresholds (Table B)

Table B: Thresholds for Procurement Methods and Prior Review

- ~~~.-Coniia;V u J. C' rta't6-SUbJbt-to.:

EaipendIture Catgory - - -M -(U. mi ' -illions):
1. Works >600,000 ICB All

<600,000 NCB First contract
<100,000 MW First contract

2. Goods >100,000 ICB All
<100,000 IS/ NCB First contract
<50,000 NS First contract

3. Services >400,000 ICB All
Technical Services >100,000 NCB First contract each year
(e.g., aerial mapping <100,000 MW/IS First contract
cadastre survey) <50,000 NS First contract
4. Consultant Services >200,000 Firms QCBS All
and Training <100,000 Firms CQ >50,000

<200,000 Firms LCS >50,000
Individual IC >50,000 SPN, TOR and

contract conditions
<50,000 First then TOR

only
5. Service Contracts Individuals IC/ or similar each batch

Total value of contracts subject to prior review:

Overall Procurement Risk Assessment

Average

Frequency of procurement supervision missions proposed: One every 6 months (includes special
procurement supervision for post-review/audits)
during the first two years of project implementation, and once every year thereafter. One in ten contracts

will be subject to periodic ex-post reviews.
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Table B1: Project Procurement-Related Information and Review Thresholds

Section 1: Capacity of the Implementing Agency in Procurement and Technical Assistance
requirements

> A qualified and experienced procurement officer to be appointed to the PIU by negotiations;
> The procurement officer to receive training in ILO Turin within six months of the loan effectiveness;
> In addition to the procurement officer at least 2 staff from the relevant departments of both the MOJ

and SGA to receive procurement training preferably in ILO;
> The procurement and technical capacity of the procurement departments to be strengthened to deal

with the incremental workload;
> A procurement launch workshop of a duration of two to three days to be organized in Zagreb for the

staff of all the agencies involved in project implementation.
Section 2: Training, Information and Development on Procurement
Estimated date of Project Launch Workshop: October 2002
Estimated date of publication of General Procurement Notice: July 2002
Indicate if there is procurement subject to mandatory SPN in Development Business: No
Domestic Preference for Goods:
Domestic Preference for Works, if applicable:
Retroactive financing: Yes
Advance procurement: No

Explain briefly the Procurement Monitoring System: Procurement implementation progress will be
monitored through progress reports and supervision missions. During the first two years of
implementation, two supervision missions per year will include a procurement specialist who will be
responsible for updating the procurement plan, and conducting ex-post reviews. His/her findings will be
included in the supervision reports for monitoring their implementation.
Co-financing: Yes
Section 3: Procurement Staffing
Indicate name of Procurement Staff or Bank's staff part of Task Team responsible for the procurement
in the Project: Naushad Khan, Senior Procurement Specialist, Ext. 32699

Thresholds generally differ by country and project. Consult OD 11.04 "Review of Procurement
Documentation" and contact the Regional Procurement Adviser for guidance.
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Disbursement

Allocation of loan proceeds (Table C)
Table C shows the allocation of loan proceeds for civil works, goods, technical services and consulting
services, services contracts, recurrent costs, PrU operating costs, and incremental operating costs.

Table C: Allocation of Loan Proceeds

- ,:Expenditure'-Catego6ryn - ; Amount in US$miilion-- Financing Percenta'ge- -
Civil Works 0.40 82%
Goods 6.20 100% of foreign expenditures

100% of local expenditures
(ex-factory cost) and

80% of local expenditures for other
items procured locally

Technical Services 10.30 82%
Consultants' Services, Training and 5.90 100% of foreign expenditures and 75%
Audit of local expenditures
Service Contracts 0.80 82%
Operating Costs 1.20 on a declining basis: 70% until

December 31, 2003; 50% until
December 31, 2004; 30% thereafter

Unallocated 0.64

Total Project Costs 25.44
Front-end fee 0.26

Total 25.70

Use of statements of expenditures (SOEs):

Replenishment applications should be submitted on a monthly basis and must be fully documented and
supported by statements and reconciliation statements. SOE disbursements should be made for (i)
contracts for individual consultants valued at less than US$50,000; (ii) contracts for consulting firms
valued at less than US$200,000; (iii) contracts for goods and technical services costing less than
US$300,000; (iv) contracts for works costing less than US$600,000 equivalent each; and (v) all training
and incremental operating costs. The minimum size of application for direct payment withdrawals and
the issuance of special commnitments from the IDA Credit account would be 20 percent of the Authorized
Allocation to the Special Account. This documentation will be made available for the required audit as
well as to Bank Supervision Mission, and will be retained by the PIU for at least one year after receipt by
the Bank of the audit report for the last fiscal year in which disbursement was made.

Special account:
To facilitate timely project implementation, the PIU will establish, maintain, and operate, under
conditions acceptable to IBRD, a Special Account denominated in EURO in a commercial bank
acceptable to the Bank. The maximum authorized allocation of the Special Account (SA) will be limited
to EUJR I million. However, during the initial stage of the project, an amount limited to EUR 0.5 million
will be deposited in the Special Account. When the amount disbursed reaches EUR 3 million, the amount
deposited in the SA will be increased to the full amount of EUR I million. Replenishment applications
should be submitted at least every month and must include reconciled bank statements as well as other
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appropriate supporting documents. The minimum amount of each application should be 20 percent of the
authorized allocation.

Retroactive Financing:

After project effectiveness, the Loan proceeds will be used to reimburse eligible expenditures incurred by
the project agencies after February 1, 2002 up to a limit of EUR 260,000. Such expenditures will have
been procured following Bank's procurement rules. Activities and items financed would include: office
equipment including furniture for the PIJ, LRMU and SGA, office hardware and software for the PIU,
LRMU and SGA, vehicles, selected PIU consultants, critical international advisers including
procurement, some training, and operating expenses for the PIU and LRMU.

Financial Management Assessment

Executive Summary and Conclusion. A review of the Financial Management arrangements for the project
was undertaken in March 2002 to determine whether the financial management arrangements within the
PIU are acceptable to the Bank. It is concluded that the Project Implementation Unit (PIU) satisfies the
Bank's minimum financial management requirements.

A summary of financial management assessment and conclusions are as follows:

Financial Management Assessment Rating Comments
1. Implementing Entity (PIU) Satisfactory PIU is fully staffed.
2. Funds Flow Satisfactory Bank funds through a SA. Counterpart

contributions through the Budget.
3. Staffing Satisfactory Key staff selected.
4. Accounting Policies and Procedures Satisfactory Draft operational manual has been prepared
5. External Audit Satisfactory The project will be audited by an audit firm

acceptable to the Bank
6. Reporting and Monitoring Satisfactory Existing PIU within the MOF is familiar

with Bank reporting requirements. The
Cadastre project accountant will work with
the MOF PIU and receive on the job
training.

7. Information Systems Satisfactory SCALA software based system is in place at
the PLU in the MOF.

Satisfactory
Overall Financial Management
Rating

Detailed financial management assessment questionnaires are included in the project files.

Project Management and Coordination. The institutional set up for the project will be organized on three
levels: (i) a Project Steering Committee will provide direction and guidance to the project; (ii) a Project
Implementation Unit (PIU) that will coordinate and implement most of the project's activities, along with
being responsible for procuring and supervising them, and (iii) institutional teams in the MOJ and SGA
responsible for ensuring quality under the project, reviewing and approving TORs for activities to be
procured under the project and supervising the PIU. The following is a description of the responsibilities
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of each of these three levels of implementation

Project Implementation Unit (PIU) has been established with consultants (initially with three persons),
and is directly subordinated to the PSC, for the reason that there are two major equal partners in the
project and the coordination of their respective activities is essential for the success of the project. The
PIU is responsible for project implementation, and serves as a secretariat to the PSC, and ensures the
coordination of the activities related to the improvement of the property registration and cadastre systems
implernented respectively by the MOJ and SGA. It will be located in a convenient location near both
institutions. The full PIU will consist of a Project Director, a Technical Coordinator, a Property
Registration Specialist, a Cadastre Specialist, a Procurement Specialist, an Accountant/Disbursement
Specialist, an IT specialist, a Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist and an Assistant. For the first year of
the project, it has been agreed with the MOF that the financial management function for the project
should be in the MOF with arrangements similar to those adopted under the Court and Bankruptcy
Administration Project.

Staffinz of the Accounting/Finance Function. The PIU, will operate the financial management system
already established at the MOF. To facilitate this, the project has hired a financial officer who would
enter data, print reports, and who would also be trained in the use of the system at the PIU in the MOF.
He would work under the close supervision of the financial management specialist in the MOF PIU.
Retroactive finance would provide the necessary resources. The system in the MOF is functioning and is
used for the Bankruptcy project and others, and it has been modified to incorporate the chart of accounts
for the proposed project. Financial monitoring reports would be produced as required. Training would
also be provided for the PIU staff in all aspects of project management.

Accounting and Internal Controls. The PIU will take all necessary steps to ensure that the project
complies with the relevant Bank policies (OP/BP 10.02). This would include the establishment of proper
accounting procedures and intemal controls, which will be documented in an operational manual. A
draft manual has been prepared and reviewed by the Bank.

Computerized Accounting Systems. The P1IU is responsible for overall project financial management and
accountin for the project. As mentioned above, the PIU( will utilize the FM system already established at
the PIU in the MOF for two other Bank financed projects. SCALA software is used for this system.

Audited Financial Statements and Management Letters. The PIU will recruit independent auditors under
terms of reference acceptable to the Bank. Audited Project Financial Statements of the Bank and EU
funds will be submitted to the Bank and the EU with the audit report six months after end of each year
audited. Cost of the audit will be financed under the Loan. The PrU will select the auditors acceptable to
the Bank by December 31, 2002.

Financial Manual. Operational procedures and guidelines for project financial management will be
documented in a Financial Management and Operational Manual, encompassing all levels of project
management and administration. The Manual will include financial management and staffing,
identification of accounting and auditing standards and procedures used for the project, project reporting
and monitoring, procedures for cash and asset management and format of project management reports.
The draft manual has been prepared and reviewed by the Bank.

Financial Flows. A special account will be opened in a commercial bank acceptable to the Bank. All
contracts will be concluded by the PIU. The PI( will prepare all the relevant documents, obtain the
required clearances. Counterpart funds would be paid from the budget allocation of the MOJ and SGA.
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Financial Monitoring Reports. The PIU will maintain accounts of the Project and will ensure appropriate
accounting of the funds provided. It has been agreed that the PIU will be responsible for designing
appropriate financial monitoring reports (FMRs) and preparing FMRs on a quarterly basis. The FMRs
include:

* Project Sources and Uses of Funds
* Uses of Funds by Project Activity
* Special Account Statement Plus Local Bank Account Statement
* Project Progress reporting
* Procurement Monitoring

Financial Risk Analysis. From a financial management perspective, the proposed A summary of the
consolidated risk assessment for the project is as follows:

Risk Assessment
H S M Comments

1. Inherent Risk
Croatia X Overall corruption is high and governance is

inadequate.
Project Management Unit XX The PIU fully staffed.
Project X The project is well conceived. The

Government has demonstrated a high level
of commitment.

Overall Inherent Risk X
2. Control Risk
1. Implementing Entity X PIU staff not fully experienced in Bank

procedures, except for the procurement and
the FM part. However, the FM part will be
carried out under the supervision of the PIU
in the MOF.

2. Funds Flow X Bank funds will be paid out of the SA.
Government contributions will be paid from

_____ the Budget.
3. Staffing X PIU fully staffed
4. Accounting Policies and Procedures X PIU has a draft operational manual.
5. Internal Audit NA
6. External Audit X Auditors acceptable to the Bank will be

appointed
7. Reporting and Monitoring X The PIU in the MOF has experienced in

Bank financed projects. Initial reporting will
be done by this PIU.

8. Information Systems X A FM system is available in the PIU of the
. MOF.

Overall Inherent Risk

H - High S - Substantial M - Moderate N - Negligible or Low
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Financial Covenants. The following are the covenants relating to financial matters: the Government will
cause the PIU to have its records, accounts and financial statements audited each year, commencing with
the accounts for the year ending December 31, 2002.

Supervision Plan. The reports of the progress of the project implementation will be monitored in detail
during supervision missions. FMRs will be reviewed on a quarterly basis by the field based FMS and the
results or issues followed up during the supervision missions. Audit reports of the project will be
reviewed and issues identified and followed up. The field based FMS would monitor the agreed action
plan to ensure appropriate actions have been implemented by the PIU.

Implementation Schedule

The project will be implemented over a five-year period though disbursed over 6 years.
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Annex 7: Project Processing Schedule

CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project

ProJect:S ..; ~: .- - -i :- -Planned - Actual
Time taken to prepare the project (months) 16

First Bank mission (identification) 11/06/2000

Appraisal mission departure 03/17/2002 03/18/2002

Negotiations 05/08/2002 07/05/2002

Planned Date of Effectiveness 11/30/2002

Prepared by:

Government of Croatia:
State Geodetic Administration, Croatia
Ministry of Justice, Croatia

Preparation assistance:

A major grant by DFID, UK to contract a consultant team, with smaller grants by Austria, and Canada

Bank staff who worked on the project included:

Name Speciality

Lynn Holstein Task Team Leader, and Land Administration Specialist

Milena Messori Deputy Task Team Leader, and Operations Analyst

Miroslav Ruzica Sociologist
Hiran Herat Financial Management Specialist

Naushad Khan Procurement
Vladimir Skendrovic Project Operations officer

Irina Kichigina Counsel
David Webber Disbursement Officer

Tjaart Schillhom-Van Veen Environment
Rathnavatee Chiniah Executive Assistant

Wael Zakout Peer Reviewer - EAP - Land Administration

Frederic de Dinechin Peer Reviewer - LAC - Land Administration

Edward Cook Peer reviewer - ECA - Agricultural economist and Land Policy
specialist

John Bruce Peer Reviewer - LEG - Law

Consultants involved:
Stephen Bulter Real Property Lawyer

Ivan Ford Cadastre and Registration Specialist

Suha Satana Economist
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Annex 8: Documents in the Project File*
CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project

A. Project Implementation Plan

Project Implementation Plan, version 3, May 2002.

B. Bank Staff Assessments

Procurement Assessment, Naushad Khan, January 2002.

C. Other

Review of the Law on the Land Register Law on the State Survey and Real Estate Cadastre and Status of
Real Property Rights, Anita Hersak, January 2002.

The Legal Framework for Apartments (Managing Buildings), Anita Hersak, January 2002.

Croatian Cadastre, Mark Probert, January 2002.

Social and Institutional Assessment, Louise Perrotta, January 2002.

Final Report of the IT Expert Group, January 2002.

Land Market Study, Mark Heywood of Land & Property Economics Ltd (LAPECO), January 2002.

Report on Training, DFID, January 2002.

Annex for the Aide Memoire, Assessment of the Cadastre in Croatia, Ivan Ford, November 2001.

Final Report of Pre-Appraisal Mission, Stephen B. Butler, November 2001.

Final Report of Pre-Appraisal Mission, Suha Satana, November 2001.

*Including electronic files
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Annex 9: Statement of Loans and Credits
CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project

30-Jul-2002
Difference between expected

and actual
Original Amount In US$ Millions disbursements

Project ID FY Purpose IBRD IDA GEF Cancel. Undisb. Orig Fm, Revd
P063546 2003 PENSION SYS INVST 27.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 27.30 0.00 0.00

P067223 2002 SAL 202.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

P042014 2002 KARST ECOSYS CONSV (GEF) 0.00 0.00 5.07 0.00 5.48 0.00 0.00
P065466 2001 COURT & BANKRUPTCY ADM (LIL) 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.95 -0.05 0.00

P070088 2001 TRADE & TRANS FACIL IN SE EUR 13.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.36 12.31 0.00

P051273 2000 HEALTH SYSTEM 29.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.68 -5.29 0.00

P039161 1999 RAILWAY MOD. & REST. 101.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 58.09 64.40 0.00

P057767 1999 TA INST REG REF PSD 7.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.10 3.30 0.00

P043444 1998 MUN ENV INFRA 36.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.74 13.57 0.00

P048983 1998 EAST SLAVONIA REC 40.60 0.00 0.80 0.00 25.46 25.11 0.00

P040139 1998 INVESTMENT RECOVERY 30.00 0.00 0.00 3.94 1.44 9.95 0.00

P008334 1997 COASTAL FOREST RECON . 42.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.22 6.22 0.00

P008335 1996 FARMER SUPPORT SERV 17.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 1.39 3.39 0.66

Total: 551.43 0.00 5.87 5.94 297.21 132.90 0.65

CROATIA
STATEMENT OF IFC's

Held and Disbursed Portfolio
April 30 - 2002

In Millions US Dollars

Committed Disbursed
IFC IFC

FY Approval Company Loan Equity Quasi Partic Loan Equity Quasi Partic

1973/81/98 Belisce 9.01 6.01 0.00 5.35 9.01 6.01 0.00 5.35
1999 Croatia Capital 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.69 0.00 0.00
1999 E&S Bank 11.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.74 0.00 0.00 0.00
2001 Pliva 25.00 0.00 10.00 12.50 25.00 0.00 10.00 12.50

T.S. Banka D.D. 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00
1996/99 Viktor Lenac 6.00 1.90 4.20 9.00 6.00 1.90 3.70 9.00
2000

Total Portfolio: 51.75 13.04 14.20 26.85 51.75 10.73 13.70 26.85

Approvals Pending Commitment

FY Approval Company Loan Equity Quasi Partic

2002 ESBank Zagreb II 8.97 0.00 0.00 0.00
2000 RZB Pension 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00
2001 Locat Leasing CR 5.00 0.00 1.20 0.00
2002 Croatia Banka 16.14 0.00 3.59 0.00

Total Pending Commnitment: 30.11 0.00 7.79 0.00
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Annex 10: Country at a Glance

CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project
Europe & Upper-

POVERTY and SOCIAL Central middle-
Croatia Asia Income Development diamond'

2000
Population, mid-year (millions) 4.4 475 647 Life expectancy
GNI per capita (Atlas method, USS) 4,840 2,010 4,620
GNI (Atlas method, US$ billionis) 21.2 956 2,986

Average annual growth, 1994-00

Population iX) -0.9 0.1 1.3
Labor force (%) -3.1 0.6 2.0 GNI Gross

per primary
Most recent estimate (latest year available, 1994-00) capita enrollment

Poverty (% of population below national poverty line) 8
Urban population (% of total population) 58 67 76
Life expectancy at birth (years) 73 69 69
Intant mortality (per 1,000 live births) 8 21 28
Child malnutrition (% of children under 5) .. .. .. Access to improved water source

Access to an improved water source (% of population) 96 90 87
Illiteracy (% ofpopulation age 15+) .. 3 10
Gross primary enrollment (% of school-age population) 99 100 107 -Croa

Male .. 101 106 Upper-middle-income group
Female .. 99 105

KEY ECONOMIC RATIOS and LONG-TERM TRENDS

1980 1990 1999 2000
Economic ratfos^

GDP (US$ billions) .. .. 20.3 22.4

Gross domestic investment/GDP .. .. 23.4 22.0
Exports of goods and serviceslGDP .. .. 40.6 45.0 Trade

Gross domestic savings/GDP .. .. 15.1 16.4
Gross national savingslGDP .. .. 16.5 18.7

Current account balance/GDP .. .. -6.8 -1.8 Domestic
Interest payments/GDP .. .. 2.1 2.1 savings ( Investment

Total debtfGDP .. .. 46.0 46.6 s
Total debt service/exports .. .. 17.2 20.9 l

Present value of debt/GDP .. .. 46.1 .. l

Present value of debt/exports .. .. 101.2
Indebtedness

1980-90 1990-00 1999 2000 2000-04
(average annual growth)
GDP .. 0.6 -0.4 3.7 4.4 Croatia
GDP per capita .. 1.2 0.5 4.4 3.2 Upper-middle-income group
Exports of goods and services .. 5.5 0.7 8.7 3.7

STRUCTURE of the ECONOMY
1980 1990 1999 2000 Growth of Investment and GDP I%)

(% of GDP) 4 T
Agriculture .. 10.3 9.7 9.5
Industry .. 33.8 33.1 32.8 20 i

Manufacturing .. 27.7 22.4 23.2 ___

Services .. 55.9 57.2 57.7 o
I 9s ye 9rvs s

Private consumption .. .. 57.1 57.2 1-20 1

General government consumption .. .. 27.8 26.5 5 GDl w GDP

Imports of goods and services .. .. 48.9 50.6 G

(average annual growth) 1980-90 1990-00 1999 2000 g tGrowth of exports and imports(%)

Agriculture .. -2.0 -2.0 1.3 30

Industry .. -2.5 0.1 1.5 20

Manufacturing , -3.3 4.1 4.1 {
Services .. 2.2 -0.3 5.0

Private consumption .. 2.6 -2.7 4.1 95 9s 97 so
General government consumption .. 1.1 0.8 -0.7 .10

Gross domestic investment .. 8.4 -2.6 -0.1 Exports -* Imports

Imports of goods and services .. 4.8 -2.7 4.2

Note: 2000 data are preliminary estimates.

*The diamonds show four key indicators in the country (in bold) compared with its income-group average. If data are missing, the diamond will

be Incomplete.
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Croatia

PRICES and GOVERNMENT FINANCE
1980 1990 1999 2000 Inflation (%)

Domestic prices 10
(% change) tOT

Consumer prices .. .. 4.2 6.2 100
Implicit GDP deflator .. .. 4.1 6.5

Government finance 5

(% of GDP, includes current grants) o _- -
Current revenue .. .. 47.7 45.2 9S 9S 97 99 99 00
Current budget balance .. .. 1.1 -1.4 - GDP deflator -* CPI
Overall surplus/deficit .. .. -2.2 -5.2

TRADE

(US$S-illions) 1980 1990 1999 2000 Export and Import levels (USS mill.)

Total exports (fob) .. .. 4,395 4,567 loo00
Capital goods .. .. 243 251 E
Chemicals .. .. 338 486 7.500
Manufactures .. .. 2,800 2.751 * * *

Total imports (cif) .. .. 7.693 7.805 sDoo
Food .. 560 538 2.500-I "
Fuel and energy .. .. 804 1094
Capital goods .. .. 2,732 2606 o 

94 99 99 97 s 9 0
Export price index (1995=100) ..

Import price index (1995=100) .. .. .. .. * Exports 0 Imports
Terms of trade (1995=100) ..

BALANCE of PAYMENTS

(USS millions) 1980 1990 1999 2000 Current account balance to GDP (%)
Exports of goods and services .. 6,819 8.118 8.651 10
Imports of goods and services .. 7.115 9,791 9.598 _
Resource balance .. -296 -1,673 -946 5

Net income .. -192 -350 -310 o _
Net current transfers .. 1541 632 858

Current account balance .. 1,053 -1,391 -399

Financing items (net) .. -1,053 1,769 981
Changes in net reserves .. 0 -379 -582 .15

Memo:
Reserves Including gold (USS millions) .. .. 3,025 3,525
Conversion rate (DEC, locallUSS) .. .. 7.0 7.0

EXTERNAL DEBT and RESOURCE FLOWS
1980 1990 1999 2000 _

(USS millions) Composition of 2000 debt (USS mill.)
Total debt outstanding and disbursed .. .. 9.335 10,448

IBRD .. .. 387 395 A: 395
IDA 0 0 G:795 D:488

Total debt servie .. .. 1,596 2.085 :S111
IBRD .. .. 40 41
IDA .. .. 0 0 /

Composition of net resource flows _ ,.

Official grants .. .. ..

Official creditors .. .. 83 154 . i
Private creditors .. .. 979 1,004 . _ . _.= .

Foreign direct investment .. .. 1445 898
Portfolio equity .. .. 574 733 F: 7,495

World Bank program
Commitments .. .. 108 29 A- IBRD E -Bilateral
Disbursements .. .. 85 55 B -IDA D -Other multilateral F -Prvate
Principal repayments .. .. 18 22 C- IMF G -Short-tem
Net flows .. .. 67 34
Interest payments .. .. 22 19
Net transfers .. .. 46 14

Development Economics 9121/01
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Additional Annex 11: Summary of Legal Framework
CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project

1. Property Rights

Basic property rights are generally well defined and protected in comprehensive civil legislation. There
are no unusual burdens on the fundamental rights of property and that property rights are equivalent to
those in other European legal systems. The consensus view is that the main issues are not with the legal
content of property 'rights or the protection provided to them under the law, but in the practical problems
of establishing and protecting the rights through a seriously deteriorated title registration system and a
court system that is experiencing substantial case backlogs.

2. Property Transactions

Conveyance of property and property rights is a relatively simple procedure, if the property and
ownership right are properly registered. There are no noteworthy legal restrictions on
disposition/conveyance of property. The substantive contents of conveyancing documents for specific
types of rights, including ownership, lease, mortgage and servitude, are well described in the laws.
Registration of a transaction is mandatory under the Land Registration Act and the unregistered
transaction is legally ineffective against the state and bona fide third parties. Only mortgages and a form
of mortgage by deed must be prepared by a notary and most conveyancing transactions proceed without
the assistance of professionals, whose fees and commissions are considered to be too high.

3. Mortgage Law

Real property mortgages are governed by a substantive law of mortgage and a separate Law On
Execution ("LOE") of security. Neither law contains any rules or procedures which differ materially from
standard European approaches. Most issues in mortgage law arise at the practical level of enforcement,
and it is extremely difficult to obtain possession of an occupied property after a mortgage default. The
reasons for delays are variously attributed to very large case backlogs in the courts of first instance;
failure ofjudges, perceived to be unsympathetic to the rights of creditors, to quickly order eviction; and
abuse of motions practice and appeals procedures. A mortgage device known as a "Fiduciary Transfer of
Title," which is a mortgage by deed, is available and some creditors now use it almost exclusively. Such
mortgage agreements must be prepared by a notary and are enforceable out of court. Even using such
device, however, it can take several years to obtain actual possession of an occupied property.

A major impediment to mortgage lending is the great backlog in registration cases and consequent delays
in registration. Banks typically will not disburse a purchase money mortgage unless the mortgaged
object is first registered to the mortgagor, despite provisions of the registration law which permit
simultaneous registration of transactions.

The mortgage laws are generally adequate and in themselves should not prevent development of a
mortgage market if improvements are made in the registration system and attitude change can be
achieved by educating consumers, judges and attorneys about the economic costs of failing to provide
adequate protection to right of collateral.
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4. Environmental Regulation

Croatia has adopted an extensive body of environmental law and regulation, and is a signatory to most
significant international treaties on the environment. A listing of the laws and treaties in English is
provided at www.mzopu.hr, the web site of the Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning. The
Ministry is presently undertaking with EU assistance a comprehensive review of the differences in EU
environmental regulation and the law and regulation of Croatia. A first installment of this project dealing
with hazardous waste policy was issued in June of 2001. Croatia was among the first countries of Europe
to adopt Environmental Impact Assessment procedures in the mid 1980s, following the US legislation of
the time. Environmental hnpact Assessment (EIA) is governed by the Law On Environmental Protection
and the By-Law On'Environmental Impact Assessment. The project is not subject to EIA review.

5. Protection of Monuments and Natural Areas

Monument protection is regulated by the Ministry of Culture and carried out by the Ministry and local
building officials. Rules and procedures are equivalent to those found in other developed countries and
follow international conventions. Review of historic status is an essential step in the location approval,
building permit and environmental assessment procedures and local preservation officials must be
consulted in each of these procedures. If monuments or artifacts are discovered after commencement of
construction the authorities can suspend construction until an acceptable preservation plan is devised.
The project owner is responsible for financing the costs of preservation in such circumstances. The laws
of cultural heritage are general restrictions on the rights of property and are not limited by private
ownership of land or buildings.

Natural areas and national parks, of which Croatia has a significant number of high quality, are also
within the jurisdiction of the Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning. Interviews with the
Ministry of the Environment suggest sound principles and practices conforming to international
conventions. A listing of the relevant laws of Croatia and international conventions and treaties
regarding preservation of natural areas to which Croatia is a signatory can be found on the
aforementioned web site of the Ministry, www.mzopu.hr.

6. Privatization

Privatization of most real property is well advanced. Outside of cities, most structures and a great deal of
land (2/3rds) remained in private ownership. Practically all housing was privatized in the early 1990s
pursuant to the 1992 Law On Sale of Apartments On Which Tenant's Right Exists, which gave most
sitting tenants the right to purchase their flat and register as owners. With respect to buildings and
premises generally, all real property that remained in state ownership on January 1, 1997, the effective
date of the Law On Ownership and Other Property Rights, was deemed by law to be owned by the
current occupant/user, subject to several statutory conditions. With regard to privately owned buildings
located on state owned land under a right of use or construction, the law provides that the land ownership
is to be unified with ownership of the building.

7. Real Property Taxes

There is no general occupation and use tax on land or property. The main tax on real estate is the 5

percent transfer tax which is imposed on the gross value of the transaction and customarily paid by the
buyer/acquirer at the time of or shortly after submission of an application for registration. The transfer
tax is imposed on all transfers of property, including gifts and inheritance, but not on mortgage
execution. VAT of 22 percent is charged on materials and services in connection with new construction,
but not the transfer tax, and transfer of existing property is subject only to the 5 percent transfer tax.
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8. Main Aspects of the Registration Law

The LRA is modeled on the laws of Austria and Germany. It establishes a court-based and
judge-centered system in which all operations with the land book are characterized as legal cases under
the supervision of a judge. The land book system is ultimately under the supervision of the Ministry of
Justice. The Ministry has the authority to issue regulations governing land book operations; provide
training and operational guidance to land book staff; provide and supervise expenditure of budgetary
resources for ordinary operations of the land courts as well as renewal and conversion of the land books;
coordinate activities and procedures with the cadastre; order and approve systematic renewal of the land
books in each cadastral district; and order and supervise conversion of the land books to electronic data
processing format.

The act of registering a property right in the land book is characterized as "constitutive" in the sense that
registration is deemed to create the legal right and not merely to publicize it. The state budget is
ultimately liable for errors and omissions in the land book.

Because the land book system is acknowledged to be in a state of transition, and presently in poor
condition in many areas, the guarantees of accuracy which the land book should provide are deferred for
a period of 5 years, through January 1, 2007, during which the entire land book system is to be renewed.

The LRA is fundamentally sound. However, while the law may be adequate to maintain a system that
had been maintained consistently since its inception and is today largely automated (e.g., Austria), it is
arguably not well suited to deal with the main problems facing the Croatian land registers today -
substantial case backlogs and systematic discrepancies between the contents of the books and the state of
title on the ground, leading in both cases to substantial delays in registration, increased costs and
increased risks.

There is a separate apartment registration system in Croatia called the Book of Deposited Contracts
("BDC") which became effective on October 1, 1991. The BDC allows registration of a right to an
apartment on the basis of a contract of sale alone. The BDC is recognized under the LRA and registration
in the BDC has the same legal implications and enjoys the same level of protection as registration in the
land book. Banks are willing to make mortgages on properties registered in the BDC. The BDC was
intended to be a temporary measure and it is supposed to terninate upon completing renewal of the land
books under the LRA, at which time the contents of the BDC are to be converted to the land book proper.

9. Main Issues in the LRA

The main issues in the law affecting the efficiency of the registration system are:

Registration is effected by and through municipal court judges in quasi-judicial proceedings. The
judge can become a bottleneck. Much depends upon how the individual judge arranges the work
and the tasks delegated to subordinates. It is considered unlikely that this central aspect of the
system will be changed, as it is a choice based in history and culture as much as in policy.
The system is burdened by many formal steps which characterize a judicial proceeding.
Land book judges may not resolve contested cases or cases of prescriptive rights, but must refer
them to a complete evidentiary proceeding in the municipal court.
The law is not well suited to systematic renewal process or for dealing with crisis situations such as
the extraordinary backlogs experienced in some registries.
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The LRA and accompanying regulations establish burdensome conditions on entry of apartment
rights into the land book.
The law requires all applications presented to the registry to be accepted even if not suitable for
entry in the book.

10. Authority of Land Book Judges

The authority of land book judges to resolve contested cases and cases of prescriptive rights is limited.
The LRA provides that entry to the land book may be made only on the basis of documentation which
meets all of the requirements of law. Users of the system complain that registration is refused for minor
discrepancies in documentation. However, the LRA provides for two instances in which the usual formal
requirements for making entries into the land book may be relaxed: systematic renewal of land books for
entire cadastral districts and individual land book correction proceedings in districts in which
comprehensive renewal is not justified.

All proceedings of the land court judge are conducted according to the rules of extra-judicial procedure
applicable to uncontested cases.

The LRA does allow conditional registration of title, which applies to applications which do not meet the
full evidentiary requirements of the law, but this tool may be used only in connection with the most
minor defects and cannot be compared with conditional registration in other systems.

Despite these limitations experience of recent pilot projects in land book renewal as well as renewal
projects undertaken by well regarded land registries suggest that the number of cases that are not
resolved in the systematic book renewal process, and which must be resolved in litigation, may be very
small.

11. Systematic Renewal of the Land Books

The LRA provides a means for dealing with the accumulated discrepancies in the land book in a process
of systematic renewal undertaken at the decision of the Ministry of Justice in the event that the land
registry in a district "becomes unusable for any reason whatsoever." Such a renewal may be undertaken
in connection with a resurvey of the district and updating of the cadastre. The systematic renewal process
also appears to be judge-centered, which may have some implications for efficiency. Recommendations
with regard to the systematic renewal procedures include the following:

Explicitly authorize procedures for informal investigations and hearings in the field in the course of
cadastral resurveying as part of the preliminary preparation of the renewed land book data.
Authorize informal procedures in the field by teams of cadastral and legal officers to resolve
boundary and title matters.
Make maximum use of the authority to appoint temporary legal magistrates to conduct land book
correction hearings.

12. Systematic procedures for resolution of registration backlogs

The same points made with respect to systematic renewal of the land books apply to elimination of the
vast backlog of cases in some of the registries. Altematives to the usual procedures should be considered,
including:

Increased use of temporary staff.
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Amendment of the LRA to allow delegation of registration authority to licensed attorneys
appointed by the court, in the manner provided for correction hearings under the LRA.

13. Alternative Dispute Resolution

It does not appear at this time that the problems with the land book are caused by disputes between
citizens, which is how a "dispute" would be understood in the context of ADR.The problems are caused
by other inefficiencies in the system. The best approach to ADR of registration cases would be to (1)
expand the types of cases that may be resolved in informal proceedings before the land court judge or a
legal officer appointed under article 191 of the LRA, (2) make individual title hearings under article 200
of the LRA available at any time for any issue of registration, and (3) modify the systematic renewal
process as recommended above to facilitate resolution of cases in the field. ADR should be distinguished
from legal aid. Were some amount of legal aid made available to low and moderate income persons in
connection with the systematic registration process, it is possible that resolution of these issues could be
facilitated.

14. Other Administrative Issues

Improvements can be made in the registration process by better management, simplification of
procedures and documentation, standardization of documentation and implementation of EDP, many of
which can be accomplished without changes to the law. Much of the inefficiency of the current system
can be attributed to the paper book system. Conversion to EDP at the earliest possible time would likely
result in significant improvements, but is not sufficient in itself without other systemic changes.
Conversion to EDP is treated under the law as a renewal of the land book, of which the public must be
notified and provided with a period of 6 months to review the entries and request corrections. It is in
effect the same system that would be used for any systematic renewal of the land books. Accordingly,
conversion to EDP is best done in connection with a systematic renewal of the land books.

Other issues of an administrative nature include:

Many applications are unsuitable for registration because of flaws in documents.
The Ministry of Justice is authorized by law to provide mandatory templates for proposals, but has
not yet done so.
Lack of central guidance, training and dissemination of best practice to land registry offices.

15. Property Restitution

Restitution of real property is proceeding under the 1996 Law On Restitution of Property Appropriated
During Yugoslav Communist Rule ("LOR"). Restitution presently applies to property which was
confiscated or nationalized under one of approximately 32 laws specifically enumerated in the LOR, the
earliest of which was enacted in 1945, or to other instances of confiscation by court or administrative
judgment occurring after May 15, 1945. Proposals to expand the definitions of eligible property and
recipients are pending.

Restitution is available to all persons who were citizens of Croatia on November 10, 1996, regardless of
current residence or whether they held citizenship of another country on that date, or who derive their
rights as a direct lineal descendant of such a person. All claims had to be submitted no later than six
months following the effective date of the LOR, and preemptive rights to apartments had to be filed
within 3 months of the law's effective date.
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Restitution claims are possible on all types of undeveloped land (urban, agricultural, forestry, etc.) and to
existing buildings or premises. Different rules may apply to different types of property. The law
specifically declares the policy that in-kind restitution will be the exception and not the rule. The type of
restitution depends in the first instance upon whether the property was "confiscated," which was an
uncompensated taking of an entire property on essentially punitive grounds, or "nationalized," which was
the compensated taking for a public purpose of a portion of the claimants property above a normative
amount he was permitted to retain. Refinements of the rules are provided in the law.

Rights of restitution generally do not constitute a cloud on titles as claims have been identified as long
ago as 1997, though they are not yet resolved. There are ways to determine whether a property is subject
to an outstanding claim. However, in some cases restitution rights may affect property boundaries and it
is unlikely that properties affected by the claim can be registered until the claim is resolved.

16. Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons

There was never a permanent taking of properties abandoned as a result of the recent wars. There was a
temporary taking under the September 21, 1995 Law On Temporary Takeover and Administration of
Certain Property. As a matter of law, persons of all ethnicity who fled Croatia during the recent wars are
entitled to confirmation of their rights to their abandoned properties. Restoring the property rights of
such persons is essentially a problem of arranging reconstruction of residential properties destroyed or
damaged in the war, developing alternative housing to resettle occupants living temporarily in the
abandoned properties, and devising the methods of selling or exchanging the properties of persons of all
ethnic groups who choose not to return to their former homes.

17. Agricultural Land

Recent estimates from the Ministry of Agriculture show that of the roughly 5,654,200 hectares which
comprise Croatia, 3,187,494 are characterized as agricultural land of various types, including pasture,
arable, etc. Of that number, 1,143,727 hectares, or 36 percent, are state owned. The large state holdings
are comprised predominantly of the former lands of state farmns ("Kombinati"), which may or may not
remain in existence. The Kombinati were not permitted to privatize their land, and the land was returned
to state ownership in 1997 pending further privatization procedures. Some Kombinati remain in
possession of the land and in business under land use agreements with the Ministry of Agriculture.

Action on state-owned agricultural land will be governed by the recently adopted Agricultural Land Act
("ALA"). The ALA is essentially reasonable on its face, but implementation has not yet begun.
Privatization may occur by lease, concession, and outright sale of ownership. Privatization by sale or
lease will be undertaken by local governments subject to land management plans approved by the
Ministry of Agriculture, and subject to the Ministry's supervision. The preferred method of allocating
the land will be competitive tender subject to a minimum bid. All land allocation proceedings are subject
to preferential rights of other parties; other local farmers have senior preferential rights, and agricultural
legal entities have the lowest preferential right. With respect the concessions, however, the most senior
preferential right is given to the Kombinati.

Foreign citizens are not permitted to own agricultural land unless specifically provided by treaty. The
EU's Croatian Stabilization and Association Agreement specifically exempts agricultural land from the
standard provisions requiring the applicant nation to give EU citizens the same right to acquire land as
Croatian citizens, but only for a period of 4 years following the effective date of the Agreement.
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Additional Annex 12: Executive Summary of the Social Assessment Report
CROATIA: Real Property Registration and Cadastre Project

The Social Assessment (SA) was professionally undertaken by Target Ltd in September and October of
2001. It was sponsored by DFID and supported by the World Bank project team. The SA was based on a
questionnaire survey of 416 households and 150 enterprises which own both registered and unregistered
real property, and with 60 occupiers of property for which there are claims for restitution or repossession,
including 20 displaced persons, returnees or refugees. In addition, nine focus groups discussions were
organized in Zagreb, Knin, and Split in early April, 2002, with the objective of complementing and
expanding the quantitative survey findings. The topics were cultural property, restitution of nationalized
property, returnees property rights, and informal settlements and housing building. Corruption and
gender were the cross-cutting subtopics of all these focus groups discussions. In addition, a special
workshop of key stakeholders was organized by DFID, the World Bank, and Target in Zagreb on May 7,
2002. Around forty participants at the workshop summarized and evaluated the preparatory work on this
project, including the social assessment, the focus groups discussions, and the participatory and
consultation process and plans.

The purpose of the Social Assessment is to ensure that the proposed project provides substantive benefits
to all sectors of the population with an interest in the resolution of real property rights and associated
transactions. Specifically, the Social Assessment was designed to:

Define the potential beneficiaries of the project, and the potential benefits to project beneficiaries.
Define beneficiaries' knowledge of and attitude to real property registration.
Identify mechanisms for improving or increasing positive impact of project for beneficiaries.
Identify potential negative impacts on the population, or on sectors of the population.
Identify mechanisms for avoiding or reducing negative impacts.
Identify any current or potential discrimination associated with real property registration, on the basis
of ethnicity, gender or income.
Develop proposals for reducing discrimination against any social group.

The potential beneficiaries of the project include all property owning households and enterprises in
Croatia. According to the 2001 census there are a total of 1,474,300 households in Croatia and 1,647,600
housing units. A majority of these are privately owned and represent the major capital asset of most
families. A simpler, quicker and more efficient system for registration of real property ownership would
enable these households to mobilize the capital value of their assets. This is even more important for
poorer households where the mobilization of the value of capital assets may enable households to
improve their livelihoods, through e.g. mortgaging property to start a small business. In addition, the
property registration and better land books will help a large number of owners of extremely fragmented
plots to consolidate their property and make it marketable. Similarly, the ownership of premises
represents an important capital asset for most enterprises. Mobilization of the capital value of real
property, especially its use as collateral, will improve enterprises potential for expansion and
development.

Most respondents were at least partly aware of the benefits of registering their real property. Respondents
gave the following-reasons for registering real property, in descending order:

To comply with the law and to secure legal property rights.
To facilitate the transfer of ownership of real property to heirs.
To facilitate the sale of real property.
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* To enable the use of real property as collateral to acquire a loan.
* To enable the owner to receive a building permit or to undertake construction.
* To enable the owner to lease the real property.

The survey included interviews with households who did not have registered ownership of their real
property. These respondents gave the following reasons for not registering real property, in descending
order:

* The belief that the cost of registration is too high.
* Ignorance of the benefits of registration of real property.
* Ignorance of the procedures for registering real property.
* Belief that it will not be possible to acquire all the necessary documents.
* The length of time required, due to delays in cadastre or in land registry offices.
* Fear of increased tax liabilities of registered property.

The most frequently mentioned difficulties related to real property registration are, in descending order:

* The length of time it requires to register real property (average 12 months).
* The amount of bureaucracy required to register real property (requiring visits to between one and

five different offices).
The number of documents required to register real property (from one to six).
The unfriendliness of staff in offices and their reluctance to provide advice, information and
assistance.
The cost of real property registration (up to 680,000 kuna; average cost: 1,250 kuna with average
monthly household incomes of 4,300 kuna).

Although most respondents believe that they should register their real property ownership in order to
comply with the law, the most widely valued right associated with property ownership, is the right to
bequeath property to heirs. Almost all respondents (household and enterprises) intend to bequeath their
property and most think this will be easier if their property is registered.

Improving the efficacy of real property registration will benefit all property owning households and
enterprises in Croatia. Reducing the complexity of the process and the time required to complete the
process will improve the impact of real property registration for all project beneficiaries. The costs of
registration in money terms is not deemed to be overly problematic by the majority of households;
however, poorer households may be discouraged from registering their real property because of the
perception that registration costs are high, relative to their income. Simplification and reduction in the
time costs remain however the main mechanisms for improving impact. Once the system is more
efficient, it will be important to conduct a social awareness campaign, in order to encourage all real
property owners to register and realize the benefits of real property ownership.

The Social Assessment has not identified any possible negative social impacts which would result from
improving the efficiency of the system for registering the ownership of real property.

The Social Assessment has not revealed that the proposed project will have a negative impact on the
occupants of property subject to claims for restitution or for re-possession. The occupiers (tenants) of
property subject to restitution have protected rights of tenure. The occupiers (tenants) of nationalized and
expropriated property have the right to purchase the property, or rights of secure tenure for their lifetime
should they not wish to exercise their right to buy. Former owners have the right to compensation.
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The former owners of confiscated property have the right to restitution of their property rights (with an
exception of the above listed groups). The occupiers of confiscated property have the right to secure
tenure for their lifetime and right of first refusal should the former owner decide to sell.

92 percent of the occupiers of property subject to claims for re-possession (displaced persons, refugees
and returnees) have established the right to accommodation in Croatia and cannot be evicted until such
accommodation is provided. The Government just made a commitment to return property to Serbian
returnees and to provide alternative housing to the Bosnian or domicile Croats. This commitment is
supported by a special program, substantial budget resources, and a very ambitious deadline, i.e. the end
of 2002.

For those trying to resolve issues associated with residence in one country and property ownership in
another, secure title and more efficient systems for transactions in real property would facilitate
purchase: sale and expedite resolution of the issue. Indeed 'various (private sector) real estate agencies'
are the most frequently mentioned organizations helping people resolve the mismatch between property
ownership and housing need.

Similarly, problems with providing proof of ownership retard applications for support for the repair and
reconstruction of housing, further delaying resolution of the issues.

The Social Assessment does not evince any indication of discrimination on the basis of ethnicity, in
relation to the process or cost of real property registration. This finding will be, however, tested and
evaluated during in-coming focus groups discussions in April of 2002. There is however some evidence
of gender bias, with the proportion of women named as owners or co-owners of real property
considerably less than their representation in households which own real property. Social Awareness
campaigns will need to encourage women members of property owning households to insist on inclusion
in the register of ownership.

The poorest quartile are least likely to have registered ownership of their real property. This refers to a
large number of poor people who build their houses without permits. According to the results of one of
the focus groups consultations there appears to be a widespread practice in building houses without
permnits on the Adriatic Coast. In some cases owners are not able to register their property because their
land has no clear ownership, in some others this is because the building permits are excessively
expensive. Facilitating the registration of real property will increase poor people's opportunities to
mobilize the capital value of their assets. Similarly those with lower levels of education are less likely to
have registered their property.

The social awareness campaign should therefore pay specific attention to women and to poorer and rural
households, as well as to war affected families.

The Social Assessment has identified one potentially risk to the project. The Union of Associations for
the Protection and Promotion of Property and Property Rights in Croatia is lobbying for changes in the
law, especially the Law on Restitution of Property Appropriated during Yugoslav Communist Rule,
which they claim contravenes the Constitution of Croatia and undermines the 'natural and human rights'
of property owners. They claim that the privatization of nationalized apartments is 'illegal' and argue
that the rights of tenants to secure tenure at controlled rents are unfair to owners. Should this lobbying
organization prove successful in changing the law, the process of adjudicating property rights to
nationalized, one option would be that expropriated or confiscated property would have to start again,
and might include the cancellation of sales of some of these properties to occupiers/ tenants. This would
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represent a risk though unquantifiable, to the project at the time of writing, as the likelihood that this
organization will be successful is not known. There are, however, some indications that the govemment
will revise the restitution law because it just announced its plans to do so. Some groups believe that such
amendments could support the return of the communist nationalized property of some social strata
(landlords, entrepreneurs), ethnic groups (Italians) or institutions (Roman Catholic Church).

Stakeholder fora should be possible by making possible circumstances where divergent interests can be
resolved, reducing the need for lengthy property dispute resolution through the Courts.

The following matters arose from the focus group, discussions held in April / May 2002 and concem
topics that are often not even indirectly the purview of the project or within the competence of the
involved project institutions. They are mentioned here, as often stakeholders believe all of these
issues can be addressed in the one project or by the same institution. The issues raised were:

a. The Follow-up studies by the project team confirmed that the Croatian laws relating to property do not
discriminate on the basis of ethnicity. From the focus groups discussions held in the cities of Knin,
Zagreb, and Split in April, 2002 it can also be concluded that the property laws are not ethnically biased.
But arising from the focus group discussions, it appears that in some areas property law enforcement
seems to be weak, in the city of Knin in particular;

b. The focus group discussions held in the city of Split during April, 2002 identified a few issues
that should be addressed concerning cultural property. It was pointed-out that cultural property
management is the exclusive responsibility of the central government. In the opinion of the focus group,
this responsibility should be shared with local governments, especially those in big cities on the Adriatic
Coast. Many in the focus groups believe that the local governments are more ready both to invest in and
monitor cultural monuments and property preservation. The groups also proposed that incentives should
be offered to tenants/owners of apartments that contained or held recognized cultural value in order to
better maintain the apartments. A lot of dwellers of these apartments are poor and are not able to
maintain them. Finally, the focus group pointed out that a growing number of business premises within
cultural heritage objects or areas are structured and arranged against the culture heritage legislation and
rules, and the law enforcement is inefficient.

c. Some at the focus groups suggested that the role of the State Real Estate Agency (APN) should
be carefully scrutinized due to alleged biased transactions in buying and selling the property of the
Serbian returnees and refugees.
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